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Abstract 

Protein-ligand interactions can be detected and quantified using protein folding 

stability measurements. Thus, protein folding stability changes are closely linked to 

protein function and are an important biophysical measurement. Stability of Proteins 

from Rates of Oxidation (SPROX) is one approach for making proteome wide stability 

measurements on proteins. Previous SPROX data analysis strategies relied heavily on 

visual inspection of the data to identify protein stability changes. This created a 

bottleneck in the analysis and chances for human error. As part of this work, several 

new data analysis strategies were evaluated using data from previously reported ligand-

binding studies. One strategy, the so-called difference analysis, was determined to be the 

data analysis strategy of choice as it maximized proteomic coverage and true positive 

identification. The difference analysis strategy was applied to identify protein targets of 

the breast cancer therapeutic tamoxifen (TAM) and its active metabolite 4-

hydroxytamoxifen (4OHT) in yeast and protein targets of TAM and its most abundant 

metabolite n-desmethyl tamoxifen (NDT) in MCF-7 cell lysate. Several yeast protein 

targets of TAM and 4OHT were identified using SPROX, and they were subsequently 

validated using a pulse proteolysis strategy. The proteins in an MCF-7 cell line were 

probed for TAM- and NDT-induced stability changes using the SPROX in combination 

with two different quantitative proteomics strategies. The SPROX experiments on the 
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proteins in an MCF-7 cell lysate enabled over 1000 proteins to be assayed for TAM- and 

NDT- induced protein stability changes.  Ultimately, a total of 163 and 200 proteins with 

TAM- and NDT-induced stability changes were identified, respectively. A subset of 33 

high confidence hits, including those identified using both proteomics strategies or those 

identified with multiples peptide probes, were assessed for experimental links to the ER 

using a STRING analysis. One high confidence protein hit, Y-box binding protein 1 

(YBX1), was recently shown to bind the estrogen receptor, which is the known target of 

TAM. Preliminary results generated here using pulse proteolysis and a purified 

recombinant YBX1 protein construct suggest that YBX1 is a direct protein target of TAM. 

Proteins with altered expression levels with TAM and NDT treatment were also 

identified here. In total, 799 and 671 proteins were probed for TAM- and NDT- induced 

expression changes, respectively, and 49 and 30 proteins had altered expression. Out of 

the 49 and 30 proteins with TAM- and NDT- induced expression changes, 14 and 4 

proteins had TAM- and NDT- induced altered stability, respectively.  In addition to the 

above ligand-binding studies, SPROX was utilized to characterize the stability of the 

allergen containing proteomes of the European house dust mite, timothy grass pollen, 

and ragweed pollen. It was determined that the protein allergens in these proteomes 

were more stable and more abundant (based on transcriptomic data), than non-allergen 

proteins from these sources. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Significance of Proteome Wide Stability Measurements 

Traditionally large-scale proteomic studies have focused on protein expression 

level analysis (1). A drawback to the use of such expression level analyses to understand 

drug action and biological states is that the connection between a protein’s altered 

expression level and its altered function is not always clear. Strategies for probing 

protein-ligand binding interactions and protein functions in biological states are usually 

based on the use of affinity purifications or enzyme assays. Affinity purification 

typically involves drug immobilization onto a surface, with the assumption that target 

proteins will bind to the immobilized drug and can be selectively isolated (2). These 

assays only detect direct-binding protein targets with high affinity, and enzymatic 

activity screens limit themselves to specific enzymatic probes. In addition, these screens 

typically occur under non-biologically relevant conditions and are purely qualitative.  

An important biophysical property of proteins is protein folding stability. When 

proteins are involved in protein-drug interactions and protein-protein interactions they 

undergo changes in their folding stability.  Ligands typically interact with proteins when 

they are folded in the native three-dimensional structure, thus ligand binding typically 

stabilizes the folded three-dimensional structure of a protein (3, 4). Because of the close 

link between protein folding stability and protein function, protein stability profiling 

methods have the potential to identify more functionally relevant protein targets of 
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drugs than protein expression level profiling methods, and allow for the detection of 

direct and indirect interactions.  Such indirect interactions can result when, for example, 

the direct binding of drug to a target protein induces (or precludes) the binding of 

another protein to that target protein.    

Over the past decade, methods for probing proteome wide stability of proteins 

have been developed utilizing mass spectrometry (5-7). The experimental advantages of 

the new mass spectrometry-based proteomics strategies (e.g., the ability to analyze 

relatively small amounts of unpurified protein on the proteomic scale) have enabled 

protein folding and stability measurements to be utilized in novel applications. Such 

applications have focused on detecting protein-ligand interactions (5-8) and the 

characterization of biological states (9-11). Altered stability measurements of a protein 

may be due to altered protein-protein interactions, protein-ligand interactions, post-

translational modifications and mutations.  

Mass spectrometry based methods for obtaining proteome wide global stability 

measurements include pulse proteolysis (PP) (12), thermal proteome profiling (TPP) (13) 

and Stability of Proteins from Rates of Oxidation (SPROX) (14).  These methods rely on 

protein susceptibility to proteolysis, precipitation and chemical modification, 

respectively. This dissertation focuses on the evaluation of SPROX to ligand-binding 

systems and the application of SPROX and PP to ligand-binding and biological state 

analyses.    
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1.2 Approaches and Applications of Proteome Wide Stability 
Profiling 

1.2.1 Basic Methodologies  

Proteome wide stability profiling techniques have involved different 

combinations of protease digestion, chemical modification, protein precipitation, 

chemical denaturation, and thermal denaturation strategies with quantitative mass 

spectrometry-based proteomics platforms. The basic methodologies for probing protein 

stability and conformation is summarized in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1: Different techniques for probing protein folding equilibrium involve 

the digestion, chemical modification or protein precipitation of unfolded protein 

followed by quantitative bottom-up proteomics. 

1.2.2 General Workflows and Applications 

Pulse proteolysis, Drug Affinity Responsive Target Stability (DARTS) and 

limited proteolysis (LiPs) all probe protein stability based on protein protease 
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susceptibility. SPROX probes protein stability based on the oxidation chemical 

modification of hydrophobic methionine residues. TPP and related methods (TILS and 

TS-FITGE) probe protein stability based on protein precipitation. The general workflows 

of SPROX, TPP and PP are summarized in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: Denaturant dependent methods of determining protein stability 

report back on the folding free energy of a protein. These methods on the proteome 

scale include SPROX, TPP and PP. PP quantitation can be based on densitometry 

analysis while SPROX and TPP rely on quantitative mass labeling. 

SPROX and PP produce chemical denaturation behavior that reports back on the 

folding free energy of a protein and TPP relies on temperature denaturation. PP was 
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integrated with Stabile Isotope Labeling of Amino acids in Cell culture (SILAC) by Dr. 

Jagat Adhikari of the Fitzgerald lab to enable LC-MS/MS protein quantitation in 

addition to identification (15). All of these methods have been applied to identify ligand-

binding interactions on the proteome wide level within the past 7 years. SPROX and PP 

were the first methods applied to identify protein-ligand interactions on the proteomic 

scale in 2010 and 2011, respectively (5, 7).  These techniques have been applied to 

elucidate both known and novel ligand-binding interactions in cell lysates (16-21). TPP 

was first reported in 2014 and is compatible with intact cell analysis (6). The reported 

applications (to-date) of these methods for ligand-binding analyses are summarized in 

Table 1. More recently, SPROX, LiPs and DARTS have been used to characterize 

different biological states, including the stability profiling of allergen-containing 

proteomes described in Chapter 5 (9-11, 22-24). All reported applications of these 

methods to biological states are summarized in Table 2. It is worthy to note that the 

SPROX and LiPs techniques are the only methods with reported domain-specific protein 

stability measurements. The work in this dissertation expands the application of SPROX 

to additional ligand-binding systems (Chapters 2-4) and biological systems (Chapter 5). 
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Table 1: Summary of ligand binding studies reported with proteome wide 

stability profiling. 

Technique Ligand 
Protein 

Sampleⱡ 

Coverage 

(Proteins) 

Hits 

(Proteins) 
Reference 

TPP 

ATP  K562 ~2500 213 

Savitski 

2014 (6) 

Staurosporine K562 ~7000 60 

GSK3182571 K562 ~8000 36 

Dasatinib K562+  ~7500 19 

TPP 

Methotrexate K562 >3000 11 

Huber 2015 

(25) 

(S)-crizotinib 

SW480 colon 

carcinoma 

cells+ 

>3400 7 

(S)-crizotinib 

SW480 colon 

carcinoma 

cells 

>3000 105 

2’3’-cGAMP RAW cells+ >3000 35 

TPP 
ATP K562 1526 255 Reinhard 2015 

(26) Pervanadate Jurkat cells+ >9000 110 

TPP Brusatol 
A549 Lysate 2851 

Few/None 
Vartanian 2016 

(27) A549+ 2656 

TILS 

Pool of 

anticancer 

drugs 

HEK293 2367 5 

Peng 2016 (28) 
Pool of 

Antibiotics 
E. coli 836 <8 

6-OH-BDE-47 E. coli 1470 8 

TS-FITGE 

Methotrexate HEK293T+ 

N/A 

3 

Park 2017 (29) Byostatin 1 Jurkat+ 19 

Hordenine HEK293T+ 8 

SPROX CsA Yeast 327 10 West 2010 (7) 

SPROX 
NAD+ Yeast 122 11 DeArmond 

2011 (16) Resveratrol Yeast 243 7 

SPROX 
CsA Yeast ~40 ~2 

Tran 2014 (30) 
ATP Yeast 526 139 

SPROX ATP Yeast 373 28 Geer 2016 (18) 

SPROX Manassantin A 
MDA-MB-

231 
1143 32 

Geer Wallace 

2016 (17) 

SPROX Geldanamycin MCF7 ~500 ~10 Xu 2016 (19) 
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DARTS Diogenin 

Mouse 

cortical 

neuron 

primary 

culture 

N/A 1 Tohda 2012 (8) 

DARTS Q24DA C7258 N/A 3 
Wang 2013 

(31) 

DARTS Dichloroacetate LoVo N/A 2 Gong 2013 (32) 

DARTS Disulfiram 
MDA-MB-

213 
N/A 2 

Robinson 2013 

(33) 

DARTS Torin 2 

P. 

falciparum 

3D7 

gametocyte 

N/A 3 Sun 2014 (34) 

DARTS ɑ-ketoglutarate Jurgat N/A 1 Chin 2015 (35) 

DARTS Ecumicin E. coli N/A 1 Gao 2015 (36) 

DARTS RX-5902 
MDA-MB-

231 
N/A 1 Kost 2015 (37) 

DARTS Laurifolioside 
PC-3 N/A 10 Dal Piaz 2016 

(38) MCF-7 N/A 9 

DARTS FK506 U87-MG 499 4 Kim 2016 (39) 

DARTS Axitinib SW480 N/A 10 Qu 2016 (40) 

LiPs l-arginine CD4+T <5856* 20 
Geiger 2016 

(41) 

Pulse 

Proteolysis 
ATP E. Coli N/A 10 Liu 2011 (5) 

Pulse 

Proteolysis 
ATP E. Coli N/A 30 

Chang 2012 

(20) 

Pulse-

Proteolysis 

ATP 
Yeast 

N/A 33 Adhikari 2014 

(15) AMP-PNP N/A 8 

Pulse-

Proteolysis 
Manassantin A 

MDA-MB-

231 
99 9 

Geer Wallace 

2016 (17) 

Pulse-

Proteolysis 
ATP 

M. 

smegmatis 
<1177* 29 

Trindade 2016 

(42) 

Pulse-

Proteolysis 
NAD E. Coli <1229* 78 Zeng 2016 (21) 

ⱡProtein sample is cell lysate unless notes otherwise. 
+These experiments were conducted on intact cells.  

*Number of proteins identified. Experimental protein coverage is lower. 
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Table 2: Summary of biological state studies reported with proteome wide 

stability profiling. 

Technique 
Biological 

State 

Protein Sample 

(cell lysate) 

Coverage 

(Proteins) 

Hits 

(Proteins) 
Ref 

SPROX Breast Cancer 

MCF7, MCF-

10A, MDA-

MB-231 

~800 ~170 
Adhikari 2015 

(9) 

Hybrid-

SPROX 
Allergens Dust Mites 675 N/A 

Ogburn 2016 

(22) (Chapter 

5) 

SPROX Aging Mouse Brains 809 83 
Roberts 2016 

(11) 

LiPs Metabolism Yeast >1000 ~300 Feng 2014 (23) 

LiPs Breast Cancer 
MCF7, MCF-

10A 
556 203 Liu 2016 (10) 

DARTS 
Oxidative 

Stress 
THP-1 N/A 2 

Tang 2013 

(24) 

 

1.2.3 SPROX Development 

SPROX relies on the selective covalent modification of solvent-exposed methionine 

residues to probe global stability changes. Methionine residues are hydrophobic and 

largely found in the buried regions of a protein folded state and is thus a good candidate 

for probing stability. SPROX involves the incubation of a protein or a mixture of proteins 

in a series of increasing chemical denaturants followed by the selective oxidation of 

solvent exposed methionine with hydrogen peroxide. This approach was originally 

reported from the Fitzgerald lab in 2008 and applied for the measurement of 

thermodynamic stability of model proteins on the purified protein level (14). The study 

also involved the analysis of model protein-ligand binding systems including 
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cyclophilin A (CypA) and its ligand cyclosporine A (CsA) as well as BCAII and its 

ligand 4-carboxybenzenesulfonamide. This study proved that SPROX is a suitable 

approach for obtaining protein stability measurements and detecting protein-ligand 

binding interactions.  

SPROX was expanded to a bottom-up proteomics approach with the analysis of a 

more complex protein mixture utilizing mass tag quantitation as reported by the 

Fitzgerald lab in 2010 (7). Known targets of CsA were identified including CypA and 

UDP-glucose-4-epimerase in yeast lysate containing overexpressed CypA and 

calcineurin A. In 2011 another ligand binding study utilizing SPROX was published 

probing a yeast lysate containing overexpressed NAD+-dependent glutamate for NAD+ 

protein binding partners (16). NAD+-dependent glutamate dehydrogenase was 

identified as a NAD+ binding target. Both the 2010 and the 2011 study prove the SPROX 

methodology is applicable for the identification of protein-ligand interactions in 

complex protein mixtures. The 2011 study also probed for resveratrol binding targets in 

yeast lysate and 7 proteins were identified as potential targets of resveratrol. This study 

improved upon the SPROX methodology by implementing a methionine-containing 

peptide enrichment in order to increase the coverage of proteins by increasing the 

coverage of methionine-containing peptides.  

In 2013 a SPROX protocol was reported that included an experimental protocol, a 

data analysis protocol, and criteria for assigning transition midpoints to the 
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denaturation data as well as criteria for hit determination between data sets as would be 

done for a ligand binding study (43). This general scheme is depicted in Figure 2. Both 

the methods of assigning transition midpoints during data analysis and hit 

determination between data sets relied on visual inspection of the data. Transition 

midpoint assignment (C1/2 value) was dependent on denaturant concentrations 

represented by the data, and were discrete. The SPROX C1/2 value represents the 

denaturant concentration where the fraction of oxidized methionine-containing peptide 

is equal to the unoxidized methionine-containing peptide and relates to the folding free 

energy of the protein. The authors estimated a false positive rate (FPR) of 4% from 

analysis of yeast lysate control data sets from the 2011 study with the hit criteria of ∆C1/2> 

0.5 M GdmCl or 1.0 M Urea and two consecutive ‘significant differences’ between the 

normalized reporter ion intensities in two data sets. In a follow up study in 2014 by 

Stickland et al. a SPROX FPR was reported of 1-3% implementing the visual inspection 

dependent data analysis and hit determination (44).  

SPROX has been applied to protein-ligand binding studies since the 

establishment of SPROX for the proteome-wide investigation of protein-ligand 

interactions (17-19). Each of these analyses included an unbiased screening for protein 

targets of ligands utilizing SPROX and a data analysis and hit determination based on 

visual inspection. The studies included the identification of protein ligand interactions of 

ATP in yeast lysate (18), Geldanamycin in MCF-7 lysate (19) and Manassantin A in 
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MDA-MB-231 lysate (17). These studies successfully identified known and novel 

protein-ligand interactions. However, the data analysis and hit determination procedure 

was tedious and cumbersome as it relied on visual inspection. This limited the 

throughput of the SPROX methodology as well as allowed for more opportunities for 

human error. In addition, the visual inspection midpoint assignment only allowed for 

the assignment of discrete transition midpoint values. The ‘binning’ of transition 

midpoints limited the biological relevance of SPROX measurements. Recently, the 

Nelder and Mead Simplex method (45) for regression analysis was exploited to fit the 

chemical denaturation data generated in SPROX and extract transition midpoints (C1/2 

values) (46).  This previous work also included the construction of a JAVA-based 

program to execute the regression analysis of SPROX data.  The JAVA-based program, 

which assigns transition midpoints, eliminates the need for tedious and error-prone 

visual inspection of data. New data analyses utilizing the Java-based program are 

evaluated in Chapter 2. 

1.3 Tamoxifen 

Tamoxifen has been widely used to treat estrogen receptor positive breast cancer 

since its FDA approval in 1977 (47). Tamoxifen is FDA approved for the treatment of 

metastatic breast cancer, as an adjuvant therapy for estrogen receptor positive breast 

cancer and as a breast cancer prevention therapeutic (48). Tamoxifen is often prescribed 

for up to ten years. Tamoxifen, like other drugs, has negative side effects. As a 
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therapeutic that is taken over long periods of time it is important to identify off targets 

of tamoxifen and its metabolites. Tamoxifen (TAM) is metabolized in the body to its 

most active form, 4-hydroxytamoxifen (4OHT), and its most abundant form, n-

desmethyl tamoxifen (NDT), structures are shown in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3: Chemical structure of A) TAM, B) 4OHT and C) NDT. 

Tamoxifen is known as a Selective Estrogen Receptor Modulator (SERM). 

Tamoxifen exhibits antagonist and agonist activities towards estrogen receptors, 

depending on its tissue location (49). Estrogen receptor positive breast cancer is 

dependent on estradiol agonist activity to cause cell proliferation and tumor growth. 

4OHT has a similar binding affinity towards the estrogen receptor as estradiol (50). 

Antagonistic binding of 4OHT induces conformational changes to the estrogen receptor, 

eliminating its oncogenic cell proliferation promotion (51, 52).  
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Although TAM, NDT and 4OHT are known to bind the estrogen receptor, these 

drugs also interact with other proteins. The binding affinity of 4OHT to the estrogen 

receptor is much stronger than TAM or NDT (53). However, TAM and NDT exist at a 

much higher concentration than 4OHT and other TAM metabolites in serum and breast 

tissue (54). A study of tamoxifen distribution during breast cancer treatment showed 

binding to multiple proteins during blood transport (55). Tamoxifen has also shown 

activity against ER negative breast cancer through unknown mechanisms (56, 57). It is 

becoming increasingly clear to the scientific community that pharmaceutical agents can 

act as more promiscuous ligands than once was assumed (2, 58, 59). Therefore, 

identifying novel protein targets of TAM, a commonly prescribed therapeutic for long 

periods of time, is of great interest. These novel protein targets of TAM may have 

implications for off-target effects. 

1.4 Allergens 

Understanding the characteristics that differentiate allergens from non-allergens 

remains a perplexing question in allergy research.  General features such as protein 

stability and abundance from source are frequently cited as likely determinative factors 

(60-64). Interestingly, a recent study found that the high folding stability of a major birch 

pollen resulted in resistance to degradation and a strong allergenic response (65).  

However, rigorous statistical comparisons of allergens versus non-allergens on genomic 

and proteomic scales are lacking.  While it has been hypothesized that allergens are the 
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most abundant and/or stable proteins from an allergens’ source, experimental evidence 

to support or refute such hypotheses is lacking.  

Allergens are traditionally studied and identified by human production of 

Immunoglobulin E antibodies (IgE) in response to a mixture of proteins from allergenic 

sources (ie. Mite extract). Researchers have sought fundamental properties that may 

predict the allergenicity of proteins. These fundamental properties have been thought to 

be abundance and stability, usually focused on the stability of ingested food proteins in 

terms of the resistance to digestion (66). 

Humans can become sensitized to allergens contained within sources such as the 

house dust mite Dermatophagoides pteronyssinus (DP), a pollen from Phleum pretense 

(Timothy grass), and a pollen from Abmrosia artemesia (Ragweed). While allergen-

containing substances can cause allergenic responses, only select proteins contained 

within these sources are allergens and lead to sensitization in humans and 

immunological responses typical of an allergic response. 

Mite allergens are present in both the fecal pellets and whole bodies, therefore 

allergens are at least partially represented with homogenate of mite whole bodies (67). 

Dermatophagoides pteronyssinus (DP) is known as the European house mite. Ragweed 

pollen is one of the leading causes of respiratory allergies in North America, and is 

therefore an allergen source of great interest (68). Sensitivity to grass pollens, including 

the common and widespread timothy grass, has been linked to allergic rhino 
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conjunctivitis and is therefore an allergen source of interest (69). The studies described in 

Chapter 5 are the first large-scale thermodynamic analyses of the above proteomes. 

Traditionally, biophysical analyses have only focused on selected protein allergens (61, 

62, 66, 70, 71). Therefore, evaluating the folding stability of proteins in the proteomes of 

several allergen-containing sources in order to address whether or not allergens are 

more thermodynamically stable that non-allergens will provide insight into one 

hypothesis of why certain proteins are allergens. 

1.5 Focus of Dissertation 

The focus of this dissertation is the evaluation and application of SPROX to 

identify protein targets of a breast cancer therapeutic and its metabolites as well as to 

characterize the stability of allergenic proteomes.  

The work in Chapter 2 is focused on the evaluation of new SPROX data analysis 

strategies using published SPROX data from a study evaluating the false positive rate of 

SPROX, an ATP ligand-binding study in yeast lysate, and a Manassantin A ligand-

binding study in MDA-MB-231 lysate. The original data analysis employed in these 

studies was time consuming and susceptible to human error due to a reliance on a visual 

inspection step in the data analysis. The new data analysis strategies evaluated here 

removed this bottleneck. The new data analyses were evaluated based on the proteomic 

coverage, the false positive rate and the identification of true positives.  
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The SPROX data analysis strategy of choice, which was found in Chapter 2, was 

applied in Chapter 3 and 4 to identify protein targets of TAM, 4OHT and NDT. Chapter 

3 is focused on the identification of protein targets of TAM and 4OHT in yeast lysate 

with SPROX and PP. The proteins identified as targets of TAM and 4OHT in yeast were 

of interest as yeast does not contain estrogen receptor protein. Therefore, these protein 

targets may provide insight into off-targets of TAM in humans according to protein 

targets identified with human homology.  

Chapter 4 is focused on identifying novel protein targets of TAM and NDT using 

the proteins expressed in an MCF-7 cancer cell line as the protein source.  The 

experiments described in this chapter enabled both the quantitation of protein 

expression level changes in the MCF-7 cell line upon treatment with TAM and NDT, and 

the discovery of proteins with TAM- and NDT-induced stability changes. Proteins 

identified with drug-induced expression level changes and proteins with drug-induced 

stability changes were compared.  The overlap between the impact of TAM and NDT on 

MCF-7 proteins was evaluated by comparing the protein targets of TAM and NDT 

identified by altered protein stability changes and proteins with TAM- and NDT-

induced expression levels. The protein hits identified here with ligand-induced stability 

changes were also used in a  STRING analysis (72) to investigate their connection to the 

estrogen receptor.   
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The work in Chapter 5 is focused on the characterization of the protein stability 

of relatively unknown proteomes of allergen-containing samples. The allergen-

containing samples studied included house dust mite Dermatophagoides pteronyssinus 

(DP) homogenate, Phleum pretense (Timothy grass) pollen extract, and Abmrosia 

artemesia (Ragweed) pollen extract. The stabilities of allergenic proteins were compared 

to the non-allergenic proteins. This work contributes to the elucidation of the 

fundamental properties of allergenic proteins. 
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2. Evaluation of Data Analysis Methods for Detection of 

Protein-Ligand Binding Interactions using Proteome-Wide 

SPROX Measurements 

2.1 Introduction 

SPROX has been used in a series of different studies to detect and quantify 

protein-ligand binding interactions on the proteomic scale.  These studies have included 

the identification of protein targets of cyclosporine A (7), NAD (16), resveratrol (16), 

ATP (18), Geldanamycin (19), and Manassantin A (17). While these studies successfully 

identified known and novel protein-ligand binding interactions, the SPROX data 

analysis methods employed in these studies were time consuming and tedious as they 

ultimately relied on a visual inspection of the data to assign transition midpoints to the 

chemical denaturation curves generated in SPROX.   

The visual inspection step previously used in SPROX analyses of protein-ligand 

binding studies not only creates a bottleneck in the data analysis, but it is also 

susceptible to human error. Moreover, the visual inspection procedure only allows for 

the assignment of discrete transition midpoint values (e.g., either at or halfway between 

the selected chemical denaturant concentrations). Thus, the resulting transition midpoint 

assignments are highly dependent on the denaturant concentrations represented by the 

data points, and they are discrete (i.e., “binned”). This “binning” of the transition 

midpoints limits the accuracy of SPROX measurements including the binding free 

energies (∆∆G) and dissociation constants (Kd) associated with the detected protein-
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ligand interactions. The “binning” of transition midpoints also makes rigorous statistical 

analyses of the data difficult.   

Recently, the Nelder and Mead Simplex method (45) for regression analysis was 

exploited to fit the chemical denaturation data generated in SPROX and extract 

transition midpoints (C1/2 values) (46).  This previous work also included the 

construction of a JAVA-based program to execute the regression analysis of SPROX 

data.  The JAVA-based program, which assigns transition midpoints, eliminates the 

need for tedious and error-prone visual inspection of data. Furthermore, the transition 

midpoints are assigned in a continuous manner, ultimately improving the accuracy of 

the resulting transition midpoint assignments and resulting biophysical measurements 

calculated from SPROX data. This results in the improved biological relevance of the 

resulting stability measurements. To date, the JAVA-based program has so far only been 

utilized to analyze SPROX data generated in studies of different biological states (e.g., to 

characterize age-related thermodynamic stability differences in mouse brain proteins 

and to characterize the thermodynamic stability differences between allergenic and non-

allergenic proteins) (11, 73). 

Reported here is an evaluation of the above JAVA-based program’s ability to 

analyze data in proteome-wide SPROX experiments of protein-ligand binding.  As part 

of this work two new strategies for the analysis of SPROX data generated in protein 

target discovery experiments were evaluated.  Both strategies involve use of the above 
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JAVA-based fitting program to assign C1/2 values to the chemical denaturation data sets 

generated in SPROX analyses performed in the presence (+) and in the absence (-) of the 

test ligand.  In one approach these C1/2 values are used to generate ∆C1/2 values, which 

are ultimately used in combination with the isobaric mass tag intensities differences for 

the + and – ligand samples in SPROX to select hits.  This approach, referred to hereafter 

as the “Difference Analysis”, is directly analogous to the data analysis methods 

originally described for hit selection in protein-ligand binding experiments using 

SPROX with isobaric mass tag quantitation (43).   The second approach for SPROX data 

analysis described here utilizes the C1/2 values assigned by JAVA-based program in a 

two-tailed Student’s t-test. 

 As part of the work in this chapter, the two different data analysis approaches 

were evaluated using the data generated in three previously reported SPROX ligand-

binding studies.  The ligand binding studies included one aimed at assessing the false 

positive rate of ligand discovery (FPR) of SPROX (44) and two others aimed at 

identifying protein targets of a promiscuous ligand with relatively well-understood 

binding properties (ATP (18)) and a ligand for which the protein targets are largely 

unknown (Manassantin A (17)).  The results of this work enabled the two data analysis 

methods to be evaluated based on protein and peptide coverage, FPR, and in the case of 

the ATP binding study, the ability to detect known ligand-binding interactions.  
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2.2 Experimental Procedures 

2.2.1 Experimental Protocol 

The SPROX data analyzed here was previously collected in SPROX ligand-

binding studies that have been reported elsewhere (17, 18, 44). The general experimental 

workflow employed in each experiment was similar and is shown in Figure 4. Each 

ligand-binding study involved the incubation of a protein with (+) or without (-) ligand 

for a specific time. After incubation +/- ligand samples were aliquoted into an increasing 

series of denaturants for sufficient time as to allow protein folding behavior to 

equilibrate. After the equilibration of protein folding the SPROX reaction was 

performed. Summarized in Table 3 are the protein sources, vehicles, and ligands used in 

each experiment. The final denaturant concentrations present during the SPROX 

reaction for each study are summarized in Table 4. A bottom-up proteomics sample 

preparation with iTRAQ quantitation was completed with the tagging scheme 

highlighted in Table 4. These samples were analyzed by LC-MS/MS for peptide and 

protein identification and quantitation.  
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Figure 4: SPROX Ligand-Binding Study Workflow. A) General experimental 

workflow of SPROX ligand-binding study. B) Data Analysis resulting in denaturation 

data for methionine-containing peptides, assignment of transition midpoint values 

(C1/2), and hit determination between matching + and – peptides. 

Table 3: Experimental Details for Each Study. 

Study 
Protein 

Source 
Vehicle Ligand 

FPR*(44) 
MDA-MB-231 

lysate 

5% v/v 

DMSO 
- 

ATP ligand 

binding(18) 
Yeast lysate 

2% v/v 

water 

16 mM AMP-PNP; 

20 mM MgCl2 

ManA ligand 

binding*(17) 

MDA-MB-231 

lysate 

5% v/v 

DMSO 

150 µM 

manassantin A 
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Table 4: Denaturant and iTRAQ Tagging Conditions. The final denaturant 

concentrations during the SPROX reaction and the corresponding iTRAQ reporter tag 

are provided. ManA= Manassantin A DEN=Denaturant. 

Study Experiment DEN 
Tag Denaturant (M) 

113 114 115 116 117 118 119 121 

FPR SPROX GdmCl 0.5 1.0 1.3 1.5 1.7 2.0 2.5 3.0 

ATP 

ligand 

binding 

SPROX Urea 0 1.0 2.0 2.7 3.4 4.0 4.8 6.0 

ManA 

ligand 

binding 

SPROX GdmCl 0.5 1.0 1.3 1.5 1.7 2.0 2.5 3.0 

 

2.2.2 Data Analysis 

2.2.2.1 Generation of Denaturation Data  

Searched outputs from LC-MS/MS analysis contained the peptide sequence, 

global FDR % (confidence), protein identifier, isolation interference (or ion purity), 

modification sites and the 8 iTRAQ reporter ion intensities each corresponding to a 

denaturant concentration for each peptide spectral match (PSM). Prior to embarking on 

either of the two data analysis methods described here the following steps were taken: 

PSMs were removed that were assigned as low confidence (>5% global FDR); PSMs that 

contained at least one zero for any of the 8 iTRAQ reporter ion intensities were removed; 

PSMs with iTRAQ reporter ion intensities that summed to less than 1000 were also 

removed from the analysis; and the iTRAQ reporter ion intensities for in each PSM were 
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subject to two normalizations, as described previously (4).  One normalization, which 

involved dividing each reporter ion intensity in a given PSM by the average of the 

reporter ion intensities in that PSM, generated so-called N1 values that accounted for 

differential ion intensities between different PSMs.  For the second normalization, the 

N1 values generated for a given reporter ion were averaged using the non-methionine 

containing PSMs.  The N1 normalized reporter ion intensities of the methionine-

containing peptides were ultimately divided by these averaged values, or so-called N2 

normalization factors. The N2 normalization factors and the corresponding standard 

deviation for each experiment are provided in Table 5. 
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Table 5: N2 normalization factors and standard deviations. The group # 

refers to the replicate #. ManA= Manassantin A; Exp=Experiment; 

S.D.=Standard Deviation. 

Study Exp. Group 
N2 

Stats 

iTRAQ Reporter Ion m/z 

113 114 115 116 117 118 119 121 

FPR SPROX 

#1 (-)* 
N2 0.43 1.21 0.93 1.15 0.94 1.04 1.13 1.18 

S.D. 0.22 0.16 0.13 0.12 0.14 0.13 0.16 0.15 

#2 (-)* 
N2 0.40 1.22 0.92 1.23 0.86 1.11 1.04 1.21 

S.D. 0.18 0.15 0.13 0.14 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.15 

ATP 

ligand 

binding 

SPROX 

(-) 
N2 1.08 0.62 1.38 1.50 1.03 0.64 1.04 0.72 

S.D. 0.26 0.28 0.22 0.27 0.23 0.13 0.24 0.21 

(+) 
N2 1.24 1.31 0.52 1.03 0.45 1.32 1.23 0.91 

S.D. 0.28 0.25 0.21 0.16 0.24 0.22 0.21 0.16 

ManA 

ligand 

binding 

#1 

SPROX 

(-) 
N2 0.86 1.07 0.80 0.92 1.19 0.83 1.13 1.20 

S.D. 0.19 0.16 0.17 0.10 0.11 0.14 0.15 0.20 

(+) 
N2 0.86 0.98 0.97 1.10 1.07 0.72 1.17 1.13 

S.D. 0.23 0.18 0.20 0.13 0.12 0.16 0.16 0.19 

#2 

SPROX 

(-) 
N2 1.01 0.86 0.93 1.02 1.05 1.04 0.95 1.14 

S.D. 0.14 0.13 0.12 0.16 0.12 0.11 0.13 0.18 

(+) 
N2 1.04 0.79 0.92 0.96 0.97 1.08 1.03 1.20 

S.D. 0.14 0.15 0.12 0.12 0.13 0.11 0.12 0.17 

*The #1 and #2 from the FPR study were two replicates of the same experiment with 

vehicle only. 

 

The N2-normalized values generated for each PSM containing methionine were 

fit to Equation 1 using the Nelder and Mead Simplex method for regression.   

                                   Equation (1) 

 

In Equation 1: A is the pre-transition baseline, B is the post-transition baseline, b 

is a measure of the steepness of the transition and C1/2 is the transition midpoint of the 

denaturation data. The data were fit to Equation 1 using a JAVA-based program, which 
 

y = A+
(B- A)

1+ e
-
C1/2-x

b
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was developed in house.  The program fit the set of N2-normalized values from each 

PSM a total of nine times including one time using all of the data as well as one time 

after the removal of each N2-normalized value. The highest quality fit, according to the 

adjusted R2 value, was selected as the program output. PSMs with poor data (adjusted 

R2 < 0.8) were removed from the analysis. PSMs with isolation interference > 30% or 

isolation purity < 70% were also removed from the analysis. The remaining data was 

employed for hit determination using the two data analysis strategies outlined below.  

In a ligand-binding study the difference between the C1/2 values for the – and + 

ligand samples is known as the ∆C1/2 and can be used to calculate the change in folding 

free energy of a protein (∆∆Gf) (Equation 2).  

                                                                                                                          Equation (2) 

The variable m represents the steepness of the transition. The Kd of a ligand-

binding interaction can also be calculated with this information as shown in Equation 3 

with [L] representing the molar concentration of free ligand, n representing the number 

of ligand binding sites, R is the universal gas constant and T is the temperature in 

Kelvin. 

                                                                                                                          Equation (3) 
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2.2.2.2 Two-Tailed Student’s t-test Data Analysis 

For hit determination using the two-tailed Student’s t-test, the C1/2 values 

extracted from good quality PSMs (isolation interference < 30% or isolation purity > 70%, 

FDR < 5%) and good fit (R2 > 0.8) were analyzed. In order to be considered in the t-test 

analysis a peptide needed to have at least two good quality PSMs from each sample set. 

In order to be considered a ‘hit’ the -log10(pt-test) needed to have a value > 1.3. 

2.2.2.3 Difference Analysis  

For peptides with multiple PSMs (i.e., multiple chemical denaturation data sets 

that were well fit to Equation 1 the normalized reporter ion intensities for the same 

denaturant concentration (tag) were averaged to produce one denaturation data set per 

peptide identified.  The JAVA-based program was used to fit this averaged data set to 

generate a single C1/2 value for each peptide in the (+) and (-) ligand samples. The C1/2 

value assignments derived from the averaged data set along with the averaged N2-

normalized reporter ion intensities for each unique peptide were utilized for hit 

selection. Hits were selected based on the magnitude of the differences between the 

averaged N2-normalized reporter ion intensities for each unique peptide in a given 

comparison. The normalized reporter ion differences were converted to percentiles. The 

percentile refers to the location of the difference in the frequency distribution of all the 

differences in the comparison with the mean difference corresponding to 0%. For 

instance, if a difference was representative of the lowest 0.55% of the frequency 
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distribution the tag difference corresponded to a value of 0.0055 (see Figure 5B). If the 

difference associated with a given tag was representative of the top 10% of the frequency 

distribution the difference value was assigned as 0.01. The difference percentiles that 

were located at or between the C1/2 assignments of the – and + ligand sample (and that 

were consistent with the direction of the ∆C1/2 shift) were multiplied together. The 

resulting value was assigned as the difference probability (Diffprob). This value represents 

the probability of the differences occurring in the appropriate place in the denaturation 

data. A hit was required to have a -log10(2*Diffprob) > 1.0.  

Hits in the difference analysis were also required to have a statistically significant 

∆C1/2.  A statistically significant ∆C1/2 was taken to be greater than or equal to twice the 

pooled standard deviation (or ‘s-pooled’ value) of all the C1/2 values generated from the 

PSMs.  The s-pooled value was calculated using Equation 4. In equation 4 “s” is the sum 

of the square of the differences between the assigned C1/2 of a PSM from the average C1/2 

assigned for that peptide sequence, “t” is the total number of PSMs of each data set (+ or 

-) and “u” is the number of unique peptide sequences of each data set. Each of these 

variables was calculated for both the + ligand (+) and the – ligand (-) data set.                                                                                                                                   

                                                                                                                          Equation (4) 

 Summarized in Table 6 are the specific hit selection criteria used to identify the 

peptide and protein hits in the ligand binding studies.  An example of SPROX data that 

was classified as a hit is shown in Figure 5A. The ∆C1/2 value is 1.22 M Urea and the 

) 
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differences present at or between the assigned midpoints have a -log10(2*Diffprob) value of 

1.96. For this comparison twice the calculated s-pooled was 0.86. Therefore, the fitted 

data shown in Figure 5A is representative of a peptide that would be assigned as a hit 

with -log10(2*Diffprob) > 1.0 and ∆C1/2 > 0.86 M Urea.         

Table 6: Hit Criteria of New Data Analyses. ManA= Manassantin A; s-

pooled=pooled standard deviation calculated with Equation 4. 

Study Experiment 
Difference Data Analysis 

Student’s t-test  

Data Analysis 

s-pooled*2 -log10(2*Diffprob) -log10(pt-test) 

FPR SPROX 0.31 1.0 1.3 

ATP ligand 

binding 
SPROX 0.86 1.0 1.3 

ManA ligand 

binding 
SPROX 0.41 1.0 1.3 
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Figure 5: Hit Example with Difference Analysis. A) Hit peptide 

(TTLVANTSNMPVAAR) from ATP-binding protein (YDL185W) assayed in ATP 

ligand binding study. This data represents the normalized reporter ion intensities 

(column) and fitted denaturation data (curve) for a control (black) and +ligand (gray) 

sample. The assigned transition midpoints from the fitting program are labeled. The 

difference contributing to the hit determination is between the transition midpoints 

of the control and +ligand sample. The difference in this case is at 2 M Urea and 

labeled with ‘D’. B) Frequency distribution of normalized reporter ion differences. 

This depicts the difference between the control and +ligand data and how that 

difference is translated to a percentile and probability measurement (-

log10(2*Diffprob)). 
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2.3 Results and Discussion 

2.3.1 Protein and Peptide Coverage Comparison 

 Summarized in Table 7 are the peptide and protein coverages observed 

in each analysis of the data sets examined here. Use of the regression analysis in the 

difference analysis reduced the peptide coverage observed in each study by ~30-50% 

compared to that observed in the original analysis of data, which involved a visual 

inspection step. This is because the quantitative proteomics data obtained on 30-50% of 

the data sets were not well fit to Equation 1 using the JAVA-based program. Utilizing 

the two-tailed Student’s t-test also resulted in a significant reduction of the peptide 

coverage.  The peptide coverage using the Student’s t-test was reduced ~50% compared 

to that in the difference analysis. The t-test data analysis requires the acquisition at least 

2 PSMs for each unique peptide in both (+) and (-) ligand samples analyzed in each 

protein ligand binding experiment.  

Table 7: Peptide and Protein Coverages with Data Analysis Methods. 

Visual inspection refers to the results previously reported for the study. 

ManA= Manassantin A. 

Study Experiment 
Visual Inspection 

Difference 

Analysis 

Student’s t-test 

Analysis 

Peptides (Proteins) Peptides(Proteins) Peptides(Proteins) 

FPR SPROX 1057(412) 544(296) 108(66) 

ATP 

ligand 

binding 

SPROX 777(372) 361(214) 161(110) 

ManA 

ligand 

binding 

SPROX 2314(1143) 1247(759) 580(339) 
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Unfortunately, the nature of shotgun proteomics limits the number of PSMs that 

are generated in each LC-MS/MS run. In order to effectively apply the t-test to SPROX 

data biological and technical replicates are required. The experimental data sets 

generated for the protein-ligand binding experiments analyzed here only included 1-2 

biological replicates with 2-3 technical replicates each.  Clearly, the proteomic coverage 

suffered because of the limited number of biological and technical replicates.  

For any proteome-wide methodology used as a screening technique it is 

advantageous to have higher protein and peptide coverage in order to obtain 

information about more proteins and to potentially detect more protein-ligand binding 

interactions. A comparison of the two new data analysis methods described here reveals 

an advantage of utilizing the difference analysis over the t-test analysis in terms of 

peptide and protein coverage. Protein coverage is an important evaluation factor of any 

proteomics technique due to more low abundance proteins being assayed with increased 

coverage. In addition, proteomics approaches with low proteomic coverage are limited 

in scope due to the inability to establish trends in measurements. For example, high 

coverage is critical for obtaining meaningful information from bioinformatics tools such 

as the gene ontology tool PANTHER (74) and the protein association network tool 

STRING (72).  
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2.3.2 Hit Comparisons  

2.3.2.1 False Positive Rate Comparison 

The previously reported data analysis based on visual inspection was reported to 

have a false positive rate of 1-3% (44). One of the data sets used to calculate this false 

positive rate was the so-called “FPR” study. The data obtained from this FPR study 

generated FPRs of ~1%, ~5% and ~1% with the visual inspection analysis, difference 

analysis, and t-test analysis respectively. These hit rates along with the number of hits of 

the FPR study are listed in Table 8.  

Table 8: Peptide Hits and Hit Rates with Each Data Analysis Method. 

Visual inspection is referring to reported hits and hit rate. Hit rate refers to % 

assayed peptides that are determined to be hits. ManA= Manassantin A. 

Study Experiment 

Visual 

Inspection 

Difference 

Analysis 

Student’s t-test 

Analysis 

Peptide 

Hits 

Hit 

Rate 

Peptide 

Hits 

Hit 

Rate 

Peptide 

Hits 

Hit 

Rate 

FPR SPROX 8 0.8% 29 5.3% 1 0.9% 

ATP ligand 

binding 
SPROX 25 3.2% 53 14.7% 26 16.1% 

ManA ligand 

binding 
SPROX 32 1.4% 96 7.7% 8 1.4% 

 

Low FPRs are advantageous in protein target discovery projects as they increase 

confidence in hits and ease the transition between hit identification and validation. The 

hit rates calculated with these data analyses (1-5%) are reasonably low. The FPR 

observed for the original data analysis using the visual inspection step is lower than that 

of the new difference analysis method due to the visual inspection requiring a discrete 
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number of tag differences. Two consecutive tag differences representative of the top 15% 

or bottom 15% of the difference frequency distribution were used in the original visual 

inspection procedure to assign a peptide as a hit in addition to a ∆C1/2 requirement as 

mentioned earlier. Whereas the difference analysis described here implements a 

difference hit requirement based on the relative size of the differences, and not the 

number of differences. Increasing the quality and fitting requirements for the data 

analyses may improve the FPR, but this also further limits the overall of proteomic 

coverage. 

2.3.2.1 Protein-Ligand Binding Identification 

The total number of hits identified in the protein-ligand binding studies are 

summarized in Table 8. The SPROX ligand-binding studies to which the data analyses 

were applied included a proof-of-principle study identifying ATP binding proteins in 

yeast (18) and a Manassantin A binding study in MDA-MB-231 lysate (17). ATP is a 

well-studied promiscuous ligand that has many known protein targets. Manassantin A 

is an anti-cancer agent with an unknown mechanism and therefore has unknown 

protein targets (17). In order to further evaluate the two data analysis strategies 

described here, and the capability to identify ‘true’ hits, both newly described data 

analyses were applied to these reported SPROX ligand-binding studies.  
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2.3.2.2 ATP Binding 

The ATP ligand-binding study was utilized to evaluate how many known ATP 

binding proteins that were assayed could be identified as hits with each of the new data 

analyses. The total numbers of hits identified with each data analysis are summarized in 

Table 8. Using either of the new data analysis methods, the hit rate for the ATP ligand 

binding study was relatively high compared to the hit rate observed in the FPR study.  

The data from the difference and t-test analyses can be displayed in volcano plots (see 

Figure 6). In the ATP binding study known hits were defined as those with an ATP 

binding GO term. All peptides from known ATP binding proteins that were identified as 

hits with any of the data analyses are summarized in Table 9.  In the visual inspection 

analysis, 92 proteins with the ATP binding GO term were assayed. Out of these 92 

proteins assayed 14 were determined to be hits (15%). Using the difference analysis 66 

proteins with the ATP GO term were assayed, and out of these 66 proteins 22 were 

determined to be hits (33%). Out of the 14 ATP binding proteins identified as hits with 

visual inspection 6 were assayed using the difference analysis and 3 were determined to 

be hits. By the t-test analysis 35 proteins with the ATP GO term were assayed and 9 were 

determined to be hits (26%). Out of the 14 ATP binding proteins identified as hits with 

visual inspection, 3 were assayed using the t-test analysis and 1 was determined to be a 

hit. The difference analysis approach described here appears to be the most successful in 

identifying ATP binding proteins. Not only did the difference analysis result in the 
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largest number of known ATP binding protein hit identifications, the largest fraction of 

known ATP binding proteins was identified as hits using the difference analysis.    

 

Figure 6: Volcano plot depicting results of ATP binding study. Black triangles 

represent the hits that are associated with an ATP-binding GO term. A) Difference 

data analysis results with dotted line representing –log(2*Diffprob)=1.0. Dashed lines 

represent transition midpoint shift hit cutoff. B) Student’s t-test analysis results with 

dotted line representing –log(pt-test)=1.3. 
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Table 9: Known ATP Binding Hits Identified with Data Analyses. All hits 

detected from proteins associated with an ATP-binding GO term are listed. ‘Yes’ 

indicates the peptide was identified as a hit with the analysis indicated. ‘No’ indicates 

that the peptide was assayed but not determined to be a hit with the analysis 

indicated.  ‘-‘indicates that the peptide was not assayed. V.I, Difference and t-test 

refers to the data analysis method used. 

Peptide Sequence Gene  V.I. Difference t-test 

MIVEAANR ADE2 No Yes Yes 

TIDSQIVKPTIDGMR ADE5,7 No No Yes 

LDQMLK ADK1 No Yes No 

LDQMLKEQGTPLEK ADK1 No No Yes 

MVLIGPPGAGK ADK1 No No Yes 

TIPQAEKLDQMLK ADK1 No No Yes 

MQQRPIAPLVDSLR ARO1 Yes No - 

TAADTVMR ASN2 No Yes - 

GANNMIIDETER CCT4 No Yes - 

IMYVDYK CDC19 Yes - - 

TGTTTNDVDYPIPPNHEMIFTTDDK CDC19 No Yes - 

TGTTTNDVDYPIPPNHEMIFTTDDKYAK CDC19 No No Yes 

RTLAFMK GLK1 Yes Yes No 

IDGYSGPELGELMEK GRS1 No Yes - 

ITQDMAQPDSYLHK GSH2 No Yes - 

SIVPLMDR HSP10 No No Yes 

DLSSEVVGQMDAIK HSP104 No Yes - 

DKFENMGAK HSP60 No Yes No 

NVAAGCNPMDLR HSP60 No Yes - 

SIVLKDKFENMGAK HSP60 No Yes - 

QGLDDIATLMK HTS1 Yes Yes - 

FDKPFVMDTSYPAR HXK2 Yes No No 

RINMIEELEK KRS1 Yes - - 

EMLNHNLITK LSC2 No Yes - 

AIAVMTSGGDAPGMNSNVR PFK2 No Yes - 

RGEGFMVVTATGDNTFVGR PMA1 Yes No - 

MLTGPAR SNQ2 No Yes - 

ELQDIANPIMSK SSA1 Yes - - 

NQAAM(OX)NPSNTVFDAK SSA1 No Yes - 
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ELQEVANPIMSK SSA2 No Yes - 

NQAAM(ox)NPANTVFDAK SSA2 Yes - - 

MVNQAEEFKAADEAFAK SSB1 No Yes No 

LMELGIK SSZ1 No Yes Yes 

GYEEVITPNMYNSK THS1 No Yes - 

EATSWETTPM(ox)DIAK THS1 Yes - - 

FMRNPVR TIF1 No Yes - 

FDDM(ox)ELDENLLR TIF1 Yes - - 

EIEMDAVAR URA2 No Yes - 

TTLVANTSNMPVAAR VMA1 Yes Yes Yes 

LLSTMQER VMA1 No Yes Yes 

IPVSEDMLGR VMA2 No No Yes 

VGIVPGEVIAPGMR YDJ1 Yes - - 

QINENDAEAMNK YEF3 Yes - - 

MVAEVDMK YEF3 No No Yes 

 

2.3.2.4 Manassantin A Ligand Binding 

The previously reported Manassantin A ligand binding study in MDA-MB-231 

lysate was performed to investigate the mode-of-action of this natural product with 

anticancer activity, but an unknown mode-of-action (17). The original study 

differentiated true hits from false positives based on the consistency of the data in the 

replicate experiments that were performed. Hits that were consistent between both 

biological replicates of the SPROX experiment included 21 peptides from 21 proteins. 

The difference analysis performed as part of the work in this chapter resulted in 

assaying 11 of the 21 consistent iTRAQ-SPROX hits that were previously reported. Of 

the 11 assayed 4 were determined to be hits including peptides from Filamin A (Figure 

7), cytoplasmic dynein 1, HADHB and RPS3. It is noteworthy that Filamin A was also 
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determined to be a target of Manassantin A with a complementary energetics based 

proteomics method, SILAC-Pulse Proteolysis (17).  Thus, it is likely a true positive. The 

t-test data analysis resulted in assaying only 1 of the 21 consistent hits that were 

previously reported (17); and it was not determined to be a hit.  This is because the 

fitting routine yielded average C1/2 values for the – and + ligand data sets that were fairly 

close to each other (1.41 and 1.68 M GdmCl, respectively), and the standard deviation of 

the + ligand data set measurements was relatively large (0.16 M) leading to a p-value> 

0.05 (0.21).  The Manassantin A ligand binding study only included two biological 

replicates. Unfortunately, peptide and protein coverage using the t-test was relatively 

low with this limited number of replicates.  Clearly, more biological and technical 

replicates are required to more effectively utilize the t-test.  It is noteworthy that the hit 

overlap between the visual inspection and the difference analysis was ~30% (4/11 

assayed were hits). 
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Figure 7: Filamin A Determined as Hit with the Difference Analysis. With 

Manassantin A treatment the transition midpoint shifted to a lower denaturant 

concentration. “X” represents data point overlooked during fitting. 

2.4 Conclusion 

Two new data analysis methods utilizing a non-linear least square’s analysis 

fitting program were evaluated based on the peptide and protein coverage, the FPR and 

the number of known hits identified in a proof-of-principle study. The results from this 

evaluation are summarized in Table 10.  
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Table 10: Summary of Evaluation of New Data Analyses. The ligand binding 

hit rate average was determined by averaging hit rates for all ligand-binding studies. 

The known hits detected for the difference analysis included 25 peptides from 22 

ATP-binding proteins from the ATP ligand binding study. The t-test analysis known 

hits detected included 12 peptides from 9 ATP binding proteins from the ATP ligand 

binding study. 

Data Analysis 

Method 

Average Coverage 

Peptide(Protein) 

FPR 

(%) 

# Known 

Hits 

Detected 

Difference 

Analysis 
880(512) 5.3 25* 

Student’s t-test 406(243) 0.9 12* 

*Known hits included peptides from ATP-binding proteins from 

ATP ligand-binding study. 

 

The difference data analysis averaged >50% more coverage of peptides and 

proteins compared to the t-test data analysis. This is due to the requirement of the t-test 

for at least 2 PSMs from a peptide per experiment for the peptide to be assayed. For 

these ligand binding studies the t-test resulted in low coverage. In a biological state 

analysis the t-test was utilized, but many more biological and technical replicates are 

required than were performed in these ligand binding studies (11).  

The calculated FPR was determined to be 5.3% and 0.9% for the difference data 

analysis and t-test data analysis, respectively. These FPR rates are reasonably low. As 

expected for a promiscuous ligand, the number of hits for the ATP ligand binding 

analysis was much higher than the associated data analysis FPR. Through evaluating 

these different data analyses, a reasonable hit overlap between analyses was observed. 
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For the ATP ligand-binding study ~30% of hits with the two new analyses overlapped 

with the hits with visual inspection.  

Through this evaluation of the two new data analyses 25 known peptide hits 

were detected by the difference analysis and 12 were identified with the t-test analysis. 

Due to the higher coverage and the successful identification of the most number of 

known hits, the difference analysis was found to be the data analysis of choice for future 

ligand-binding experiments. 
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3. Identifying Protein Targets of Tamoxifen and 4-Hydroxy 

Tamoxifen in Yeast 

3.1 Introduction 

Tamoxifen (TAM) is a common breast cancer pro-drug. One of the active 

metabolites of tamoxifen is 4-hydroxytamoxifen (4OHT). The known binding target of 

TAM and 4OHT is the estrogen receptor. Tamoxifen is FDA approved for the treatment 

of metastatic breast cancer, as an adjuvant therapy for estrogen receptor positive breast 

cancer and as a breast cancer prevention therapeutic (48). Tamoxifen is often prescribed 

for up to ten years. Tamoxifen, like all other drugs, has negative side effects. As a 

therapeutic that is taken over long periods of time, it is important to identify other 

protein targets of tamoxifen and its metabolites. The goal of this study was to identify 

novel protein binding interactions of a common breast cancer therapeutic, tamoxifen 

(TAM), and its active metabolite 4-hydroxytamoxifen (4OHT) in yeast. 

Two energetics-based approaches, iTRAQ-SPROX and SILAC-Pulse Proteolysis 

(PP), were utilized to measure drug-induced protein stability changes in yeast 

(Saccharomyces cerevisiae). Yeast was chosen as a model system due to its shared 

homology to humans (75, 76). Also, tamoxifen was shown to inhibit the growth of yeast. 

This growth inhibition was thought to be due to tamoxifen binding and modifying the 

activity of the calcium-binding messenger protein calmodulin, but the mechanism of 

inhibition is not fully characterized (77, 78). This outcome in yeast treatment with 

tamoxifen was particularly interesting due to the lack of estrogen receptors in yeast. 
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Therefore, characterizing changes in protein stabilities in yeast can potentially provide 

insight into the off-target effects of tamoxifen treatment in breast cancer patients and 

negative side effects of tamoxifen treatment that are independent of the estrogen 

receptor. 

The work described in this chapter is a continuation of studies initiated by Dr. 

Erin Strickland of the Fitzgerald group (79). Yeast protein targets were determined by 

the identification of drug-induced protein stability changes with treatment of yeast with 

breast cancer therapeutic TAM and one of its active metabolites 4OHT. These drug-

induced protein stability changes were evaluated using the iTRAQ-SPROX approach, 

and a more targeted SILAC-PP approach. The iTRAQ-SPROX and SILAC-PP 

experiments described here were conducted by incubating yeast lysate proteins both in 

the presence and in the absence of TAM and 4OHT. In addition to these new studies, 

data from SPROX studies performed by Dr. Erin Strickland was re-analyzed using the 

difference analysis protocol described in Chapter 2.  

The goal of the work described in this chapter was to identify novel protein 

targets of TAM and 4OHT using proteins expressed in Saccharomyces cerevisiae as the 

protein source. These protein targets may be linked to TAM-induced yeast growth 

inhibition and/or provide insight into off-targets of TAM in humans according to protein 

targets identified here with human homology.  
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3.2 Experimental Procedures 

3.2.1 Yeast Cell Pellet Preparation 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae yeast was grown as previously described (43). Y258 yeast 

strain colonies were grown on SD-URA plates. A single colony was added to 5 mL of 

YPD media and incubated at 30˚C and 200 rpm overnight.  YPD media consisted of 10 g 

of yeast extract, 20 g of peptone and 20 g of dextrose dissolved with water to a volume 

of 1 liter. The YPD media was filtered through a 0.22 µM cellulose acetate filter before 

use. A 2 mL portion of the culture was diluted into 600 mL of YPD media and was 

grown in a shaker at 30˚C until the optical density at 600 nm was between 0.8-1.2. 

Portions of 150 mL of yeast culture were pelleted at 5,000 rcf for 10 min. The cell pellets 

were stored in the freezer at -20 ˚C until further use. 

3.2.1.2 SILAC Labeled Yeast Cell Lysate Preparation 

Yeast was prepared with heavy and light lysine labeling similar to previously 

described (30, 80). The yeast strain cultured was the deletion strain BY4739 (Open 

Biosystems) that is an auxotroph for lysine. The strain was streaked on plates containing 

SC media (1.7 g yeast nitrogen base, 5 g ammonium sulfate, 20 g of bactro-agar, 2 g 

glucose, 1.92 g synthetic drop out mix without lysine) and incubated at 30 ˚C for 3 days. 

One colony was inoculated into 10 mL of SC media containing 30 mg/L of light L-lysine. 

This was incubated overnight at 30˚C and 200 rpm. Aliquots of 5 µL were transferred 

into 100 mL of SC-media containing either 30mg/L of light L-lysine or heavy lysine. The 
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heavy-labeled lysine was enriched with six 13C and two 15N atoms in the ‘heavy’ yeast 

(Cambridge Isotope Laboratories). Light-labeled lysine (Sigma Aldrich) was added to 

the ‘light’ yeast. The cell cultures were incubated at 30˚C and 200 rpm until reaching 

optical density at 600 nm of 0.6. Growth of 5 µL aliquots in 100 mL of SC-media 

containing labeled lysine was repeated before these cell cultures were added to 1 L of 

the SC-media containing labeled lysine. These cultures were incubated overnight at 30˚C 

and 200 rpm and 80 mL aliquots were pelleted as described above. 

3.2.2 iTRAQ-SPROX Protocol 

The iTRAQ-SPROX protocol was performed similarly to previously described 

(43). Two endogenous yeast pellets (stored at -20 °C) were thawed on ice. A volume of 

250 µL of 20 mM PH 7.4 phosphate buffer and 12.5 µL of 20x protease inhibitor cocktail 

(final protease concentrations: 1 mM AEBSF, 10 µM Pepstatin A, 500 µM Bestatin, 20 µM 

Leupeptin and 15 µM E-64) were added to each pellet. They were vortexed till 

homogeneity. Two scoops of glass beads were added to each of the pellets. Pellets were 

lysed with a disruptor genie for 20 seconds with a 1 minute break on ice between 

disruptions. This was repeated 25 times. The lysate was centrifuged for 10 minutes at 

4°C and 15000 rcf. A Bradford assay was used to measure the protein concentration in 

the lysate, which was determined to be 7 mg of protein/mL and ~12 mg of protein/mL 

for the first and second replicate, respectively. Summarized in Figure 8 is the iTRAQ-

SPROX experimental workflow. 
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Figure 8: iTRAQ-SPROX Experimental Workflow. Yeast cell lysate was 

incubated with either DMSO, TAM/DMSO or 4OHT/DMSO before being incubated 

in an increasing series of denaturant containing buffer and subjected to the SPROX 

analysis. 

Equal volumes of 180 µL of lysate were aliquoted per sample. To samples 20 µL 

of DMSO, 20 µL of 3mM tamoxifen in DMSO and 20 µL of 3mM 4OHT in DMSO was 

added to control, +tamoxifen and +4OHT samples, respectively. These mixtures were 

incubated at room temperature for 30 minutes. Samples (20 µL) were aliquoted into 25 

µL of guanidine hydrochloride with final concentrations of: 0 M, 0.5 M, 1.0 M, 1.3 M, 1.6 

M, 2 M, 2.4 M and 3 M. Lysate mixtures were incubated in denaturant at room 
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temperature for 30 minutes. The SPROX reaction was initiated by the addition of 5 µL of 

30% H2O2, and it was quenched after 3 minutes with 1 mL of 300 mM methionine. 

Samples were precipitated with 300 µL of 100% TCA. Samples were rested on ice in 4°C 

overnight. 

Samples were centrifuged for 30 minutes at 4°C and 8000 rcf. Protein pellets were 

washed 3 times with ice cold ethanol and once with ice cold acetone. Pellets were 

redissolved in 30 µL of 0.5 M TEAB and 1.75 µL of 2%SDS.  A cycle of 10 minutes each of 

vortexing, heating at 60°C and sonication was repeated three times. Concentration of 

dissolved proteins were checked using Bradford assay. To reduce disulfide bonds 2.5 µL 

of 50 mM TCEP was added to each sample. Samples were mixed at 1000 rpm and 60°C 

for 1 hour. Free cysteine residues were modified by the addition of 1.0 µL of 200mM 

MMTS and were incubated at room temperature for 10 minutes. Proteins were digested 

with trypsin overnight in a 37°C shaker with a trypsin:protein ratio of 1:50.  

The digested protein samples were labeled with 0.5 units of iTRAQ dissolved in 

50 µL IPA. The samples from the denaturant-containing buffers 0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.3, 1.6, 2.0, 

2.4, and 3.0 M GdmCl were labeled with iTRAQ reporter ion tags 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 

118, 119, and 121, respectively. Aliquots of 30 µL from each denaturant concentration of 

control, +TAM and +4OHT samples were pooled together to generate three combined 

samples, one each for the control, +TAM, and +4OHT samples. These samples were 

dried under vacuum. Methionine-containing peptides were enriched using a Pi3TM 
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Methionine Reagent kit purchased from the Nest Group according to the manufacturer’s 

protocol. The methionine-containing peptide enriched samples were desalted using 

Pierce® C18 spin columns according to the manufacturer’s protocol.  This protocol was 

repeated for two biological replicates. Aliquots of 5 µL from each denaturant 

concentration of control, +TAM and +4OHT samples were pooled together to generate 

three combined samples, one each for the control, +TAM, and +4OHT samples. These 

samples are the so-called nonenriched samples and were desalted using Pierce® C18 

spin columns according to the manufacturer’s protocol. 

3.2.3 SILAC-Pulse Proteolysis Protocol 

SILAC-Pulse Proteolysis was performed similarly to previously reported (15). 

Light-labeled and heavy-labeled yeast pellets (stored at -20 °C) were thawed on ice. 

TrisHCl, 396 µL of 100 mM pH 8.0, and 4 µL of 100x protease inhibitor cocktail were 

added to combined light and combined heavy yeast pellets. Samples were vortexed till 

homogeneity. Cells were lysed by mechanical disruption with 1 mm diameter 

zirconia/silica beads (Biospec) using a disruptor genie (Scientific Industries) by 20 cycles 

of a 20 sec disruption followed by a 1 min break on ice. Lysed cells were centrifuged at 

15000 rcf for 15 min at 4°C. The supernatants were tested for protein content with a 

Bradford assay. The protein concentration of the heavy-labeled lysate and light-labeled 

lysate were normalized. The final normalized concentration of yeast derived proteins 

was 8.0 mg/mL. The SILAC-Pulse Proteolysis protocol is detailed in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9: SILAC-Pulse Proteolysis Experimental Workflow. Heavy labeled 

yeast lysate was incubated with drug and light labeled yeast lysate was incubated 

with vehicle. The samples were aliquoted into urea and subjected to the Pulse 

Proteolysis analysis. 

Volumes of 243 µL of heavy-labeled yeast was aliquoted into two tubes and 243 

µL of light-labeled yeast into one tube.  The heavy-labeled yeast samples were treated 
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with 27 µL of 3mM TAM in DMSO and 27 µL of 3mM 4OHT in DMSO. The light-

labeled yeast samples were treated with 27 µL of DMSO. These mixtures were incubated 

at room temperature for 1 hour. A volume of 25 µL of protein samples was aliquoted 

into 75 µL of urea-containing 100 mM TrisHCl buffers pH 8.0 for final concentrations of: 

0 M, 1.0 M, 1.5 M, 2.0 M, 2.5 M, 2.8 M, 3.3 M, 4.0 M, 4.9 M, and 6.0 M. Lysate mixtures 

were incubated in denaturant at room temperature overnight. Pulse proteolysis was 

performed by adding ~18 µg of thermolysin in 100 mM TrisHCl, 50 mM NaCl and 10 

mM CaCl2 to each tube (1:100). Thermolysin digestion was quenched 1 min later with 

the addition of 15 µL of 0.5 M EDTA pH 8.0. Equal volumes of light-labeled control and 

heavy-labeled +TAM from corresponding denaturants were combined for a total volume 

of 50 µL that was added to 15 µL of a loading dye mixture. This was performed for light-

labeled control and heavy-labeled +4OHT as well. Samples were spun down at 2000 rcf 

for 20 sec and heated at 95°C for 5 min.  

The protein samples were analyzed by SDS-PAGE. A volume of 36 µL of each 

control/+TAM sample representing different denaturant concentrations were loaded 

onto a gel. This was repeated for each control/+4OHT sample. Gels were electrophoresed 

at 150 V for 1 hour. Gels were fixed for 25 minutes with a solution of 25% isopropanol, 

10% acetic acid, and 65% water. Gels were stained overnight with a solution containing 

0.01% R-250 (Bio-Rad) in 10% acetic acid. After gels were destained overnight with 10% 

acetic acid they were stored in 3% acetic acid at 4°C until in-gel digestion.  
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In-gel digestion was performed as previously described (81). Gel regions of 

interest were cut into bands and the gel bands were cut into 1x1mm squares and 

transferred to tubes. The gel bands of interest included 20-25, 25-50, 50-62, 62-75, 75-100, 

~150 and ~250 kDa molecular weight regions. Acetonitrile (ACN), 500 µL, was added to 

each sample and samples were incubated for 10 minutes and spun down. The liquid was 

discarded. Proteins were reduced with 10 mM DTT in 100 mM ambic pH 8.0 at 56°C for 

30 min. Samples were chilled to room temperature and 500 µL ACN was added to each 

tube, incubated for 10 minutes and discarded liquid. Free cysteines were modified with 

50 mM IDA in 100 mM ambic pH 8.0 for 20 min in the dark. ACN, 500 µL, was added to 

each tube and were incubated for 10 minutes and the liquid was discarded. A volume of 

100 µL 100 mM ambic/ACN (1:1) was added to samples and samples were incubated 

with occasional vortexing for 30 min. An additional 500 µL ACN was added to each 

tube and incubated at RT until gel pieces became white and shrunken. The liquid was 

discarded. Proteins were digested with 13 ng/µL trypsin in 10 mM ambic and 10% v/v 

ACN. Gel pieces were incubated at 4°C for 90 min then proteins were digested overnight 

at 37°C. 

Peptides were extracted with 100 µL 1:2 v/v 5% formic acid:ACN by shaking at 

37°C for 15 min. This extraction was repeated and combined extracts were dried to 

under 50 µL. Each sample was desalted with Pierce® C18 spin columns. 
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3.2.4 LC-MS/MS Analysis 

3.2.4.1 LC-MS/MS Analysis of iTRAQ-SPROX Samples 

For the first biological replicate 2 LC-MS/MS runs of both methionine enriched 

and non-enriched were performed on an Orbitrap Elite mass spectrometer at the Fred 

Hutchinson Cancer Research Center. For the second biological replicate 1 LC-MS/MS 

run of non-enriched and 2 LC-MS/MS runs of enriched samples were performed on a Q-

Exactive Plus at the Duke Proteomics Center. For all LC-MS/MS analyses solvent A was 

0.1% formic acid in H2O, and solvent B was 0.1% formic acid in acetonitrile. 

3.2.4.1.1 LC-MS/MS Analysis of with Orbitrap Elite ETD 

Samples analyzed on an Orbitrap Elite ETD were analyzed at the Proteomics 

Resource at the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center on an Orbitrap Elite ETD mass 

spectrometer equipped with an EASY-nLC system (ThermoFisher Scientific Inc., 

Waltham, MA). The trapping column was a 100 μm × 2 cm Integrafrit column (New 

Objective) packed with 200 Å Magic C18 AQ 5 μm material (Michrom), and the column 

was a 75 μm × 25 cm PicoFrit column (New Objective) packed with 100 Å Magic C18 AQ 

5 μm material (Michrom). The flow rate was 400 nl/min. The LC gradient was 5 to 7% 

solvent B over 2 min, 7 to 35% solvent B over 90 min, 35 to 50% solvent B over 1 min, 

isocratic at 50% solvent B for 9 min, increased from 50 to 95% B over 1 min, and finally 

isocratic at 95% solvent B for the last 8 min. Product ion scans (resolution 15,000) were 

collected for the top 10 most intense peaks in a given precursor scan (resolution 60,000) 
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with an intensity threshold of 5,000, and dynamic exclusion of a given m/z ratio was set 

at 1 scan in a 0.75 min window. The precursor isolation width was 1.2 m/z. The scan 

range for the precursor scan was 400–1,800 m/z and 100–2,000 m/z for the product ion 

scan. Collision induced dissociation was achieved using HCD with normalized collision 

energy of 40% and an HCD activation time of 0.1 ms. 

3.2.4.1.2 LC-MS/MS Analysis of with Q-Exactive Plus 

Samples were analyzed at the Duke Proteomics Facility using a Thermo Scientific 

Q-Exactive Plus high-resolution mass spectrometer with a nanoAcuity UPLC system 

(Waters Corp) and a nanoelectrospray ionization source (19). Approximately 4 µL of 

sample was injected and trapped on a Symmetry C18 180 µm × 20 mm trapping column 

for 3 min at 5 µL/min (99.9/0.1 v/v water/acetonitrile 0.1% formic acid), followed by the 

analytical separation on a 75 µm × 250 mm column packed with 1.7 µm Acquity HSST3 

C18 stationary phase (Waters Corp). Peptides were separated using a gradient of 3 to 

30% B over 90 min at a flow rate of 0.4 µL/min with a column temperature of  55 °C. 

Data collection on the QExactive Plus mass spectrometer was performed in a data-

dependent acquisition (DDA) mode of acquisition with a resolution (r) of 70,000 (at m/z 

200) for full MS scan from m/z 375 – 1600 with a target AGC value of 1×106 ions in 

profile mode, followed by 20 MS/MS scans at r=17,500 (at m/z 200) in centroid mode, 

using an AGC target value of 1×105 ions, a max fill time of 60 ms, and normalized 

collision energy of 30 V. A 30 s dynamic exclusion was employed to decrease MS/MS 
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oversampling. The total analysis cycle time for the sample injection was approximately 

125 minutes. 

3.2.4.2 LC-MS/MS Analysis of SILAC-Pulse Proteolysis 

The gradient elution profile used on the QTOF LC-MS/MS system was 3% 

solvent B for 2 minutes, 5%-15% solvent B over 2 minutes, 15-60% solvent B over 18 

minutes, 60-90% solvent B over 3 minutes, 90-100% solvent B over 0.10 minutes and 5% 

solvent B over 3 minutes. The top 3 most intense peaks in a precursor scan were selected 

for product ion scans. The precursor isolation window was 4 m/z. The scan range for the 

precursor ion scan was 300-3000 m/z. The scan range for the product ion scan was 100-

3000 m/z. Collision induced dissociation was performed with 3.5 V per 100 m/z with a -

4.8 V offset. The data was searched with Spectrum Mill with cysteine modification 

carbamidomethylation and SILAC mix lysine-8.  

3.2.5 Data Analysis 

3.2.5.1 Data Analysis of iTRAQ-SPROX 

The iTRAQ-SPROX experiments performed as part of this work are referred to as 

“SPROX A’ while the iTRAQ-SPROX experiments previously performed are referred to 

as ‘SPROX B’ (79). The iTRAQ-SPROX data normalization for SPROX A was performed 

as has been previously described to generate normalized reporter ion intensities 

representing denaturation data for each assayed peptide ((16), Chapter 2). The N2 

normalization factors and the corresponding standard deviation for each experiment are 
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provided in Table 11. The N2-normalized values for SPROX A and SPROX B for each 

PSM containing methionine were fitted with a Java-based program. The iTRAQ-SPROX 

ligand binding analysis was performed using the “difference analysis” method 

described in Chapter 2 of this dissertation. The hit criteria are listed below in Table 12.  

Table 11: N2 Normalization Factors and Standard Deviations for SPROX A. 

Experiment 
Biological 

Replicate 

N2 

Stats 

iTRAQ Reporter Ion m/z 

113 114 115 116 117 118 119 121 

Control 

1 
N2 0.93 1.05 0.75 1.00 1.10 1.05 1.04 1.09 

S.D 0.18 0.16 0.14 0.11 0.12 0.13 0.12 0.14 

2 
N2 0.77 0.75 0.98 0.98 0.69 0.94 1.60 1.29 

S.D 0.16 0.16 0.14 0.13 0.19 0.16 0.25 0.15 

+TAM 

1 
N2 1.12 1.03 1.08 0.47 1.17 1.17 1.00 0.97 

S.D 0.22 0.17 0.19 0.45 0.18 0.19 0.15 0.22 

2 
N2 0.63 0.64 1.23 0.93 1.10 1.08 0.73 1.66 

S.D 0.16 0.16 0.19 0.16 0.16 0.17 0.12 0.27 

+4OHT 

1 
N2 0.58 1.20 1.00 0.51 1.64 1.31 0.73 1.03 

S.D 0.20 0.21 0.21 0.47 0.39 0.28 0.39 0.18 

2 
N2 1.31 1.22 1.07 0.71 1.02 1.09 0.72 0.86 

S.D 0.28 0.27 0.15 0.17 0.17 0.21 0.18 0.15 

 

Table 12: iTRAQ-SPROX Hit Criteria.  

Experiment Hit Criteria +TAM +4OHT 

SPROX A and B -log10(2*Diffprob) 1.0 1.0 

SPROX A s-pooled*2 0.38 0.46 

SPROX B s-pooled*2 0.62 0.58 
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3.2.5.2 Data Analysis of SILAC-Pulse Proteolysis 

SILAC-Pulse Proteolysis data analysis was performed as previously described 

(15). A median L/H ratio for all of the peptides in each molecular weight band from an 

experiment was calculated. These median values are depicted in Table 13 for the TAM 

and 4OHT experiments. The L/H ratios of all peptides from the sample protein 

contained in a gel band were averaged to generate a single L/H ratio for every unique 

protein contained in each gel band from each denaturant concentration. Proteins that 

were identified in at least 5 denaturant conditions were considered assayed. Hit proteins 

were defined as proteins with at least 1.7 fold deviations from the median L/H ratio of 

an experiment at two or more consecutive denaturant conditions.  

Table 13: Median L/H Ratio for Each Experiment. 

Band MW Region 
Median L/H Ratio 

+TAM +4OHT 

20-25 kDa 1.2 1.5 

25-50 kDa 1.2 1.4 

50-62 kDa 1.3 1.5 

62-75 kDa 1.2 
 

75-100 kDa 1.4 1.4 

150 kDa 1.3 0.2 

250 kDa 0.2 1.7 

3.3 Results and Discussion 

3.3.1 Experimental Proteomic Coverage 

Two biological replicates of the iTRAQ-SPROX (referred to here as ‘SPROX A’) 

and SILAC-PP of several molecular weight regions were performed for both TAM and 

4OHT in yeast lysate. In addition to these experiments, data from previous iTRAQ-
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SPROX experiments in yeast lysate (referred to here as ‘SPROX B’) were reanalyzed 

according to the “difference analysis” described in Chapter 2. The total numbers of 

peptides and proteins that were probed for stability changes with TAM and 4OHT 

treatment with the iTRAQ-SPROX and SILAC-PP experiments are summarized in Table 

14. In total, 218 and 229 proteins were probed for TAM- and 4OHT-induced protein 

stability changes, respectively. A total of 44 and 45 proteins were found to have TAM- 

and 4OHT-induced protein stability changes, respectively, between all the methods 

described here. In some cases these protein hits were identified in multiple approaches 

and/or with multiple methionine-containing peptide probes. 

Table 14: Experimental coverage and number of hits identified for each drug 

in all experiments. 

Drug TAM 4OHT 

Experiment 

Proteomic 

Coverage 

Peptides 

(Proteins) 

Hits 

Peptides 

(Proteins) 

Proteomic 

Coverage 

Peptides 

(Proteins) 

Hits 

Peptides 

(Proteins) 

SPROX A 342(170) 14(14) 364(183) 23(21) 

SPROX B* 120(67) 18(16) 112(67) 13(13) 

Pulse 

Proteolysis 
187(73) 65(31) 113(54) 22(15) 

*Data from previously described experiments (79). 

 

3.3.2 Drug-Induced Protein Stability Changes 

The assayed peptides and peptide hits identified with these SPROX experiments 

are visualized with the volcano plots in Figure 10 and Figure 11 below for SPROX A and 

SPROX B, respectively. It is worthy to note that calmodulin was not identified as a hit 
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protein in any approach described here despite Tamoxifen being a known antagonist of 

calmodulin (82, 83). One peptide from calmodulin was assayed in SPROX A for TAM 

and 4OHT-induced stability changes. Both peptides met the difference hit criteria, but 

not the s-pooled hit criteria. Calmodulin was not assayed in SPROX B or SILAC-PP. As 

tamoxifen binding activity to calmodulin is calcium dependent (83), and calcium was 

not added to the yeast lysate, TAM’s calmodulin antagonist activity may have been 

precluded. 
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Figure 10: SPROX A Volcano plots depicting ∆C1/2 and -log10(2*Diffprob). A) 

Data from proteins probed for TAM induced stability changes. B) Data from proteins 

probed for 4OHT induced stability changes. Vertical lines represent the s-pooled*2 

hit criteria. The horizontal dashed lines represent a -log10(2*Diffprob)=1.0.  
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Figure 11: SPROX B Volcano plots depicting ∆C1/2 and -log10(2*Diffprob). A) Data 

from proteins probed for TAM induced stability changes. B) Data from proteins 

probed for 4OHT induced stability changes. Vertical lines represent the s-pooled*2 

hit criteria. The horizontal dashed lines represent a -log10(2*Diffprob)=1.0.  

 

From the total number of drug-induced stability hits for TAM and 4OHT, a 

subset of high confidence hits was determined. High confidence peptide hits were those 
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that were identified as a hit in more than one experiment.  

That is, the peptide was identified as a hit with both the SPROX A and SPROX B 

approaches and/or the peptide was identified as a hit with either SPROX approach and 

the protein to which the peptide maps was identified as a hit with pulse proteolysis. 

Protein hits were also considered high confidence if more than one peptide mapping to 

the same protein was identified as a hit with similar behavior in the SPROX approaches 

with either drug (stabilization or destabilization). A total of 4 proteins were determined 

to be high confidence hits with similar drug-induced stability changes. These high 

confidence protein hits, along with their human homologs, are summarized in Table 15. 

Table 15: High confidence drug-induced stability protein hits. 

Protein Protein Name Human Homologs Drug Approaches 

P00925 Enolase 2 ENO1; ENO2 TAM SPROX A; SPROX B 

P06169 
Pyruvate decarboxylase 

isozyme 1 
ILVBL TAM SPROX B; PP 

P16550 Protein APA1 PERM1; PRRT3 4OHT SPROX A 

P19097 
Fatty acid synthase subunit 

alpha 
N/A 4OHT SPROX A 

 

Interestingly, 3 out of the 4 high confidence protein hits have human homologs. 

These protein targets of TAM and 4OHT may provide information on estrogen receptor 

independent TAM and 4OHT activity in humans. The data for enolase 2, homologous to 

human ENO1 and ENO2, is depicted in Figure 12. 
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Figure 12: Enolase 2 is a high confidence hit with TAM-induced 

destabilization. A) Data from SPROX A represents hit peptide 

(WLTGVELADMYHSLM(OX)K). B) Data from SPROX B represents hit peptide 

(SIVPSGASTGVHEALEMRDEDKSK). An ‘X’ represents a data point that overlooked 

during fitting. 
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Enolase 2 is a protein that is involved in the glycolysis pathway. Interestingly, in 

humans enolase 1 expression has been reported to be overexpressed in ER+ breast 

cancer, and the overexpression of enolase in MCF-7 human ER+ breast cancer cell line 

has been lined to endocrine resistance (84). If this data reports on the activity of TAM on 

enolase 1 in humans, this supports additional ER independent effects of TAM on enolase 

1 may be occurring. The data for pyruvate decarboxylase isozyme 1, homologous to 

human ILVBL protein, is depicted in Figure 13. 
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Figure 13: Pyruvate decarboxylase isozyme 1 is a high confidence hit with 

TAM-induced destabilization. A) Peptide (MIEIM(OX)LPVFDAPQNLVEQAK) hit 

from SPROX B. B) SILAC-PP hit from intact molecular weight region (50-62 kDa). 

Protein molecular weight 61.7 kDa. * indicates data point with significant L/H ratio. 

Pyruvate decarboxylase isozyme 1 was shown to be destabilized by TAM in 

SPROX B and was shown in increase in protease susceptibility by SILAC-PP. Pyruvate 

decarboxylase isozyme 1 is involved in the ethanol fermentation process in yeast. Its 

human homolog the protein ILVBL was included in a list of putative biomarkers that 
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were differentially expressed between TAM sensitive and TAM resistant tumors (85). 

The data from hit protein APA1 is shown in Figure 14. 

 

Figure 14: Protein APA1 is a high confidence hit with 4OHT-induced 

destabilization. A) Data from SPROX A represents hit peptide (SYNLMLTK). B) Data 

from SPROX A represents hit peptide (HLQILQMPEK). An ‘X’ represents a data point 

that overlooked during fitting. 
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        Two different peptides from the SPROX A experiments showed 4OHT-

induced destabilization of protein APA1. Protein APA1 is an Apa4A phosphorylase that 

also has ADP sulfurylase activity. Protein APA1 is homologous to the human proteins 

PGC-1 and ERR-induced regulator in muscle protein 1 (PERM1) and Proline-rich 

transmembrane protein 3 (PRRT3). PERM1 regulates expression of peroxisome 

proliferator-activated receptor gamma coactivator 1 (PGC-1) and estrogen related 

receptors (ERR) (86).  

          The high confidence 4OHT hit Fatty acid synthase subunit alpha is the only 

high confidence hit without a human homolog. Fatty acid synthase subunit alpha is a 

relatively large protein that is involved in long-chain fatty acid biosynthesis. This 

protein was identified as a hit with two different peptides from SPROX A. The data for 

this hit is shown in Figure 15. 
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Figure 15: Fatty acid synthase subunit alpha is a high confidence protein hit 

with 4OHT-induced destabilization. A) Data from SPROX A represents hit peptide 

(LYSDLMK). B) Data from SPROX A represents hit peptide 

(VVEIGPSPTLAGMAQR). An ‘X’ represents a data point that overlooked during 

fitting. 
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3.4 Conclusion 

The purpose of this study was to identify protein targets of TAM and 4OHT in 

yeast by proteome-wide stability profiling. In total, 218 and 229 proteins were probed 

for TAM- and 4OHT-induced protein stability changes, respectively. A total of 44 and 45 

proteins were found to have TAM- and 4OHT-induced protein stability changes, 

respectively, between all the methods described here. A total of 4 proteins were 

determined to be high confidence hits with similar drug-induced stability changes 

including two proteins indicating TAM-induced destabilization (enolase 2 and pyruvate 

decarboxylase isozyme 1) and two proteins indicating 4OHT-induced destabilization 

(protein APA1 and fatty acid synthase subunit alpha). Three out of the four high 

confidence protein hits have human homologs. More investigation is needed in order to 

determine whether the protein targets identified contribute to TAM-induced yeast 

growth inhibition or whether or not these results translate to the human homologs of the 

hits. 
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4. Identification of Novel Protein Targets of Tamoxifen and N-

Desmethyl Tamoxifen in MCF-7 

4.1 Introduction 

It is becoming increasingly clear that pharmaceutical agents can act as more 

promiscuous ligands than once was assumed, and that such agents can interact with 

multiple protein targets potentially impacting many protein pathways (87-89). Some of 

these protein targets and biological activities are unknown and/or unwanted. Such ‘off-

target’ interactions can have implications for therapeutic side effects, contribute to 

desired therapeutic outcomes or have implications for new therapeutic applications. 

This realization of drug promiscuity has created the need to comprehensively 

characterize protein-drug interactions. This is especially true for the most abundant 

metabolites of therapeutics that are taken over long periods of time, such as the case 

with the breast cancer pro-drug tamoxifen. 

The known therapeutic target of tamoxifen and its active metabolites is the 

estrogen receptor. However, biological effects with tamoxifen treatment have also been 

observed that are independent of binding activity to its therapeutic target including 

stimulation of cell programmed death and cell proliferation inhibition among others 

(90). The proteome-wide effects of tamoxifen treatment on MCF-7 cells, other breast 

cancer cell lines, and breast cancer tumor tissues have traditionally been studied with 

gene (91) and protein expression level analyses (92-95). A drawback to the use of such 

expression level analyses is that the connection between a protein’s altered expression 
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level and its altered function is dubious.  Recently, several energetics-based methods for 

thermodynamic stability profiling have been developed for the large scale and unbiased 

search for protein targets of ligands, such as small molecule therapeutics (see Chapter 1).  

Because of the close link between protein folding stability and protein function, such 

thermodynamic stability profiling methods have the potential to identify more 

functionally relevant protein targets of drugs than gene and protein expression profiling 

methods.    

Described here is the application of several energetics-based proteomics 

approaches, including the iTRAQ-SPROX, SILAC-SPROX, and SILAC-pulse proteolysis 

(PP) techniques, to identify protein targets of tamoxifen (TAM) and its most abundant 

metabolite n-desmethyl tamoxifen (NDT). The SPROX and PP analyses described here 

allow for the identification and quantitation of protein stability changes that result from 

both direct and indirect interactions in complex mixtures (9, 30). SPROX is also capable 

of detecting folding domain specific protein stability changes. The iTRAQ-SPROX and 

SILAC-PP experiments were conducted by incubating MCF-7 cell lysate proteins both in 

the presence and in the absence of TAM and NDT. The SILAC-SPROX experiments 

described here involved thermodynamic analyses of the proteins from MCF-7 cells that 

were grown both in the presence and in the absence of TAM and NDT.   The latter cell 

growth study was modeled after a previous protein expression level study (94). The 
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SILAC-PP approach was utilized as a more targeted approach to identify TAM and NDT 

protein hits in MCF-7 lysate. 

The goal of the work described in this chapter was to identify novel protein 

targets of TAM and NDT using the proteins expressed in an MCF-7 cancer cell line as 

the protein source.  Previous studies have investigated TAM-induced protein expression 

level changes in MCF-7 cells (85, 93, 94, 96).  The experiments described in this chapter 

enabled both the quantitation of protein expression level changes in the MCF-7 cell line 

upon treatment with TAM and NDT, and the discovery of proteins with TAM- and 

NDT-induced stability changes. As part of the work described here, proteins identified 

with drug-induced expression level changes and proteins with drug-induced stability 

changes were compared.  The overlap between the impact of TAM and NDT on MCF-7 

proteins was evaluated by comparing the protein targets of TAM and NDT identified by 

altered protein stability changes and proteins with TAM- and NDT-induced expression 

levels. The protein hits identified here with ligand-induced stability changes were also 

used in a  STRING analysis (72) to investigate their connection to the estrogen receptor.   

4.2 Experimental Procedures 

4.2.1 Cell Culture and Cell Lysate Preparation 

4.2.1.1 MCF-7 Lysate for iTRAQ-SPROX 

MCF-7 breast cancer cells were cultured in a humidified 37°C incubator with 5% 

CO2 according to ATCC guidelines. MCF-7 cells were obtained from ATCC through the 
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Duke Cell Culture Facility. MCF-7 cell line was grown in DMEM (Gibco) medium that 

was supplemented to contain 1mM sodium pyruvate (Gibco), 1x Anti-Anti (Gibco), 1x 

MEM non-essential amino acid solution (Gibco), 10 µg/ml insulin and 10% FBS 

(Hyclone). To harvest cells they were washed twice with PBS and harvested with 

HyQtase (Hyclone) in a 15 mL tube. Cells were pelleted at 1000rpm for 5 min. The 

pelleted cells were resuspended with PBS, and pelleted at 1000rpm for 5 min. The 

supernatant was discarded and pellets were stored at -20°C. 

4.2.1.2 SILAC labeled MCF-7 Growth for SILAC-SPROX 

MCF-7 cells were cultured using heavy-labeled or light-labeled lysine and 

arginine according to established protocol (9, 97). The heavy-labeled lysine was enriched 

with six 13C and two 15N atoms. The heavy-labeled arginine was enriched with six 13C 

atoms (Cambridge Isotope Laboratories). MCF-7 heavy-labeled cells were treated with 

drug and MCF-7 light-labeled cells were treated with vehicle as previously described 

(94). Stock NDT (Sigma) and TAM (Sigma) were dissolved in DMSO at a concentration 

of 1 mM. Heavy-labeled MCF-7 was incubated with a final concentration of either 1 µM 

NDT/(1:1000 v/v)DMSO or 1 µM TAM/(1:1000 v/v)DMSO. Light-labeled MCF-7 was 

incubated with 1:1000 v/v DMSO. MCF-7 cells were incubated with NDT/DMSO, 

TAM/DMSO or DMSO for a total of 96 hours. The media and drug solutions were 

replaced after 48 hours. Cells were harvested into pellets with ice-cold PBS and stored at 

-20°C. 
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4.2.1.3 SILAC labeled MCF-7 Growth for SILAC-Pulse Proteolysis 

MCF-7 cells were cultured using heavy-labeled or light-labeled lysine and 

arginine as described for MCF-7 growth for SILAC-SPROX. 

4.2.2 iTRAQ-SPROX Protocol 

The iTRAQ-SPROX protocol was performed similarly to that previously reported 

(43). An MCF7 cell pellet (stored at -20 °C) was thawed on ice. Phosphate buffer (500 µL 

of 20 mM pH 7.4) and 25 µL of 20x protease inhibitor cocktail were added to the pellet 

(final protease concentrations: 1 mM AEBSF, 10 µM Pepstatin A, 500 µM Bestatin, 20 µM 

Leupeptin and 15 µM E-64). The pellet was lysed with 1.0 mm diameter zirconia/silica 

beads (BioSpec) with a disruptor genie for 20 seconds with a 1 minute break on ice 

between disruptions. This was repeated 20 times. Lysate was centrifuged for 10 minutes 

at 4°C and 15000 rcf. A Bradford assay was used to measure the protein concentration in 

the lysate, which was between 5-8 mg/mL protein depending on biological replicate. 

Summarized in Figure 16 are the experimental workflows used in the iTRAQ-SPROX 

experiments. 
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Figure 16: iTRAQ-SPROX Experimental Workflow. MCF-7 cell lysate was 

incubated with either DMSO, TAM/DMSO or NDT/DMSO before being incubated in 

an increasing series of denaturant containing buffer and subjected to the SPROX 

analysis. 

Equal volumes of 180 µL of lysate were aliquoted, and to these aliquots were 

added either 20 µL of DMSO, 20 µL of 3mM NDT in DMSO, or 20 µL of 3mM NDT in 

DMSO in order to generate the control, +TAM, and +NDT samples, respectively. These 

mixtures were incubated at room temperature for ~45 minutes. Samples (20 µL) were 

aliquoted into 25 µL of guanidine hydrochloride with final concentrations of: 0.5 M, 1.0 

M, 1.3 M, 1.5 M, 1.7 M, 2.0 M, 2.7 M and 3.0 M. Lysate mixtures were incubated in 

denaturant at room temperature for 30 minutes. The SPROX reaction was initiated by 

the addition of 5 µL of 30% H2O2, and it was quenched after 3 minutes with 1 mL of 300 
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mM methionine. Samples were precipitated with 300 µL of 100% TCA. Samples were 

rested on ice in 4°C overnight. 

Samples were centrifuged for 30 minutes at 4°C and 8000 rcf. Protein pellets were 

washed 3 times with ice cold ethanol and once with ice cold acetone. Pellets were 

redissolved in 35 µL of 0.5 M TEAB and 1.75 µL of 2%SDS.  A cycle of 10 minutes each of 

vortexing, heating at 60°C, and sonication was repeated three times. Concentration of 

dissolved proteins were checked using Bradford assay. To reduce disulfide bonds 2.5 µL 

of 50 mM TCEP was added to each sample. Samples were mixed at 1000 rpm and 60°C 

for 1 hour. Free cysteine residues were modified by the addition of 1.0 µL of 200mM 

MMTS and were incubated at room temperature for 10 minutes. Proteins were digested 

with trypsin overnight in a 37°C shaker with a trypsin:protein ratio of 1:50.  

Digested samples were labeled with 0.5 units of iTRAQ dissolved in 50 µL IPA. 

The samples from the denaturant-containing buffers 0.5, 1.0, 1.3, 1.5, 1.7, 2.0, 2.7, and 3.0 

M GdmCl were labeled with iTRAQ reporter ion tags 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 

and 121, respectively. Aliquots of 30 µL from each denaturant concentration in the series 

of control, +TAM and +NDT samples were pooled together to generate three combined 

samples, one each for the control, +TAM, and +NDT samples. These samples were dried 

under vacuum. Methionine-containing peptides were enriched using a Pi3TM Methionine 

Reagent kit purchased from the Nest Group according to the manufacturer’s protocol. 

The methionine-containing peptide enriched samples were desalted using Pierce® C18 
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spin columns according to the manufacturer’s protocol. This experiment was performed 

in triplicate with each experiment representing a biological replicate. 

4.2.3 SILAC-SPROX Protocol 

The SILAC-SPROX protocol was performed as previously described (9, 30). Cell 

pellets were thawed on ice in 20 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) containing a cocktail of 

protease inhibitors including: 1 mM AEBSF, 10 µM Pepstatin A, 500 µM Bestatin, 20 µM 

Leupeptin and 15 µM E-64. Cells were lysed by mechanical disruption with 1 mm 

diameter zirconia/silica beads (Biospec) using a disruptor genie (Scientific Industries) by 

15 cycles of a 20 sec disruption followed by a 1 min break on ice. Lysed cells were 

centrifuged at 15000 rcf for 15 min at 4°C. The protein concentrations in the supernatants 

were determined using a Bradford assay, and the protein concentrations of the NDT 

treated heavy-labeled MCF-7 lysate, TAM treated heavy-labeled MCF7 lysate and the 

light-labeled MCF-7 lysate were adjusted to the same concentration. The final 

concentration of MCF-7 derived proteins ranged from 3-3.6 mg/mL for each biological 

replicate. The SILAC-SPROX protocol is detailed in Figure 17. 
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Figure 17: SILAC-SPROX Experimental Workflow. MCF-7 cell line growth 

medium was supplemented with TAM/DMSO, NDT/DMSO or DMSO for a 3 day 

period. Cells were harvested after this period and underwent SPROX analysis with 

SILAC quantitation. 

The SILAC-SPROX analysis (9, 30) was performed on proteins from the NDT 

treated heavy-labeled MCF-7 sample, on proteins from the TAM treated heavy-labeled 

MCF-7 sample, and on proteins from a light-labeled MCF-7 control sample. For each 

biological replicate the heavy-labeled and light-labeled MCF-7 cell lysates were 
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aliquoted into a series of 10 denaturant-containing buffers, 20 µL of cell lysate was 

added to 25 µL of denaturant-containing buffer. The denaturant-containing buffers 

consisted of 20 mM phosphate buffer pH 7.4 with 0 to 7 M guanidine hydrochloride 

(GdmCl). The samples were equilibrated for 4 hours in the denaturant-containing 

buffers.  

The samples were subjected to the SPROX reaction by the addition of 5 µL of 5.4 

M hydrogen peroxide (Sigma) which was quenched with 760 µL of 375 mM L-

methionine (Sigma) after 3 min. The final denaturant concentrations in the SPROX 

reactions were 0 M, 0.5 M, 0.75 M, 1.0 M, 1.25 M, 1.5 M, 1.75 M, 2.0 M, 2.5 M and 3.0 M 

GdmCl. After the SPROX reaction was performed samples from the same denaturant in 

the heavy and light-labeled samples were combined. The heavy-labeled TAM/DMSO 

treated subset was combined with a subset of light-labeled DMSO treated samples. The 

heavy-labeled NDT/DMSO treated subset was combined with a subset of light-labeled 

DMSO treated samples for a total of 20 samples for each biological replicate. Combined 

samples were precipitated with 200 µL of 100% TCA and were incubated on ice 

overnight at 4°C. Combined samples were subjected to a quantitative, bottom-up 

proteomics analysis using SILAC quantitation.  

TCA precipitated samples were centrifuged for 30 min at 4°C and 8000 rcf. 

Protein pellets were washed 3 times with ice cold ethanol. The pellets were redissolved 

in 30 µL of 0.5 M triethylammonium bicarbonate (TEAB) and 1.5 µL of 2% sodium 
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dodecylsufate (SDS). A cycle of 10 min each of vortexing, heating at 60°C and sonication 

was repeated three times. To reduced disulfide bonds samples were incubated at 60°C 

for 1 hour with 2.5 µL of 50 mM tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP). Free cysteines 

were modified with 1.25 µL of 200 mM methylmethanethiosulfonate (MMTS) for 10 

minutes at room temperature. Proteins were digested with trypsin overnight in a 37°C 

shaker with 1 µg trypsin. The digestion was quenched by acidification with 

trifluoroacetic acid (TFA). Each sample was desalted with Pierce® C18 spin columns. 

Three biological replicates of this experimental approach were performed.  

4.2.4 SILAC-Pulse Proteolysis Protocol 

SILAC-Pulse Proteolysis was performed similarly to that previously reported 

((15), Chapter 3).Two light-labeled and two heavy-labeled MCF-7 pellets (stored at -20 

°C) were thawed on ice. TrisHCl, 600 µL of 100 mM pH 8.0, and 6 µL of 100x protease 

inhibitor cocktail were added to combined light and combined heavy MCF-7 pellets. 

Samples were vortexed till homogeneity. Cells were lysed by mechanical disruption 

with 1 mm diameter zirconia/silica beads (Biospec) using a disruptor genie (Scientific 

Industries) by 13 cycles of a 20 sec disruption followed by a 1 min break on ice. Lysed 

cells were centrifuged at 15000 rcf for 15 min at 4°C. The supernatants were tested for 

protein content with a Bradford assay. The protein concentration of the heavy-labeled 

MCF-7 lysate and light-labeled MCF7 lysate were normalized. The final normalized 
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concentration of MCF-7 derived proteins was 4.7 mg/mL. The SILAC-Pulse Proteolysis 

protocol is detailed in Figure 18. 

 

Figure 18: SILAC-Pulse Proteolysis Experimental Workflow. Heavy labeled 

MCF-7 lysate was incubated with drug and light labeled MCF-7 lysate was incubated 

with vehicle. The samples were aliquoted into urea and subjected to the Pulse 

Proteolysis analysis. 
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Volumes of 279 µL of heavy-labeled MCF-7 lysate were aliquoted into two tubes 

and 279 µL of light-labeled MCF-7 lysate was aliquoted into one tube. The heavy-label 

MCF-7 lysate samples were treated with 31 µL of 3 mM TAM in DMSO or 31 µL of 3 

mM NDT in DMSO. The light-labeled MCF-7 lysate samples were treated with 31 µL of 

DMSO. These mixtures were incubated at room temperature for 1 hour. A volume of 25 

µL of protein samples was aliquoted into 75 µL of urea-containing 100 mM TrisHCl 

buffers pH 8.0 for final concentrations of: 0 M, 0.75 M, 1.2 M, 1.5 M, 1.9 M, 2.3 M, 2.6 M, 

3.0 M, 3.5 M, 3.8 M, and 4.2 M. Lysate mixtures were incubated in denaturant at room 

temperature overnight. Pulse proteolysis was performed by adding ~10.6 µg of 

thermolysin in 100 mM TrisHCl, 50 mM NaCl and 10 mM CaCl2 to each tube (1:100). 

Thermolysin digestion was quenched 1 min later with the addition of 15 µL of 0.5 M 

EDTA pH 8.0. Equal volumes of light-labeled control and heavy-labeled +TAM from 

corresponding denaturants were combined for a total volume of 50 µL that was added 

to 15 µL of a loading dye mixture. This was performed for light-labeled control and 

heavy-labeled +NDT as well. Samples were centrifuged at 2000 rcf for 20 sec and heated 

at 95°C for 5 min.  

Samples were analyzed by SDS-PAGE. A volume of 40 µL of each control/+TAM 

sample representing different denaturant concentrations were loaded onto a gel. This 

was repeated for each control/+NDT sample. Gels were ran at 150 V for 50 minutes. Gels 

were fixed for 25 minutes with a solution of 25% isopropanol, 10% acetic acid, and 65% 
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water. Gels were stained overnight with a solution containing 0.01% R-250 (Bio-Rad) in 

10% acetic acid. After gels were destained overnight with 10% acetic acid they were 

stored in 3% acetic acid at 4°C until in-gel digestion.  

An in-gel digestion was performed as previously described (81). Briefly, gel 

regions of interest were cut into bands and the gel bands were cut into ~1x1mm pieces 

and transferred to tubes. ACN, 500 µL, was added to each sample and samples were 

incubated for 10 minutes and centrifuged. The liquid was discarded. Proteins were 

reduced with 10 mM DTT in 100 mM ambic pH 8.0 at 56°C for 30 min. Samples were 

allowed to return to room temperature and 500 µL ACN was added to each tube, 

incubated for 10 minutes and discarded liquid. Free cysteines were modified with 50 

mM IDA in 100 mM ammonium bicarbonate buffer (pH 8.0) for 20 min in the dark. 

ACN, 500 µL, was added to each tube and were incubated for 10 minutes and the liquid 

was discarded. A volume of 100 µL of 100 mM ammonium bicarbonate buffer (pH 

8.0)/ACN (1:1) was added to the samples before incubation with occasional vortexing for 

30 min. An additional 500 µL ACN was added to each tube and incubated at RT until gel 

pieces became white and shrunken. The liquid was discarded. Proteins were digested 

with 13 ng/µL trypsin in 10 mM ambic and 10% v/v ACN. Gel pieces were incubated at 

4°C for 90 min then proteins were digested overnight at 37°C. 
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Peptides were extracted with 100 µL 1:2 v/v 5% formic acid:ACN by shaking at 

37°C for 15 min. This extraction was repeated and combined extracts were dried to 

under 50 µL. Each sample was desalted with Pierce® C18 spin columns. 

4.2.5 Pulse Proteolysis Protocol 

Pulse proteolysis was performed on recombinant human YBX1 (Novus 

Biologicals, #NBP2-30101) with and without TAM treatment. Recombinant YBX1 was 

buffer exchanged on 10 kDa MWCO filter (Amicon Ultra-0.5, EMD Millipore) with 100 

mM Tris pH 8.0 to a protein concentration of ~0.5 µg/µL. An aliquot of 100 mM Tris pH 

8.0 was added to the sample followed by centrifugation at 14000 rcf for 10 minutes. This 

was repeated a total of three times. Sample was eluted from column by centrifugation at 

1000 rcf for 5 minutes. Protease inhibitor was added to sample (100x protease inhibitor 

cocktail included pepstatin A (0.2 mM), leupeptin (0.4 mM), E-64 (0.3 nM), bestatin (1 

mM), and AEBSF (20 mM) protease). The protein sample was aliquoted and treated with 

either 300 µM TAM/10% DMSO (v/v) or 10% DMSO (v/v) for 1 hour at room 

temperature. A volume of 10 µL of samples (5 µg) were distributed into 30 µL of an 

increasing series of urea containing buffers and incubated at room temperature for 1 

hour. Pulse proteolysis was performed by treatment with 0.5 µg thermolysin (Sigma 

#P1512) dissolved in 100 mM Tris pH 8.0 with 50 mM NaCl and 10 mM CaCl2 at a 

protease to protein ratio of 1:10 (w/w) for 1 minute followed by quenching with EDTA (5 

µL of 0.5 M). A volume of 15 µL of BME/loading dye (1:1 v/v) was added to each 
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sample. Samples were heated to 95°C for 5 minutes. Samples (40 µL) were loaded onto a 

4%–20% midsize polyacrylamide gel (BioRad Criterion, Hercules, CA, USA) and 

analyzed by SDS-PAGE. 

4.2.6 LC-MS/MS Analysis 

4.2.6.1 LC-MS/MS Analysis of iTRAQ-SPROX Samples 

Samples were analyzed on an Orbitrap Elite, Q-Exactive or Fusion. The LC-

MS/MS analyses are detailed in Table 16. For all LC-MS/MS analyses solvent A was 

0.1% formic acid in H2O, and solvent B was 0.1% formic acid in acetonitrile. 
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Table 16: LC-MS/MS Analyses of iTRAQ-SPROX Samples. 

Sample 
Biological 

Replicate 
Sample Type 

LC-MS/MS Analyses 

Orbitrap Elite 

ETD 

Q-Exactive 

Plus 

Orbitrap 

Fusion 

Control 

1 
Enriched   2   

Nonenriched   1   

2 
Enriched   2 1 

Nonenriched   1   

3* 
Enriched   2 1 

Nonenriched   1   

+TAM 

1 
Enriched 1     

Nonenriched 1     

2 
Enriched 1     

Nonenriched 1     

3* 
Enriched   2 1 

Nonenriched   1   

+NDT 

1 
Enriched   2 1 

Nonenriched   1   

2 
Enriched   2 1 

Nonenriched   1   

3* 
Enriched   2 1 

Nonenriched   1   

*Biological replicate from same MCF-7 lysate.  

 

4.2.6.1.1 LC-MS/MS Analysis with Orbitrap Elite ETD 

Samples analyzed on an Orbitrap Elite ETD were analyzed at the Proteomics 

Resource at the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center on an Orbitrap Elite ETD mass 

spectrometer equipped with an EASY-nLC system (ThermoFisher Scientific Inc., 

Waltham, MA). The trapping column was a 100 μm × 2 cm Integrafrit column (New 

Objective) packed with 200 Å Magic C18 AQ 5 μm material (Michrom), and the column 

was a 75 μm × 25 cm PicoFrit column (New Objective) packed with 100 Å Magic C18 AQ 
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5 μm material (Michrom). The flow rate was 400 nl/min. The LC gradient was 5 to 7% 

solvent B over 2 min, 7 to 35% solvent B over 90 min, 35 to 50% solvent B over 1 min, 

isocratic at 50% solvent B for 9 min, increased from 50 to 95% B over 1 min, and finally 

isocratic at 95% solvent B for the last 8 min. Product ion scans (resolution 15,000) were 

collected for the top 10 most intense peaks in a given precursor scan (resolution 60,000) 

with an intensity threshold of 5,000, and dynamic exclusion of a given m/z ratio was set 

at 1 scan in a 0.75 min window. The precursor isolation width was 1.2 m/z. The scan 

range for the precursor scan was 400–1,800 m/z and 100–2,000 m/z for the product ion 

scan. Collision induced dissociation was achieved using HCD with normalized collision 

energy of 40% and an HCD activation time of 0.1 ms. 

4.2.6.1.2 LC-MS/MS Analysis with Q-Exactive Plus 

Samples were analyzed at the Duke Proteomics Facility using a Thermo Scientific 

Q-Exactive Plus high-resolution mass spectrometer with a nanoAcuity UPLC system 

(Waters Corp) and a nanoelectrospray ionization source (19). Approximately 4 µL of 

sample was injected and trapped on a Symmetry C18 180 µm × 20 mm trapping column 

for 3 min at 5 µL/min (99.9/0.1 v/v water/acetonitrile 0.1% formic acid), followed by the 

analytical separation on a 75 µm × 250 mm column packed with 1.7 µm Acquity HSST3 

C18 stationary phase (Waters Corp). Peptides were separated using a gradient of 3 to 

30% B over 90 min at a flow rate of 0.4 µL/min with a column temperature of 55 °C. Data 

collection on the QExactive Plus mass spectrometer was performed in a data-dependent 
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acquisition (DDA) mode of acquisition with a resolution (r) of 70,000 (at m/z 200) for full 

MS scan from m/z 375 – 1600 with a target AGC value of 1×106 ions in profile mode, 

followed by 20 MS/MS scans at r=17,500 (at m/z 200) in centroid mode, using an AGC 

target value of 1×105 ions, a max fill time of 60 ms, and normalized collision energy of 30 

V. A 30 s dynamic exclusion was employed to decrease MS/MS oversampling.  

4.2.6.1.3 LC-MS/MS Analysis with Orbitrap Fusion 

LC-MS/MS analysis was performed with an Easy-nLC 1000 (Thermo Scientific) 

coupled to an Orbitrap Fusion mass spectrometer (Thermo Scientific) at the Proteomics 

Resource at the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center. The LC system was 

configured in a vented format that consisted of a fused-silica nanospray needle 

(PicoTip™ emitter, 75 μm inner diameter, New Objective) packed in-house with Magic 

C18 AQ 100Å reverse-phase media (Michrom Bioresources Inc., 25 cm) and a trap 

(IntegraFrit™ Capillary, 100 μm inner diameter, New Objective) containing Magic C18 

AQ 200Å (2 cm). 1.8 µg of peptides was loaded onto the column from each sample and 

separated using a two-mobile-phase system. The chromatographic separation was 

achieved over a 106-min gradient from 3% to 50% B (3-6% B for 2 min, 6–33% B for 90 

min, 30–50% B for 7 min, and 50% B for 5 min) at a flow rate of 300 nL/min. The mass 

spectrometer was operated in a data-dependent MS/MS mode over the m/z range of 

350–1500. The mass resolution was set to 120,000.  The cycle time was set to 3 seconds, 

and the most abundant ions from the precursor scan were selected for MS/MS analysis 
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using 40% normalized HCD collision energy and analyzed with an Orbitrap with the 

resolution set to 15000. Selected ions were dynamically excluded for 30 seconds and 

selected ions were required to have an intensity of 50000. 

4.2.6.2 LC-MS/MS Search Parameters 

The LC-MS/MS data was searched against the SwissProt Human database 

version 2016-04-13 with Proteome Discoverer (version 2.1.1.21). All data was searched 

with the fixed modifications cysteine MMTS modification and iTRAQ 8-plex lysine and 

N-termini modification. The oxidation of methionine was searched as a variable 

modification. Two missed cleavages were allowed. The parameters for the Orbitrap Elite 

included a 10 ppm mass tolerance window for precursor masses and 0.8 Da for fragment 

mass tolerance. The parameters for the Q-Exactive included a 10 ppm mass tolerance 

window for precursor masses and 0.02 Da for fragment mass tolerance. The parameters 

for the Fusion included a 10 ppm mass tolerance window for precursor masses and 0.6 

Da for fragment mass tolerance. 

4.2.6.2.1 LC-MS/MS Analysis of SILAC-SPROX Samples 

Samples were analyzed by LC-MS/MS on a Q-Exactive Plus mass spectrometer 

(Thermo Scientific, Inc.) by the Duke Proteomics Center as described above. The first 

biological replicate samples were run in duplicate. The second and third biological 

replicate samples were run once for a total of 40 LC-MS/MS runs. The 40 LC-MS/MS  

raw data files were searched on MaxQuant 1.5.2.8 (98) against the 201-04 release of the 
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UniProt Knowledgebase (downloaded on 5/16/2014 at 

ftp://ftp.uniprot.org/pub/databases/uniprot/current_releases/release2014_04/knowledge

base/). Modifications searched included: two SILAC labels of the heavy sample (Arg6 

and Lys8), variable acetylation of protein N-terminus, variable oxidation of methionine, 

variable deamidation of asparagine and glutamine, and fixed MMTS modification of 

cysteines. Trypsin was set as a specific enzyme with up to two missed cleavages with 

matching from and to. The default settings of mass tolerances for orbitrap were used. 

Match between runs and re-quantification of searched peptides was checked. 

4.2.6.2.2 LC-MS/MS Analysis of SILAC-Pulse Proteolysis 

The gradient elution profile used on the QTOF LC-MS/MS system was 3% 

solvent B for 2 minutes, 5%-15% solvent B over 2 minutes, 15-60% solvent B over 18 

minutes, 60-90% solvent B over 3 minutes, 90-100% solvent B over 0.10 minutes and 5% 

solvent B over 3 minutes. The top 3 most intense peaks in a precursor scan were selected 

for product ion scans. The precursor isolation window was 4 m/z. The scan range for the 

precursor ion scan was 300-3000 m/z. The scan range for the product ion scan was 100-

3000 m/z. Collision induced dissociation was performed with 3.5 V per 100 m/z with a -

4.8 V offset. The data was searched with Spectrum Mill (rev B.04.00.127) with cysteine 

modification carbamidomethylation and SILAC mix arginine-6 lysine-8.  
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4.2.7 Data Analysis 

4.2.7.1 Data Analysis of iTRAQ-SPROX 

The iTRAQ-SPROX data normalization was performed as previously described 

(16) to generate normalized reporter ion intensities for each assayed peptide. The N2 

normalization factors and the corresponding standard deviation for each experiment are 

provided in Table 17. The N2-normalized values for each PSM containing methionine 

were fitted with a Java-based program as described in Chapter 2. The iTRAQ-SPROX 

ligand binding analysis was performed using the “difference analysis” method 

described in Chapter 2 of this dissertation. The hit criteria are listed below in Table 18. 

Table 17: N2 Normalization Factors and Standard Deviations. 

Experiment 
Biological 

Replicate 

N2 

Stats 

iTRAQ Reporter Ion m/z 

113 114 115 116 117 118 119 121 

Control 

1 
N2 0.74 1.26 0.98 0.95 1.06 1.23 0.98 0.80 

S.D 0.17 0.22 0.16 0.13 0.13 0.15 0.18 0.15 

2 
N2 0.72 1.05 0.87 1.00 1.18 1.09 0.98 1.10 

S.D 0.17 0.15 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.12 0.20 0.14 

3 
N2 0.84 1.02 0.95 1.04 1.13 1.06 0.83 1.13 

S.D 0.17 0.16 0.14 0.15 0.17 0.14 0.20 0.16 

+TAM 

1 
N2 1.18 1.36 0.98 1.14 0.54 0.79 0.85 1.16 

S.D 0.18 0.18 0.16 0.15 0.18 0.17 0.16 0.14 

2 
N2 0.93 0.82 0.97 1.02 1.07 1.10 0.97 1.13 

S.D 0.17 0.14 0.15 0.13 0.14 0.14 0.20 0.15 

3 
N2 0.82 0.91 1.03 1.02 1.15 1.08 1.05 0.94 

S.D 0.17 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.14 0.20 0.15 

+NDT 

1 
N2 0.42 1.06 1.23 1.13 0.71 1.24 1.18 1.03 

S.D 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.10 0.11 0.12 0.13 0.12 

2 
N2 0.52 0.54 0.97 1.39 1.05 1.19 1.23 1.12 

S.D 0.12 0.12 0.11 0.13 0.09 0.13 0.12 0.13 

3 
N2 0.91 1.00 0.97 0.93 1.17 1.00 0.98 1.04 

S.D 0.18 0.14 0.15 0.15 0.14 0.13 0.20 0.15 
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Table 18: iTRAQ-SPROX Hit Criteria. 

Hit Criteria +TAM +NDT 

-log10(2*Diffprob) 1.0 1.0 

s-pooled*2 0.51 0.50 

 

4.2.7.2 Data Analysis of SILAC-SPROX 

The output files from Maxquant 1.5.2.8 were analyzed using a Mathematica 11.0 

script developed in house. Only peptides identified in the output files with H/L > 0 were 

included in the analysis. To account for protein expression level differences, the H/L 

from non-methionine-containing peptides were normalized by the median H/L value 

from non-methionine-containing peptides. The cutoff values for determining a 

significant H/L shift were calculated as 5th and 95th percentile of the normalized H/L 

ratios recorded for all the non-methionine-containing peptides. Methionine-containing 

peptides were also normalized by the protein medians. The H/L ratios of methionine 

containing peptides were averaged within the same sequence and charge state within a 

denaturant concentration; and the resulting H/L ratios were log 2 transformed. 

Methionine-containing peptides were required to be identified in 7 or more denaturant 

concentrations to be assayed. Assayed peptides with 2 or more consecutive H/L over 

cutoffs in the same direction (either high or low) were categorized as potential hits. The 

H/L versus [GdmCl] data obtained for oxidized and wild-type methionine-containing 

peptides that were potential hits were fit to Equations 5 and 6, respectively. Equations 5 
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and 6 represent the ratio the two SPROX curves expected for the light and heavy labeled 

peptide.  In each case, A is the extent of the oxidization (i.e., the amplitude of the SPROX 

curve), kox is the pseudo-first order rate constant associated with the oxidation reaction 

of an unprotected methionine residue, t is the reaction time, G is the protein folding 

free energy, G is the change in the folding free energy, m1 and m2 are   

representing the steepness of the transition regions of the two SPROX curves, R is the 

ideal gas constant, and T is temperature. In order to avoid overfitting and ensure 

physical significance of the parameters, constraints were applied on the fitting which 

can be found in Table 19. 

 

                           Equation (5) 

                           Equation (6) 
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Table 19: Fitting Constraints. 

#1 0.01<A<1 

#2 -20<∆G<-0.01 

#3 0.01<m1<5 

#4 0.01<m2<5 

#5 0.5<m1⁄m2 <2 

#6 Concave of convex nature was determined by the point with largest |log2 (H/L)|, 

denoted by [D]L and [log2 (H/L)]L 

#7 If [log2 (H/L)]L>0 then -20<∆∆G<0.01 

If [log2 (H/L)]L<0 then 0.01<∆∆G<20 

#8 [D]L-0.5*∆C(1/2,predicted)<-2∆G/(m1+m2 )<[D]L+1.5*∆C(1/2,predicted) 

∆C(1/2,predicted) = width of max consecutive points peak 

 

The goodness of the fitting was evaluated by the R2 extracted from the fitting and 

a customized relative standard deviation using Equation 7. In Equation 7 N is the 

number of denaturant concentrations identified, AExp,i is the H/L for the ith data point 

from experiment, AFit,i is the H/L for the ith data point calculated from the fitted model. A 

smaller RSD indicates better fitting. Typically, R2 > 0.8 and RSD < 0.2 were categorized as 

a good fitting. 

                 Equation (7) 

In order to achieve optimal fitting results, the data were fitted an additional n 

times with the removal of one point, where n is the number of denaturant concentrations 

identified. The best fitted curve was selected by highest R2 value.  
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After fitting for each curve in each biological replicate, the data points from all 

biological replicates with good fittings were averaged for each unique peptide sequence 

and sample type to generate one new data set. The averaged data set was fitted again by 

the described procedure. The C1/2 values were calculated from the fitted parameters 

using Equation 8 and Equation 9 for heavy and light labeled peptides respectively, and 

the C1/2 value was calculated by the difference between heavy and light labeled 

peptides. If the C1/2 value was calculated as outside of the denaturant concentration 

range, the C1/2 value was set as the margin value of the range. It is worthy to note that the 

corresponding C1/2 and G are a range or not applicable (NA) rather than a specific 

value.  

                Equation (8) 

                 Equation (9) 

The final output of the Mathematica script consists of an Excel spreadsheet with 

all assayed peptides, an Excel spreadsheet of all hits with calculated G, C1/2, and a 

Mathematica notebook file with all fitted parameters. Example outputs of peptides 

assigned as hits are shown in Figure 19 along with typical data from non-methionine 

containing peptides. 
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Figure 19: Typical SILAC-SPROX Data. Data shown represents data from 

peptides derived from Cyclophilin A with NDT treatment. A) Data from 3 non-

methionine containing peptides of Cyclophilin A. B) Data obtained from an oxidized-

methionine containing peptide (ac)M(ox)VNPTVFFDIAVDGEPLGR from  

Cyclophilin A that was  assigned as a hit. C) Data obtained from a wildtype 

methionine-containing peptide (ac)MVNPTVFFDIAVDGEPLGR that was assigned as 

a hit. The horizontal dotted lines represent the fold change threshold needed in two 

consecutive denaturant concentrations to be considered a hit. The vertical dotted lines 

represent the C1/2 values of the reconstructed SPROX curves for the peptide in the 

heavy and light labelled samples. 

4.2.7.3 Data Analysis of Protein Expression Levels 

Protein expression level ratios were generated from the SILAC-SPROX data sets. 

Non-methionine containing peptide H/L ratios reported on the relative protein 
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expression between vehicle-treated and NDT- or TAM-treated MCF-7 proteins. The 

median H/L ratios for unique proteins were calculated from the non-methionine 

containing peptides. In addition to generating median NDT/control and TAM/control 

protein expression ratios for all proteins with non-methionine containing peptides, 

proteins with significant changes in protein stability were also determined. Median H/L 

ratios for non-methionine containing peptides were calculated for each unique protein in 

each biological replicate of SILAC-SPROX. Proteins with significant changes in stability 

were determined by a two-tailed Student’s t-test with a theoretical median H/L ratio of 

1. Proteins with significant changes in expression were required to be quantified in all 

three biological replicates. Proteins with a p-value < 0.05 and average H/L values outside 

the 5 and 95% frequency distribution (0.66 and 1.42 for TAM and 0.67 and 1.48 for NDT) 

were deemed significant. 

4.2.7.4 Data Analysis of SILAC-Pulse Proteolysis 

SILAC-Pulse Proteolysis data analysis was performed as previously described 

((15), Chapter 3). A median L/H ratio for all of the peptides in each molecular weight 

band from an experiment was calculated. These median values are depicted in Table 20 

for the TAM and NDT experiments. The L/H ratios of all peptides from the sample 

protein contained in a gel band were averaged to generate a single L/H ratio for every 

unique protein contained in each gel band from each denaturant concentration. Proteins 

that were identified in at least 5 denaturant conditions were considered assayed. Hit 
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proteins were defined as proteins with at least 1.7 fold deviations from the median L/H 

ratio of an experiment at two or more consecutive denaturant conditions.  

Table 20: Median L/H Ratios for each experiment. 

Band MW Region 
Median L/H Ratio 

+TAM +NDT 

10-15 kDa 
 

1.5 

15-20 kDa 1.5 1.4 

50-75 kDa 1.4 1.9 

75-100 kDa 1.6 2.1 

100-150 kDa 
 

2.1 

 

4.3 Results 

4.3.1 Experimental Proteomic Coverage 

Three biological replicates of the iTRAQ-SPROX and SILAC-SPROX experiments 

using the MCF-7 lysate and MCF-7 cell line (respectively) were performed for both TAM 

and NDT.  In addition, several molecular weight regions were targeted for probing 

protein-drug interactions using the SILAC-PP technique. The number of peptides and 

proteins that were probed for stability changes with TAM and NDT treatment with the 

iTRAQ-SPROX and SILAC-SPROX experiments are summarized in Table 21. In total, 

over 1000 proteins were probed for TAM and NDT induced stability changes. A total of 

163 and 200 unique protein hits were identified in the TAM and NDT binding 
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experiments using the SPROX methodologies applied here, respectively.  In some case 

these protein hits were identified using multiple methionine-containing peptide probes. 

Table 21: Experimental coverage and number of hits identified for each drug 

in all experiments. 

Drug TAM NDT 

Experiment 

Proteomic Coverage 

 Peptides 

(Proteins) 

Hits  

Peptides 

(Proteins) 

Proteomic Coverage 

Peptides 

(Proteins) 

Hits  

Peptides 

(Proteins) 

iTRAQ-SPROX 1806(811) 105(99) 1981(849) 149(132) 

SILAC-SPROX 2046(629) 81(77) 2240(683) 105(88) 

Total Unique 3244(1055) 186(163) 3556(1098) 253(200) 

 

4.3.2 Drug-Induced Protein Stability Changes  

Summarized in Table 21 are the numbers of unique peptide and protein hits 

identified in the SPROX approaches described here. In total, 186 peptides from 163 

proteins were identified as hits with TAM treatment and 254 peptides from 200 proteins 

were identified as hits with NDT treatment. The peptide hits identified with iTRAQ-

SPROX can be visualized with the volcano plots in Figure 20. 
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Figure 20: Volcano plots depicting ∆C1/2 and -log10(2*Diffprob). A) Data from 

proteins probed for TAM induced stability changes. B) Data from proteins probed for 

NDT induced stability changes. Vertical lines represent the s-pooled*2 hit criteria. 

The horizontal dashed lines represent a -log10(2*Diffprob)=1.0. 
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From the total number of hits with drug-induced stability changes in the 

presence of TAM and NDT, a subset of high confidence hits was determined.  High 

confidence peptide hits were identified as those that were a hit a hit in more than one 

approach. This means that the peptide was identified as a hit with both the iTRAQ and 

SILAC-SPROX approaches and/or the peptide was identified as a hit with either iTRAQ 

or SILAC-SPROX and the protein to which the peptide maps was identified as a hit with 

Pulse Proteolysis. Protein hits were also considered high confidence if more than one 

peptide mapping to the same protein was identified as a hit with similar behavior with 

either drug (stabilization or destabilization). The high confidence hits are summarized in 

Table 22 and Table 23 for TAM and NDT, respectively. In total, 49 peptides from 25 

proteins and 26 peptides from 13 proteins were shown to meet the high confidence 

standards with NDT and TAM treatment, respectively. These high confidence hits are 

most likely to be true positives.  The overlapping hits between the iTRAQ- and SILAC-

SPROX experiments are also expected to be the most biologically relevant hits as the 

drug treatment in the SILAC-SPROX experiment took place in the cell culture. High 

confidence protein hit, Y-box protein binding 1 (YBX1), was further probed for direct 

interactions with TAM by pulse proteolysis with recombinant YBX1 (Figure 21). The 

results indicated that YBX1 is relatively unstructured, and readily susceptible to 

protease. In addition, YBX1 forms aggregates at high urea concentration which protects 

from thermolysin cleavage (Figure 21A). Despite this non-ideal behavior, there is a 
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TAM-induced difference in 0.75 M urea. Therefore, YBX1 may be a novel potential direct 

binding target of TAM. 

Table 22: High confidence TAM-induced stability changes. Hits are indicated 

with ‘Yes’. If hits were assayed with an approach and not assigned as hits that is 

indicated by ‘No’. If hits were not assayed with another approach that is indicated by 

‘-‘. SPROX methods hits are peptide level and PP method hits are protein level. Hits 

that are bolded were identified as a hit with multiple approaches. Hits that are 

italicized have multiple peptides with similar drug-induced stability changes (all 

destabilizations or stabilizations with drug treatment). 

Sequence 
Protein 

Number 
Gene 

iTRAQ-

SPROX 

SILAC-

SPROX 
PP 

IGNTGGM(ox)LDNILASK P53396 ACLY - Yes - 

DEPSVAAMVYPFTGDHK P53396 ACLY Yes - - 

MSINAEEVVVGDLVEVK P05023 ATP1A1 - Yes - 

DMTSEQLDDILK P05023 ATP1A1 Yes - - 

TILMMGR P13639 EEF2 Yes - Yes 

VTYTPM(OX)APGSYLISIK P21333 FLNA Yes No Yes 

HTAM(ox)VSWGGVSIPNSPFR P21333 FLNA - Yes Yes 

GAGSYTIMVLFADQATPTSPIR P21333 FLNA Yes - Yes 

TFEM(ox)SDFIVDTR O75369 FLNB - Yes - 

GIEPTGNMVK O75369 FLNB Yes - - 

NMQDM(OX)VEDYR P04264 KRT1 Yes - Yes 

ETMQSLNDR P05783 KRT18 No Yes - 

EELLFMK P05783 KRT18 Yes - No 

DVDEAYM(ox)NKVELESR P05787 KRT8 No Yes - 

SNMDNM(OX)FESYINNLRR P05787 KRT8 Yes - Yes 

SNM(OX)DNM(OX)FESYINNLR P05787 KRT8 Yes No Yes 

GSSAVGLTAYVMKDPETR P33991 MCM4 Yes - - 

NLNPEDIDQLITISGM(ox)VIR J3KPV4 MCM4 - Yes - 

TQYSSAMLESLLPGIR P55786 NPEPPS Yes - - 

QMGFPLIYVEAEQVEDDR P55786 NPEPPS Yes - - 

VKEGM(ox)NIVEAMER P62937 PPIA No Yes No 

HTGPGILSM(OX)ANAGPNTNGS

QFFICTAK P62937 PPIA Yes No - 

SLEDQVEM(OX)LR P14314 PRKCSH Yes No - 

ESLQQMAEVTR P14314 PRKCSH Yes - - 
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RPQYSNPPVQGEVM(ox)EGADN

QGAGEQGRPVR P67809 YBX1 - Yes - 

RPQYSNPPVQGEVM(ox)EGADN

QGAGEQGR P67809 YBX1 - Yes - 

 

Table 23: High confidence NDT-induced stability changes. Hits are indicated 

with ‘Yes’. If hits were assayed with an approach and not assigned as hits that is 

indicated by ‘No’. If hits were not assayed with another approach that is indicated by 

‘-‘. SPROX methods hits are peptide level and PP method hits are protein level. Hits 

that are bolded were identified as a hit with multiple approaches. Hits that are 

italicized have multiple peptides with similar drug-induced stability changes (all 

destabilizations or stabilizations with drug treatment). 

Sequence 
Protein 

Number 
Gene 

iTRAQ-

SPROX 

SILAC-

SPROX 
PP 

LYAYEPADTALLLDNM(OX)K O95994 AGR2 No Yes Yes 

ISMPDIDLNLKGPK Q09666 AHNAK Yes - - 

ISMPDIDLNLTGPK Q09666 AHNAK Yes - - 

ASM(ox)GTLAFDEYGRPFLIIKDQ

DR 
P48643 CCT5 - Yes - 

EKFEEM(ox)IQQIK P48643 CCT5 - Yes - 

MVVLSLPR Q14204 
DYNC1H

1 
Yes - - 

TM(ox)TLFSALR Q14204 
DYNC1H

1 
- Yes - 

SGDAAIVEM(ox)VPGKPMCVESFS

QYPPLGR 
Q05639 EEF1A2 - Yes - 

SGDAAIVEMVPGKPM(ox)CVESFS

QYPPLGR 
Q05639 EEF1A2 - Yes - 

LAM(OX)QEFMILPVGAANFR P06733 ENO1 Yes No Yes 

LAMQEFMILPVGAANFR P06733 ENO1 No Yes Yes 

LMIEMDGTENK P06733 ENO1 Yes - Yes 

GAGSYTIMVLFADQATPTSPIR P21333 FLNA Yes No No 

LSPFMADIRDAPQDFHPDR P21333 FLNA Yes - No 

YAPSEAGLHEMDIR P21333 FLNA No Yes No 

MGLAM(OX)GGGGGASFDR P52272 
HNRNP

M 
Yes - - 

VGEVTYVELLMDAEGK P52272 
HNRNP

M 
Yes - - 
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M(ox)VNHFIAEFK P11142 HSPA8 - Yes - 

IMQSSSEVGYDAM(OX)AGDFVN

M(OX)VEK 
P10809 HSPD1 Yes - No 

IMQSSSEVGYDAM(OX)AGDFVN

MVEK 
P10809 HSPD1 Yes - No 

ISGGSVVEMQGDEM(OX)TR O75874 IDH1 Yes - - 

LIDDMVAQAM(OX)K O75874 IDH1 Yes - - 

EVMPLLLAYLK Q8TEX9 IPO4 Yes No - 

TLTTMAPYLSTEDVPLAR Q8TEX9 IPO4 Yes - - 

SSAYESLMEIVK Q14974 KPNB1 Yes Yes - 

ETMQSLNDR P05783 KRT18 Yes - No 

TVQSLEIDLDSMRNLK P05783 KRT18 Yes - No 

TSQNSELNNMQDLVEDYKK P35908 KRT2 Yes - Yes 

DVDEAYM(ox)NKVELESR P05787 KRT8 No Yes - 

ELQSQISDTSVVLSMDNSR P05787 KRT8 No Yes - 

LESGMQNM(ox)SIHTK P05787 KRT8 No Yes - 

LNLEAINYM(ox)AADGDFK P09382 LGALS1 - Yes - 

LNLEAINYMAADGDFK P09382 LGALS1 Yes - - 

ALEQQVEEM(ox)K P35579 MYH9 - Yes - 

SM(ox)AVAAR P35579 MYH9 - Yes - 

M(ox)GQM(ox)AM(ox)GGAM(ox)G

INNR 
Q15233 NONO - Yes - 

PVTVEPM(ox)DQLDDEEGLPEK Q15233 NONO - Yes - 

TQYSSAMLESLLPGIR P55786 NPEPPS Yes No - 

EGM(OX)NIVEAMER P62937 PPIA Yes No No 

EGMNIVEAM(OX)ER P62937 PPIA Yes No No 

M(ox)VNPTVFFDIAVDGEPLGR P62937 PPIA - Yes No 

MVNPTVFFDIAVDGEPLGR P62937 PPIA No Yes No 

QVLGQM(ox)VIDEELLGDGHSYS

PR 
P28070 PSMB4 - Yes - 

TQNPM(ox)VTGTSVLGVK P28070 PSMB4 - Yes - 

LVSDGQALPEMEIHLQTNAEK Q12931 TRAP1 Yes - Yes 

ALTVPELTQQM(OX)FDAK Q13509 TUBB3 Yes No - 

LATPTYGDLNHLVSATMSGVTTS

LR 
Q13509 TUBB3 Yes Yes - 

TIGTGLVTNTLAMTEEEK P49411 TUFM Yes - - 

TVVTGIEMFHK P49411 TUFM No Yes - 
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Figure 21: Pulse proteolysis with recombinant YBX1 +/- TAM. A) SDS-PAGE 

results from pulse proteolysis experiment without TAM at low and high denaturant 

concentration. Also shown is recombinant YBX1 without thermolysin treatment. B) 

SDS-PAGE results from pulse proteolysis experiment +/- TAM. Differential band 

intensities with TAM were observed at 0.75 M urea. These results indicate that TAM 

interacts with recombinant YBX1. 
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4.3.3 Drug-Induced Protein Expression Level Changes 

The TAM-induced protein expression level changes with MCF-7 cell line 

treatment with TAM were previously reported using a different proteomics approach 

with quantitation based on spectral counting by Hengel et al. (94). This previously 

reported study quantified relative expression ratios for 1290 proteins with 83 proteins 

indicating a statistically different expression level based on a t-test with a p-value cutoff 

of 0.05. The drug-induced protein expression level changes were determined here with 

relative quantitation of the non-methionine containing peptides from the SILAC-SPROX 

experiments. The number of proteins for which drug-induced protein expression level 

data was generated from the TAM and NDT studies were 2838 and 2870, respectively.   

The frequency distribution of the protein expression ratios in all three replicates of the 

SILAC-SPROX experiments are shown in Figure 22.  
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Figure 22: Expression ratio frequency distribution. A) Frequency distribution 

of protein expression changes of MCF-7 proteins from cell line growth in the presence 

of TAM. Median H/L values from non-methionine containing peptides. B) Frequency 

distribution of protein expression changes of MCF-7 proteins from cell line growth in 

the presence of NDT. 

A total of 799 and 671 proteins were probed for TAM and NDT-induced 

expression level changes, respectively, using a t-test analysis. Proteins with a p-value < 

0.05 and an expression ratio outside of the 5 and 95% distribution were considered 

proteins with significant drug-induced expression level changes. Ultimately, the t-test 

analysis identified a total of 49 proteins with significant (p <0.05) TAM-induced 

expression level changes and 33 proteins with significant (p <0.05) NDT-induced 

expression level changes. A volcano plot of the expression level data is shown in Figure 

23. The proteins identified with TAM and NDT-induced expression level changes are 

listed in Table 24 and Table 25. 
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Figure 23: Volcano plots depicting average Drug/Control expression ratio and -

log10(p-value). A) Data from proteins probed for TAM-induced expression changes. B) 

Data from proteins probed for NDT-induced expression changes. Horizontal dashed 

line corresponds to –log10(p-value) of 1.3 and vertical dashed lines correspond to 

Average Drug/Control expression ratio 5 and 95% distributions (0.66 and 1.42 for 

TAM and 0.67 and 1.48 for NDT). 
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Table 24: TAM-induced statistical protein expression level changes. Proteins 

with TAM-induced protein expression level changes had a p-value < 0.05 from a t-test 

analysis and an average TAM/Control expression ration outside of the 5 and 95% 

frequency distribution which were found to be 0.66 and 1.42, respectively. 

TAM-Induced Upregulation TAM-Induced Downregulation 

Protein 
TAM/ 

Control 
St. Dev. p-value Protein 

TAM/ 

Control 
St. Dev. p-value 

P00918 2.788 0.226 0.008 P04264 0.223 0.044 0.002 

Q13228 2.190 0.155 0.008 O15160 0.458 0.164 0.043 

P29373 2.076 0.047 0.001 Q92616 0.459 0.103 0.017 

F5H3W1 2.061 0.236 0.024 P29966 0.490 0.019 0.001 

Q4JM47 2.003 0.229 0.025 B4DK69 0.493 0.103 0.020 

Q15149 1.890 0.262 0.041 P25815 0.503 0.083 0.014 

Q16719 1.831 0.155 0.017 Q9HB71 0.506 0.109 0.023 

Q9P2M7 1.816 0.108 0.009 O60701 0.519 0.037 0.003 

P31937 1.716 0.157 0.023 B0V043 0.554 0.066 0.011 

Q86SX6 1.646 0.114 0.015 O95400 0.560 0.124 0.038 

O00757 1.626 0.124 0.019 Q7L5D6 0.585 0.115 0.036 

H3BP91 1.604 0.171 0.038 Q9NP79 0.586 0.068 0.013 

O14745 1.598 0.166 0.037 P61088 0.600 0.061 0.012 

Q68D10 1.573 0.106 0.017 P47914 0.603 0.043 0.006 

P26440 1.570 0.124 0.023 P60842 0.604 0.091 0.025 

P09467 1.565 0.030 0.001 E9PNK6 0.631 0.008 0.000 

P48735 1.543 0.133 0.029 F8W6G1 0.632 0.096 0.032 

P10619 1.530 0.130 0.029 P23921 0.633 0.118 0.048 

O43707 1.509 0.123 0.028 J3QQT2 0.651 0.112 0.048 

E9PH29 1.496 0.127 0.031 P29762 0.653 0.064 0.016 

Q8NDH3 1.470 0.043 0.004 Q9Y266 0.655 0.067 0.019 

Q9BX68 1.449 0.128 0.038 P46109 0.656 0.102 0.041 

Q99584 1.442 0.058 0.008 Q13501 0.660 0.024 0.003 

Q13011 1.442 0.129 0.040  

Q9H1B7 1.429 0.109 0.031 

H7BZJ3 1.429 0.127 0.041 
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Table 25: NDT-induced statistical protein expression level changes. Proteins 

with NDT-induced protein expression level changes had a p-value < 0.05 from a t-test 

analysis and an average TAM/Control expression ration outside of the 5 and 95% 

frequency distribution which were found to be 0.67 and 1.48, respectively. 

NDT-Induced Upregulation NDT-Induced Downregulation 

Protein 
NDT/ 

Control 
St. Dev. p-value Protein 

NDT/ 

Control 
St. Dev. p-value 

P00918 2.615 0.261 0.013 P04264 0.290 0.083 0.007 

Q13228 2.196 0.146 0.007 P29966 0.462 0.033 0.002 

P29373 2.138 0.058 0.001 O60701 0.522 0.043 0.004 

P50895 2.093 0.113 0.005 P20290 0.552 0.047 0.006 

Q4JM47 1.997 0.130 0.008 O15160 0.573 0.044 0.005 

Q16719 1.816 0.058 0.003 Q9NP79 0.575 0.087 0.021 

P10253 1.738 0.170 0.025 Q9HB71 0.581 0.126 0.043 

O00757 1.568 0.068 0.007 P46109 0.608 0.108 0.036 

P31937 1.565 0.109 0.018 P47914 0.611 0.102 0.033 

P09467 1.530 0.036 0.002 Q15819 0.611 0.121 0.045 

P48735 1.516 0.017 0.001 Q9BS40 0.617 0.100 0.032 

P07858 1.513 0.057 0.006 Q14204 0.624 0.107 0.038 

Q8NDH3 1.509 0.023 0.001 P60842 0.627 0.101 0.035 

H3BP91 1.504 0.086 0.014 O43175 0.628 0.076 0.020 

Q9H1B7 1.495 0.159 0.048 P25815 0.636 0.098 0.034 

 

P08238 0.637 0.108 0.042 

P29762 0.642 0.053 0.011 

Q9NR30 0.655 0.105 0.044 

 

4.4 Discussion 

4.4.1 Correlation between Drug-Induced Stability Changes and Drug-
Induced Expression Level Changes  

One goal of this work was to determine what, if any, correlation exists between 

drug-induced stability changes and drug-induced expression level changes. Out of the 

163 proteins with TAM-induced stability changes, 99 were probed for TAM-induced 
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expression level changes and 14 were determined to have significant TAM-induced 

expression level changes. Out of the 200 proteins with NDT-induced stability changes, 

96 were probed for NDT-induced expression changes and 4 were determined to have 

significant NDT-induced expression level changes.  

Out of the 13 proteins with high confidence TAM-induced stability changes, 10 

were probed for TAM-induced expression changes and 1 was determined to have a 

significant TAM-induced expression level change (KRT1; TAM/Control=0.17).  Out of 

the 25 proteins with high confidence NDT-induced stability changes, 17 were probed for 

NDT-induced expression level changes and 1 was determined to have a significant 

NDT-induced expression level change (DYNC1H1; NDT/Control=0.62). These results 

indicate that most MCF-7 proteins with TAM or NDT induced stability changes do not 

have a significant expression level change with TAM or NDT treatment versus treatment 

with vehicle. 

 The SILAC-SPROX study here was modeled after an MCF-7 expression level 

study previously reported by Hengel et al. (94). As part of this work the expression 

levels obtained here were compared to the protein expression levels previously 

reported. The previously reported study identified 83 proteins with TAM-induced 

protein expression level changes. We assayed 34 of these proteins for TAM-induced 

protein stability changes, and only 1 protein was found to have a significant expression 

level change. Interestingly, this protein was AGR2 the protein hit found to be the most 
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upregulated by TAM treatment by Hengel et al. and the protein for which the protein 

expression level change was validated by immunoblotting. It is noteworthy that 33 of 

the 83 proteins from this earlier study were probed for TAM-induced protein stability 

changes and 9 of these proteins were determined to be hits. However, none of these 

proteins were determined to be high confidence protein stability hits.  Overall, the 

results reported here suggest that that proteome-wide stability profiling is 

complementary to proteome-wide expression level profiling. 

4.4.2 Overlap of TAM and NDT-Induced Protein Stability and 
Expression Changes 

Given the structural similarities between TAM and NDT, there is expected to be 

some overlap in the protein targets of these two molecules. Out of the 163 TAM-induced 

and 200 NDT-induced protein stability changes, 58 proteins were found to have both 

TAM and NDT-induced stability changes (~30%). Out of the 13 high confidence TAM-

induced and 25 NDT-induced protein stability changes, 5 proteins have both TAM and 

NDT-induced stability changes. These results indicate that TAM and NDT do share 

some protein targets, but most of the protein targets detected here are unique to one 

drug or the other.  It is also possible that some of the protein hits unique to one drug or 

the other, are false positives. Over 90% of TAM and NDT-induced protein stability hits 

were assayed for drug-induced protein stability changes for both TAM and NDT. 

Interestingly, the protein overlap between the TAM- and NDT-induced protein 

expression level hits was somewhat higher. 
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Out of the 49 proteins with TAM-induced expression changes and 33 proteins 

with NDT-induced expression changes, 23 proteins had similar upregulation or 

downregulation with TAM and NDT treatment.  Included in the proteins with TAM and 

NDT-induced upregulation is Selenium-binding protein 1 with one of the higher 

Drug/Control expression ratios of ~2.2 for both drugs. The expression of this protein has 

previously been shown to be downregulated in MCF-7 cell line by estrogen treatment 

(99). The treatment of MCF-7 cells with TAM or NDT seems to be having the opposite 

effect of estrogen treatment in MCF-7 cell line.  

4.4.3 Proteins with High Confidence Drug-Induced Stability Changes 
and the Estrogen Receptor 

A total of 33 protein hits were considered high confidence with either TAM or 

NDT treatment. These proteins were investigated for experimental connections to 

MAPK1, AKT1 and ESR1 using STRING protein association network analysis (72). The 

estrogen receptor (mapping to ESR1) is the known binding target of tamoxifen and its 

active metabolites. The MAPK1 and AKT proteins are downstream of the estrogen 

receptor binding signaling and upstream of estrogen receptor element activation (100). 

Thus the ESR1, MAPK1, and AKT genes were included in the STRING analysis in order 

to identify experimental links between the hit proteins and the estrogen receptor and 

ligand-induced estrogen receptor signaling. The output of this STRING analysis is 

pictured in Figure 24. Interestingly, out of the 33 high confidence protein hits, a 
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relatively large number (14, ~42%) are experimentally linked to the estrogen receptor 

through either direct or indirect interactions.   

 

Figure 24: STRING analysis of high confidence TAM and NDT hits. High 

confidence TAM and NDT hits from Table 8 and 9 were entered into a STRING 

protein association network analysis based on experimental active interaction sources 

along with MAPK1, AKT1 and ESR1. These three genes are closely related to estrogen 

receptor mediated activity. By including these genes in the analysis high confidence 

stability hits can be grouped into two categories: 1) those that are directly or indirectly 

tied to the estrogen receptor experimentally and 2) those that are not tied to the 

estrogen receptor experimentally. 
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4.4.4 Y-Box Binding Protein 1 is a Target of TAM 

Included in the 14 high confidence protein stability hits that have been 

experimentally linked to the estrogen receptor according to a STRING analysis, is the Y-

box binding protein 1. Two different peptides with overlapping amino acid sequences, 

were identified as stabilized by TAM treatment in the SILAC-SPROX experiment (see 

Figure 10). This protein is encoded by the YBX1 gene which is linked to both MAPK1 

and AKT1 in the STRING analysis depicted in Figure 25.  

 

Figure 25: Y-box binding protein 1 stabilized by TAM. A) Data represents hit 

peptide (RPQYSNPPVQGEVM(ox)EGADNQGAGEQGRPVR) from Y-box binding 

protein 1. The SILAC-SPROX fitted data corresponds to a transition midpoint at 

higher denaturant concentration with TAM treatment. B) Data represents hit peptide 

(RPQYSNPPVQGEVM(ox)EGADNQGAGEQGR) from Y-box binding protein 1. The 

SILAC-SPROX fitted data corresponds to a transition midpoint at higher denaturant 

concentration with TAM treatment. An ‘X’ represents a data point that was 

overlooked during fitting. 

 In a previous study, the expression of YBX1 in breast cancer tissues was 

monitored by immunostaining, and the upregulation of this protein was linked to poor 

outcomes and drug resistance (101). Overexpression of Y-box protein binding 1 in MCF-

7 cell line has been shown to decrease ERɑ expression and increase ERBB2 expression 
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(102). This study also reported overexpression of Y-box protein binding 1 in MCF-7 

inhibited TAM-induced apoptosis as determined using DNA fragmentation assay. More 

recently, it was shown that YBX1 directly binds to the estrogen receptor and TAM 

treatment disrupts that binding. This study also reported TAM treatment augments the 

binding of YBX1 to the ERBB2 response element (103). It was shown YBX1 directly binds 

to the estrogen receptor (ER) with co-immunoprecipitation and pull-down assays and 

TAM treatment disrupts that binding. Chromatin immunoprecipitation assayed showed 

that YBX1 binds to a promoter region of ERBB2 and this binding activity was TAM-

induced. Deletion mutants of YBX1 and ER were generated to determine that the cold 

shock domain of YBX1 binds to the ligand binding domain of the estrogen receptor. This 

study also showed that increased YBX1 is correlated to increased ubiquitination and 

proteasomal degradation of ER.   

The peptide hits shown in Figure 25 are from the C-terminal domain of YBX1, 

which is adjacent to the YBX1 cold shock domain. In order to determine if the 

stabilization of the C-terminal domain of YBX1 reported here is due to TAM induced 

altered YBX1 protein-protein interactions alone, we probed for direct interactions with 

Pulse Proteolysis with purified recombinant YBX1. We found TAM-induced differences 

with Pulse Proteolysis which indicates TAM may directly interact with YBX1 (Figure 

21). Therefore, the stabilization of the C-terminal domain could be due to both altered 

protein-protein interactions (indirect interaction) and TAM-binding to YBX1 (direct 
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interaction). Work is in progress to further investigate this interaction with other 

strategies. 

4.4.5 Protein Targets Linked to Breast Cancer 

Included in the 19 high confidence protein stability hits that do not have 

previous experimental links to the estrogen receptor (as determined by a STRING 

analysis) are several proteins that have been previously linked to breast cancer. Included 

in this sub-set of proteins are Elongation factor Tu, Tubulin beta 3 chain and Heat shock 

protein 75 kDa, mitochondrial which were shown to be destabilized by NDT, stabilized 

by NDT and destabilized by NDT respectively. The data for Elongation factor Tu is 

depicted in Figure 26. 

 

Figure 26: Elongation Factor Tu destabilized by NDT. A) Data from iTRAQ-

SPROX of peptide (TIGTGLVTNTLAMTEEEK) identified as hit with NDT treatment. 

B) Data from SILAC-SPROX of peptide (TVVTGIEMFHK) identified as hit with NDT 

treatment. 

This protein was shown to be destabilized by NDT treatment both in MCF-7 cell 

lysate (iTRAQ-SPROX) and MCF-7 cell line (SILAC-SPROX). Elongation factor Tu has 
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been linked as a regulator of the epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT), and 

therefore cancer metastasis. Decreased levels of Elongation factor Tu have been shown 

to increase invasiveness of MCF-7 cell line (104).   

Tubulin beta 3 chain was shown to be stabilized with NDT treatment both in 

MCF-7 cell lysate (iTRAQ-SPROX) and MCF-7 cell line (SILAC-SPROX). Two peptides 

were identified as his with iTRAQ-SPROX and one peptide with SILAC-SPROX. The 

data from a matching peptide hit (LATPTYGDLNHLVSATMSGVTTSLR) between 

iTRAQ-SPROX and SILAC-SPROX is shown in Figure 27. 

 

Figure 27: TUBB3 stabilized by NDT treatment. A) Hit peptide from iTRAQ-

SPROX. ‘X’ indicates data points overlooked during fitting. B) Hit peptide from 

SILAC-SPROX. Both A and B are depicting data from the peptide 

LATPTYGDLNHLVSATMSGVTTSLR. 

Tubulin beta 3 chain expression has been shown to increase in the presence of 

estradiol in MCF-7 cell line, which can be mitigated by TAM treatment (105). It has also 
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been shown that patients with lower levels of Tubulin beta 3 chain can have increased 

overall survival time when treated with taxanes (106).  

Heat shock 75kDa, mitochondrial protein was shown to be destabilized with 

NDT treatment in MCF-7 lysate by iTRAQ-SPROX and pulse proteolysis. This data is 

depicted in Figure 28.  

 

Figure 28: HSP 75 is destabilized by NDT. A) Peptide hit from iTRAQ-SPROX 

experiment (LVSDGQALPEMEIHLQTNAEK). B) HSP 75 identified as hit from 

SILAC-SPROX in intact protein molecular weight region of SDS-PAGE (75-100 kDa) 

with the molecular weight of HSP 75 being ~80 kDa. Consecutive L/H ratios that are 

in the hit range are marked (*).  

HSP 75 expression levels have been shown to be increased in about half of breast 

cancers (107). Another study reported that HSP 75 expression levels are related to 

mitochondrial morphology and breast cancer tumor grades (108). Both of these studies 

indicated that HSP 75 may be a target of interest. While each of these proteins are 

detected here as high-confidence proteins with measurable protein stability changes, 
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additional studies are needed to determine connections of these proteins with TAM 

treatment such as pull downs and immunoprecipitation assays. 

4.4 Conclusion 

The purpose of this study was to identify novel protein targets of TAM and NDT 

by proteome-wide stability profiling. In addition to identifying TAM and NDT protein 

targets by finding proteins with drug-induced stability changes, proteins with drug-

induced protein expression changes were also identified. Over 1000 proteins were 

assayed for TAM- and NDT- induced stability changes and 33 high confidence drug-

induced protein stability changes were identified. In total, 799 and 671 proteins were 

probed for TAM and NDT-induced expression changes, respectively. In this protein 

expression analysis 49 and 33 proteins were found to have significantly altered 

expression levels with TAM and NDT treatment, respectively. Interestingly, most 

proteins that were identified as protein targets did not exhibit drug-induced expression 

level changes that were deemed significant. 

The protein targets identified for TAM and NDT by proteome-wide stability 

profiling do overlap (~30%), but unique protein targets were identified for each drug. In 

the expression level study, 75% of the proteins found to have NDT-induced expression 

level changes had similar TAM-induces expression level changes. These results 

highlight that metabolites with similar structures may seem to have similar impacts in 
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expression level studies, but the results for the protein stability study are more varied 

between the two.  

Approximately 40% of the proteins identified with high confidence TAM- and 

NDT- induced stability changes have previous experimental links to the estrogen 

receptor as determined by the STRING protein association network analysis. 

Interestingly, one of the protein hits linked to the estrogen receptor, YBX1, was recently 

shown to directly bind to the estrogen receptor, and this binding was inhibited by TAM. 

We showed that in MCF-7 cell line TAM treatment leads to the stabilization of the C-

terminal domain. Furthermore, TAM altered the protease susceptibility of purified 

recombinant YBX1. Therefore, our data supports YBX1 as a novel TAM binding target. 

Several protein hits also have previously established links to breast cancer.  These 

previously established links help validate the biological significance of the protein hits 

identified here. Similarly, the results of the work described here provide a biophysical 

basis for the role of these proteins in TAM and NDT drug action.  
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5. Proteomic Characterization of Allergen Containing 

Proteomes 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter largely comes from published work by Ogburn et al (22). 

Understanding the characteristics that differentiate allergens from non-allergens 

remains a perplexing question in allergy research.  General features such as protein 

stability and abundance from source are frequently cited as likely determinative factors 

(60-64). Interestingly, a recent study found that the high folding stability of a major birch 

pollen resulted in resistance to degradation and a strong allergenic response (65).  

However, rigorous statistical comparisons of allergens versus non-allergens on genomic 

and proteomic scales are lacking.  While it has been hypothesized that allergens are the 

abundant and/or stable proteins from an allergens’ source, experimental evidence to 

support or refute such hypotheses is lacking.  

The goal of the work in this chapter was to evaluate the folding stability of 

proteins in the proteomes of several allergen-containing sources in order to address 

whether or not allergens are more thermodynamically stable that non-allergens. The 

allergen-containing sources studied included a homogenate from the house dust mite 

Dermatophagoides pteronyssinus (DP), a pollen extract from Phleum pretense (Timothy 

grass), and a pollen extract from Abmrosia artemesia (Ragweed). While all of these 

substances can cause allergenic responses, only select proteins contained within these 

sources are allergens and lead to sensitization in humans and immunological responses 
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typical of an allergic response. Mite allergens are present in both the fecal pellets and 

whole bodies, therefore allergens are at least partially represented with homogenate of 

mite whole bodies (67). Ragweed pollen is one of the leading causes of respiratory 

allergies in North America, and is therefore an allergen source of great interest (68). 

Sensitivity to grass pollens, including the common and widespread timothy grass, has 

been linked to allergic rhinoconjunctivitis and is therefore an allergen source of interest 

(69). It is important to note that the studies described here are the first large-scale 

thermodynamic analyses of the above proteomes. Traditionally, biophysical analyses 

have only focused on selected protein allergens.  

Described here is the thermodynamic analysis of proteins in the mite 

homogenate, timothy grass pollen and ragweed pollen using SPROX. The SPROX 

technique is a convenient method for making proteome-wide stability measurements of 

proteins. In addition, SPROX is capable of probing domain-level stability which is ideal 

for this study since sensitization to an allergen can be mediated by stability of individual 

folding domains (65). Therefore, for the studies described here, the SPROX method was 

used for determining transition midpoint values (C1/2 values) of denaturation data from 

proteins contained in these sources. 

 The proteome-wide profiling of the dust mite proteome described in this chapter 

was the first reported proteome-wide profiling of the mite proteome. It was also the first 
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comprehensive stability profiling of the mite proteome. Since this initial study the 

analysis was expanded to the ragweed pollen and timothy grass pollen proteomes.  

All samples were provided by collaborator Dr. Geoff Mueller at NIEHS along 

with protein databases derived from RNA and DNA sequencing methods. Collaborators 

also quantified the relative abundance of the proteomes using RNA-seq methods as a 

proxy to assess the abundance of all proteins in these sources. 

5.2 Experimental Procedures 

5.2.1 Sample Preparation 

5.2.1.1 Sample Preparation for Dust Mite Study 

D. pteronyssinus homogenate was produced by collaborators at the NIEHS as 

previously described (73). Mites were cultured at room temperature on Diet A as 

previously described (109). Active mites were collected by aspiration onto a 38 mm 

stainless steel mesh. Mites were killed by freezing and lyophilized. Mite homogenate 

was prepared in sterile Dulbecco’s Phosphate Buffered Saline using adapted methods as 

previously described in the absence of protease inhibitor (110). The homogenate was 

stored at -20°C. 

5.2.1.1 Sample Preparation for Pollen Study 

Extracts of Phleum pretense (Timothy grass) and Abmrosia artemesia (Ragweed) 

pollen were produced by collaborators at NIEHS. Pollen was dissolved in PBS to a 

protein concentration of 6 mg/mL. Pollen extracts were stored at -20°C. 
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5.2.2 Proteome Stability Profiling 

Dermatophagoides pteronyssinus (DP) homogenate, Phleum pretense (Timothy 

grass) pollen extract, and Abmrosia artemesia (Ragweed) pollen extract were analyzed 

with SPROX. The DP homogenate was analyzed with the Hybrid-SPROX protocol and 

the pollen extracts were analyzed with iTRAQ-SPROX and iFASP-SPROX protocols, all 

of which are briefly described below.  

5.2.2.1 Hybrid-SPROX Protocol 

The Hybrid-SPROX experimental procedure employed here was the same as that 

previously reported (73, 111). Briefly, a 200 µL aliquot of frozen mite homogenate was 

thawed on ice with 2 µL of 100x protease inhibitor cocktail that included pepstatin A (0.2 

mM), leupeptin (0.4 mM), E-64 (0.3 nM), bestatin (1 mM), and AEBSF (20 mM) protease. 

The mite homogenate was centrifuged at 4°C at 15000 rcf for 10 minutes. The 

supernatant contained ~5.7 mg/mL total protein as determined by a Bradford assay. 

Summarized in Figure 29 is the experimental workflow used in the Hybrid-SPROX 

experiment. 
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Figure 29: Hybrid-SPROX Experimental Workflow. 

Aliquots of the supernatant, 20 µL each, were combined with 27.5 µL of 20 mM 

phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) containing increasing concentrations of guanidine 

hydrochloride (i.e., 0, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 6.0 and 7.0 M). Proteins were allowed to 

equilibrate in the denaturant-containing buffer at room temperature for 2 hours. The 

Hybrid-SPROX reactions were accomplished by the addition of 5 µL of 30% H2O2 

followed 2 minutes later by the addition of 2.5 µL of 46.2 mM HNSB (dimethyl(2-
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hydrogen-5-nitrobenzyl)sulfonium bromide) to chemically modify solvent-exposed 

methionine and tryptophan residues, respectively. These reactions were quenched 1 

minute after the HNSB addition with 1 mL of a quenching solution containing 300 mM 

methionine and 4.9 mM tryptophan. Proteins were precipitated by the addition of 200 

µL of 100% w/v TCA. Samples were placed on ice and kept at 4°C overnight. Samples 

were centrifuged for 30 minutes at 4°C and 8000 rcf. The supernatant was discarded. 

Protein pellets were washed 3 times with ice cold ethanol.  

Quantitative bottom-up proteomics sample preparation was performed on the 

precipitated mite proteins. In short, protein pellets were redissolved in 30 µL of 0.5 M 

TEAB buffer, pH 8.5, containing 0.1% SDS. Samples underwent 3 cycles of 10 minutes 

each of vortexing, sonicating and heating at 60°C to aid in protein dissolution. Protein 

samples were reduced by a final concentration of 5 mM TCEP at 60°C for 1 hour with 

shaking. Free cysteines were modified with 10 mM MMTS for 10 minutes at room 

temperature. Proteins were digested with 1 µg of trypsin overnight at 37°C. Peptides 

from each denaturant were labeled with iTRAQ 8-plex according to the manufacturer’s 

protocol with the exception that each sample was labeled with 0.5 units of the iTRAQ 

reagent dissolved in 50 µL of isopropanol. The iTRAQ reporter ions 113, 114, 115, 116, 

117, 118, 119, and 121 corresponded to a final denaturant concentration of 0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 

2.0, 2.5, 3.0 and 3.5 M GdmCl containing buffers, respectively. Labeled samples were 

combined. A 40 µL portion of combined sample was directly desalted with Pierce® C18 
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spin columns. A 240 µL portion of sample was enriched for methionine-containing 

peptides with Pi3TM Methionine Reagent kit from the Nest Group according to the 

manufacturer’s protocol. A 240 μL portion of sample was enriched for tryptophan-

containing peptides with a strategy previously described.(111) Each of these peptide 

sample preparations are detailed in chapter 2. 

5.2.2.2 iTRAQ-SPROX Protocol 

The iTRAQ-SPROX protocol was performed on the pollen extracts by lab mate 

Dr. Julia Roberts according to the protocol described in Chapter 3 and 4. Briefly, pollen 

extracts were aliquoted into a series of denaturants and allowed to incubate for a period 

of 2 hours. The denaturant concentrations of each sample during the SPROX reaction 

were 0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5 M GdmCl. Quantitative bottom-up proteomics 

sample preparation was performed and the samples were iTRAQ labeled so that 0, 0.5, 

1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5 M GdmCl corresponded to the reporter ion tags 113, 114, 115, 

116, 117, 118, 119, 121 respectively. 

5.2.2.3 iFASP-SPROX Protocol 

The pollen extracts were thawed on ice (500 µL) and 5 µL of 100x protease 

inhibitor cocktail that included pepstatin A (0.2 mM), leupeptin (0.4 mM), E-64 (0.3 nM), 

bestatin (1 mM), and AEBSF (20 mM) protease was added to each extract. Thawed 

pollen extracts were vortexed and centrifuged at 15000 rcf at 4°C for 10 min. The total 

protein concentration in the supernatants were determined by Bradford assay and found 
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to be 2.7 and 2 mg/mL protein for the timothy grass and ragweed extracts, respectively. 

Summarized in Figure 30 is the experimental workflow used in the iFASP-SPROX 

experiment (filter-aided sample preparation with iTRAQ labeling).  

 

Figure 30: iFASP-SPROX Experimental Workflow. 

Aliquots of 25 µL of denaturant-containing buffers were added into new tubes 

with 20 µL of extract. Each extract was incubated in the series of increasing denaturant-

containing buffers for 1 hour at room temperature. The SPROX reaction was performed 

on each sample with the addition of 5 µL of 30% hydrogen peroxide which was 
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quenched after 3 min with 500 µL of 500 mM TCEP. The final concentration of 

denaturant-containing buffers during the SPROX reaction was 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3 and 

3.5 M GdmCl. Following the SPROX reaction the iFASP protocol was performed as 

previously described (112). Briefly, samples were added to 10 kDa MWCO filters and 

centrifuged at 14000 rcf at room temperature for 15 min. Samples were buffer exchanged 

by adding 200 µL UA (8 M Urea in 0.1 M Tris HCl pH 8.5) followed by centrifuging at 

14000 rcf at room temperature for 15 min. This step was repeated. Proteins were reduced 

by adding 100 µL of 5 mM TCEP in UA and incubated at room temperature with 

shaking for 1 hr. Free cysteines were modified by adding 20 mM MMTS in UA and 

incubating at room temperature for 10 min. Samples were centrifuged at 14000 rcf at 

room temperature for 20 min. Samples were washed with 100 µL UB (8 M Urea in 0.1 M 

Tris HCl pH 8) and centrifuged at 14000 rcf at room temperature for 20 min. This wash 

step was repeated. Samples were buffer exchanged into 100 mM TEAB by adding 100 µL 

100mM TEAB and centrifuging samples at 14000 rcf at room temperature for 20 min. 

This step was repeated for a total of three times. Samples in filters were transferred to 

new clean tubes. Samples were digested with 120 µL of 1µg/120µL trypsin in 100mM 

TEAB. Samples were incubated for 1 min with shaking at 600 rpm followed by 16 hours 

at 37°C and 200 rpm. 

 Digested samples were iTRAQ labeled by adding 0.5 units of iTRAQ in 50 µL 

IPA to each filter following by vortexing for 5 min and shaking for 2 hours. Labeled 
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peptides were centrifuged through the filters at 14000 rcf for 15 min. Filters were rinsed 

with 50 µL 0.5M NaCl and centrifuged at 14000 rcf for 15 min. Samples from each pollen 

sample type were combined. Aliquots containing ~50 µg of peptides were C18 cleaned 

according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Aliquots containing ~150 µg of peptides were 

enriched for methionine-containing peptides with Nest Group kit according to the 

manufacturer’s protocol. 

5.2.3 Mite Allergen Purified Protein Stability Measurements 

Purified D. pteronyssinus allergen proteins were provided by Dr. Geoffry Mueller 

of the NIEHS. These allergen proteins included a purified recombinant protein construct 

of Der p 23 (113), recombinant Der p 1 expressed in Pichia pastoris and Der p 5 expressed 

in Escherichia coli (114). Experiments described here were performed by fellow lab mates 

Dr. Yingrong Xu and Dr. Julia Roberts. SPROX was performed on recombinant Derp 1 

and Derp 5 while a tryptophan modification approach (111) was applied to acquire 

stability measurements of Der p 23 because it lacks a methionine residue, but contains 

two tryptophan residues. These samples were analyzed on Bruker Ultraflex II TOF/TOF 

mass spectrometer (Bruker Daltonics, Billerica, MA) equipped with a Nd:YAG laser.  

5.2.3.1 Der p 23 Tryptophan Modification Approach on Purified Protein 

A volume of 1 µL of Der p 23 at a protein concentration of 4 mg/mL was 

aliquoted into 18 µL of 20mM phosphate buffer, 18 µL of 20 mM phosphate buffer 

containing 0 M GdmCl and 18 µL of 20 mM phosphate buffer containing 8 M GdmCl. To 
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the first Der p 23 in phosphate buffer sample 40 µL of 49 mM L-tryptophan was added 

followed by 1 µL of 46.2 mM HNSB (dimethyl(2-hydroxy-5-nitrobenzyl)sulfonium 

bromide). This sample acted as a control. To the samples containing 0 and 8 M GdmCl 1 

µL of 46.2 mM HNSB was added and the reaction was quenched after 1 min with 40 µL 

of 49 mM L-tryptophan. A volume of 2 µL of each Der p 23 sample was added to 8 µL of 

matrix that contained synaptic acid, 70% ACN and 2 µM ubiquitin. Ubiquitin was used 

as an internal standard in the MS analysis. These samples were spotted on a MALDI 

plate and analyzed. A total of 10 MALDI-time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectra were 

acquired on each sample. 

5.2.3.1 Der p 1, Der p 5 and Der p 7 SPROX Analysis on Purified Protein 

Der p 1, Der p 1 in the presence of protease inhibitor cocktail (see Hybrid-SPROX 

method), Der p 5 and Der p 7 were equilibrated in a series of denaturant containing 

buffers. A volume of 1 µL of protein was added to 17 µL of denaturant containing 

buffer. The final concentration of protein was 30 µM for for all Der p proteins. The final 

concentration of denaturant containing buffers for Der p 1 were 0, 0.4, 0.83, 1.25, 1.67, 

2.09, 2.49, 2.92, 3.35, 3.71, 4.16 and 4.6 M GdmCl. The final concentration of denaturant 

containing buffers for Der p 5 were 0, 0.4, 0.85, 1.3, 1.7, 1.96, 2.21, 2.56, 2.87, 3.15, 3.43 and 

4.26 M GdmCl. The final concentration of denaturant containing buffers for Der p 7 were 

0, 0.82, 1.7, 2.58, 3.43, 4.27, 5.12, 5.97, 6.82, 7.63 and 8.73 M Urea. Each sample underwent 

the SPROX reaction with the addition of 2 µL 30% hydrogen peroxide that was 
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quenched after 3 min with 2 µL catalase (50 unit/µL) and 78 µL UH2O. Zip-Tip cleanup 

was performed on each sample. Der p 5 samples were eluted into synaptic acid matrix 

containing 2 µM lysozyme as an internal standard. Der p 1 and Der p 7 samples were 

eluted into synaptic acid matrix containing 1 µM trypsin inhibitor as an internal 

standard. These samples were spotted on a MALDI plate and analyzed. A total of 10 

MALDI-time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectra were acquired on each sample and the data 

were used to find the transition midpoints of Der p 1, Der p 1 in the presence of protease 

inhibitors, Der p 5 and Der p 7. 

5.2.4 LC-MS/MS Analysis 

Samples were analyzed at the Duke Proteomics Facility using a Thermo Scientific 

Q-Exactive Plus high-resolution mass spectrometer with a nanoAcuity UPLC system 

(Waters Corp) and a nanoelectrospray ionization source (19). Approximately 4 µL of 

sample was injected and trapped on a Symmetry C18 180 µm × 20 mm trapping column 

for 3 min at 5 µL/min (99.9/0.1 v/v water/acetonitrile 0.1% formic acid), followed by the 

analytical separation on a 75 µm × 250 mm column packed with 1.7 µm Acquity HSST3 

C18 stationary phase (Waters Corp). Peptides were separated using a gradient of 3 to 

30% acetonitrile with 0.1% formic acid over 90 min at a flow rate of 0.4 µL/min with a 

column temperature of 55°C. Data collection on the QExactive Plus mass spectrometer 

was performed in a data-dependent acquisition (DDA) mode of acquisition with a 

resolution (r) of 70,000 (at m/z 200) for full MS scan from m/z 375 – 1600 with a target 
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AGC value of 1×106 ions in profile mode, followed by 20 MS/MS scans at r=17,500 (at 

m/z 200) in centroid mode, using an AGC target value of 1×105 ions, a max fill time of 60 

ms, and normalized collision energy of 30 V. A 30 s dynamic exclusion was employed to 

decrease MS/MS oversampling. The total cycle time for the sample injection was 125 

minutes. All raw data was searched using Proteome Discoverer (version 2.1.1.21) and a 

protein sequence databases based on a transcriptomic analysis and was provided by 

collaborators Dr. Geoff Mueller and Dr. Thomas Randall at NIEHS.  All data was 

searched with the fixed modification cysteine MMTS modification. The modifications of 

iTRAQ 8-plex lysine and N-termini modification, deamidation of N and Q and the 

oxidation of methionine were searched as a variable modifications. Two missed 

cleavages were allowed. The parameters for the Q-Exactive included a 10 ppm mass 

tolerance window for precursor masses and 0.02 Da for fragment mass tolerance. 

5.2.5 Data Analysis 

5.2.5.1 Generation of Denaturation Data in Proteomic Wide Analyses 

The denaturation data was generated according to the data analysis protocols 

outlined in Chapter 2. Breifly, an iTRAQ-SPROX data normalization was performed as 

has been previously described to generate normalized reporter ion intensities 

representing denaturation data for each assayed peptide (Chapter 2)(16). The N2 

normalization factors and the corresponding standard deviation for each experiment are 

provided in Table 26.  
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Table 26: N2 normalization factors and standard deviations.  

Experiment 
N2 

Stats 

iTRAQ Reporter Ion m/z 

113 114 115 116 117 118 119 121 

Mite homogenate 
N2 1.11 1.03 0.98 0.93 1.12 1.11 0.71 1.00 

S.D. 0.17 0.12 0.12 0.13 0.13 0.10 0.19 0.14 

Timothy Grass Pollen 

iTRAQ-SPROX 

N2 1.04 1.06 1.11 1.06 1.19 1.11 1.08 0.35 

S.D. 0.34 0.35 0.27 0.31 0.30 0.64 0.31 0.41 

Timothy Grass Pollen 

iFASP-SPROX 

N2 0.93 1.05 0.97 1.06 1.05 1.01 0.90 1.02 

S.D. 0.21 0.20 0.26 0.18 0.20 0.15 0.20 0.17 

Ragweed Pollen 

iTRAQ-SPROX 

N2 1.18 0.49 0.94 1.10 1.23 1.26 0.33 1.48 

S.D. 0.29 0.21 0.24 0.17 0.19 0.19 0.22 0.36 

Ragweed Pollen 

iFASP-SPROX 

N2 0.92 1.05 1.06 1.00 1.04 0.92 0.97 1.04 

S.D. 0.17 0.19 0.17 0.14 0.19 0.13 0.17 0.40 

 

For the hybrid-SPROX experiment on the mite homogenate, all good quality 

methionine- or tryptophan-containing peptides were fitted to the Java-based program as 

described in Chapter 2. Good quality fitted PSMs representing the same peptide 

sequence were averaged, and the averaged data re-fit to generate a single C1/2 value for 

each peptide.  The max C1/2 value for each protein was determined as we were interested 

in probing the most stable folding domains of all proteins. 

For the iTRAQ-SPROX and iFASP-SPROX on the pollen extracts, these 

experiments were normalized separately and were combined for the subsequent data 

analysis. Methionine-containing peptides were fitted and good quality fitted PSMs were 

used for stability analysis as described in Chapter 2. The good quality PSMs for each 

peptide sequence were averaged and refit within each sample type (Ragweed pollen or 

Timothy grass). The max C1/2 value for each protein was calculated. 
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5.3 Results and Discussion 

5.3.1 Peptide and Protein Coverage 

The number of peptides and proteins for the stability measurements were 

acquired from SPROX analyses of the mite, timothy grass and ragweed protein sources 

are summarized in Table 27.  

Table 27: Peptide and protein coverage and number of allergen proteins 

identified for each protein source. 

Experiment 
Coverage 

Peptides(Proteins) 
# Allergen Proteins 

Mite homogenate 1402(674) 19 

Timothy Grass Pollen 186(108) 7 

Ragweed Pollen 119(62) 2 

 

The total number of allergens according to the official Allergen Nomenclature 

database of the World Health Organization and the International Union of 

Immunological Societies is 20, 9 and 11 for the mite, timothy grass and ragweed sources. 

The names of the allergens identified in these studies are listed in Table 28.  
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Table 28: Allergens with measured stabilities determined with SPROX. The 

allergens are included in the Nomenclature database of the World Health 

Organization and the International Union of Immunological Societies. 

Protein Source 

Mite 

Homogenate 

Timothy Grass 

Pollen 

Ragweed 

Pollen 

Der p 1 Phl p 1 Amb a 1 

Der p 2 Phl p 2 Amb a 8 

Der p 3 Phl p 4 

 

Der p 4 Phl p 5 

Der p 5 Phl p 6 

Der p 6 Phl p 12 

Der p 7 Phl p 13 

Der p 8 

 

Der p 9 

Der p 10 

Der p 11 

Der p 13 

Der p 14 

Der p 15 

Der p 18 

Der p 20 

Der p 21 

Der p 23 

Der p 24 

 

These SPROX analyses were relatively successful at obtaining protein stability 

measurements on allergen and non-allergen proteins. The SPROX analyses probed the 

stability of most of the mite and timothy grass allergens (19 out of 20 and 7 out of 9, 

respectively). However, stability measurements were acquired for only two of the 

ragweed allergens. It is likely that the pollen extracts are less complex and the low 

coverage, in terms of total number of proteins, of these analyses is representative of this. 
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5.3.2 Stability Characterization of Purified Mite Allergens 

During the protein stability analysis of Der p 23 with the tryptophan 

modification approach(111) it was found that one tryptophan residue was exposed 

while the other tryptophan residue was not fully modified in the presence of 8 M 

GdmCl (see Figure 31). It was determined that Der p 23 was so stable that the global 

stability of the protein could not be probed by the experimental conditions described. 

Therefore, for the purpose of this proteomics analysis, the transition midpoint was 

assigned as the highest denaturant concentration in the Hybrid-SPROX approach (3.5 M 

GdmCl) as a conservative estimate of the true value.  
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Figure 31: Der p 23 stability analysis. The top is the control (WT) Der p 23. The 

middle is the modification of Der p 23 in the presence of 0 M GdmCl. The bottom is 

the modification of Der p 23 in the presence of 8 M GdmCl. ‘Mod’ refers to 

tryptophan modification and *1 and *2 refer to the number of tryptophan residues 

modified that are being represented in the MS spectrum. 

The C1/2 values of Der p 1 and Der p 1 in the presence of protease inhibitor, were 

found to be 1.4 and 1.8, respectively (see Figure 37). It is worthy to note that the 

presence of protease inhibitors led to an increase in the transition midpoint of Der p 1, a 

cysteine protease, by approximately 0.4 M GdmCl. This led to our correction of C1/2 

values from other cysteine protease allergens identified with the proteome-wide Hybrid-

SPROX analysis. Der p 1, 3, 6 and 9 are all cysteine proteases that were identified with 

the Hybrid-SPROX analysis. The maximum transition midpoint was ‘corrected’ by 
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subtracting 0.4 M GdmCl due to the presence of protease inhibitors in the Hybrid-

SPROX analysis. None of the allergens from ragweed and timothy grass pollen are 

proteases. 

 

Figure 32: Der p 1 SPROX data with and without protease inhibitor (PI). Red 

dots represent data in the presence of protease inhibitors and blue squares represent 

data in the absence of protease inhibitors. Please note that the fits shown are fit to the 

same equation as the Hybrid-SPROX data (Chapter 2). The difference between the 

transition midpoints (1.54 vs. 1.82) is actually smaller than the 0.4 M correction used. 

The C1/2 values of purified Der p 5 and Der p 7 were determined to be 1.7 M 

GdmCl and 4.2 M urea, respectively (see Figure 33). These measurements were 

compared to the max C1/2 values measure with Hybrid-SPROX. The max C1/2 value of Der 

p 5 was determined to be 1.6 M which is very close to the C1/2 value measured for the 

purified recombinant protein. The max C1/2 value of Der p 7 was determined to be 1.5 M 

GdmCl (corresponding to ~3 M urea) and was less than the C1/2 value measured for the 

purified recombinant protein. It is also worthy to note that the C1/2 value of Der p 1 in the 
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presence of protease inhibitors were both determined to be 1.8 M. These C1/2 value 

comparisons verify the methodology. 

 

Figure 33: Der p 5 (A) and Der p 7 (B) denaturation data from SPROX on 

purified recombinant protein. Data was fit as described in Chapter 2. 
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5.3.2 Stability Comparison between Allergens and Non-Allergens 

In order to assess the relative stability of allergens vs non-allergens from all three 

protein sources the max C1/2 values assigned to each unique protein were determined. 

The frequency distribution of the max C1/2 values for allergens and non-allergenic 

proteins from each protein source were calculated along with a Gaussian fitting. The 

max C1/2 values for the allergens and non-allergens were compared with a t-test analysis. 

Also characterized were the relative transcription levels (related to protein abundance) 

of the allergenic versus the non-allergenic proteins. 

5.3.2.1 Mite Allergens vs Non-Allergen Stability Comparison 

The frequency distributions of the transcription levels and the max C1/2 values 

were calculated for the mite non-allergens and the mite allergens. The frequency 

distribution of the max C1/2 values and the stabilities of allergens and non-allergens were 

compared by a t-test analysis of the max C1/2 values (p=0.026). Gaussian fits to the 

distribution for the non-allergens and the allergens are shown in Figure 34D and Figure 

34E, respectively. 
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Figure 34: Analysis of Mite (DP) proteome and protein stability measurements. 

Histograms and box plots of relative expression (FPKM) of all DP transcripts (A), non-

allergen proteins studied for stability (B), and DP allergens (C). (D) and (E) 

Histograms of the stability data for non-allergens and allergens, respectively, 

overlayed with Gaussian fits to the distribution. (F) Comparison of the Gaussian fit of 

stability data for the non-allergens (blue) and the allergens (red). Reprinted with 

permission from Elsevier.(22) 

 

Figure 6F depicts the fitted frequency distribution of the max C1/2 values for the 

allergens (red) versus the non-allergen mite proteins (blue).  The p-value associated with 

the t-test analysis was 0.026 indicating that mite allergens are statistically more stable 

than mite non-allergen proteins. In addition to these findings, we were interested in 

determining the correlation between both stability and transcription levels (protein 

abundance) and allergen designation. In order to determine if mite allergens are more 

abundant and more stable than non-allergen mite proteins, a two dimensional analysis 

was performed and a Hotelling’s T2 statistic was used (see Figure 35). The difference 

between the mite allergens and non-allergens was significant with a P < 0.0001. 
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Statistically mite allergens were found to be more stable and more abundant than non-

allergenic mite proteins with the SPROX and transcriptomic analyses, respectively. 

 

Figure 35: Two-dimensional histograms of stability and relative expression for 

DP. Data are presented as a bar chart (A) or as a contour plot (B). Numerical labels 

indicate allergens. Three black circle sizes (large, medium, and small) correspond to 

the allergen importance rankings of major, mid-tier, and minor/“needs further study,” 

respectively.(115) Dashed and dotted lines are the means for the nonallergen and 

allergen groups, respectively. Reprinted with permission from Elsevier.(22) 

5.3.2.2 Timothy grass Pollen Allergens vs Non-allergen stability characterization 

The frequency distributions of the transcription levels and the max C1/2 values 

were calculated for the timothy grass non-allergens and allergens. The frequency 

distribution of the max C1/2 values and the stabilities of allergens and non-allergens were 

compared by a t-test analysis of the max C1/2 values (p=0.17) (see Figure 36A). The p-

value associated with the t-test analysis was 0.17 indicating that timothy grass allergens 

are not statistically more stable than non-allergen proteins (with 95% confidence). In 

order to determine if timothy grass allergens are more abundant and more stable than 

non-allergen timothy grass proteins a two dimensional analysis was performed and a 
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Hotelling’s T2 statistic was used (see Figure 36B). The difference between the timothy 

grass allergens and non-allergens was significant with a P < 0.0001. Statistically timothy 

grass allergens were found to be more stable and more abundant than non-allergenic 

timothy grass proteins. 
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Figure 36: Analysis of the allergen and non-allergen timothy grass proteome 

for stability and transcription levels. A) Histograms of stability data for non-

allergenic proteins studied for stability (blue) and allergens (red) with overlayed with 

Gaussian fits to the distribution. Gaussian fits were compared with a t-test analysis. 

B) Contour plot of non-allergens and allergen relative transcription levels and 

stability data. Numerical labels indicate allergen groups. Three black circle sizes 

(large, medium, and small) correspond to the allergen importance rankings of major, 

mid-tier, and minor/“needs further study,” respectively.(115) Dashed lines are the 

means for the nonallergen group. 
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5.3.2.3 Ragweed Allergens vs Non-allergen stability characterization 

The frequency distributions of the transcription levels and the max C1/2 values 

were calculated for the ragweed non-allergens and allergens. The frequency distribution 

of the max C1/2 values and the stabilities of allergens and non-allergens were compared 

by a t-test analysis of the max C1/2 values (p=0.01) (see Figure 37A). The p-value 

associated with the t-test analysis was 0.01 indicating that ragweed allergens are 

statistically more stable than non-allergen proteins. In order to determine if ragweed 

allergens are more abundant and more stable than non-allergen ragweed proteins a two 

dimensional analysis was performed and a Hotelling’s T2 statistic was used (see Figure 

37B). The difference between the ragweed allergens and non-allergens was significant 

with a P < 0.0001. Statistically ragweed allergens were found to be more stable and more 

abundant than non-allergenic ragweed proteins. 
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Figure 37: Analysis of the allergen and non-allergen ragweed proteome for 

stability and transcription levels. A) Histograms of stability data for non-allergenic 

proteins studied for stability (blue) and allergens (red) with overlayed with Gaussian 

fits to the distribution. Gaussian fits were compared with a t-test analysis. B) Contour 

plot of non-allergens and allergen relative transcription levels and stability data. 

Numerical labels indicate allergen groups. Three black circle sizes (large, medium, 

and small) correspond to the allergen importance rankings of major, mid-tier, and 

minor/“needs further study,” respectively.(115) Dashed lines are the means for the 

nonallergen group. 
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5.4 Conclusion 

The results of this study have important implications for understanding the 

factors that lead to sensitization. It appears that protein stability and abundance may 

indeed be linked to sensitization and allergenic outcomes, as all three systems studies 

here indicated that allergens are statistically more abundant and more stable than non-

allergens. This chapter describes the first proteome-wide analysis of protein stability of 

the mite, timothy grass pollen and ragweed pollen proteomes. Understanding the 

biophysical properties of allergen and non-allergen proteins from allergenic sources will 

lead to a better understanding of why the human immune system consistently develops 

an allergic response to a small fraction of each of these proteomes. 
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6. Conclusions and Future Directions 

When proteins are involved in protein-drug interactions and protein-protein 

interactions they undergo changes in protein stability and protein folding stability and 

protein function are closely linked. Therefore, protein stability profiling has the potential 

to identify functionally relevant protein targets of drugs. Pharmaceutical agents can 

interact with other proteins in addition to the intended protein targets. In some cases 

such ‘off-target’ interactions can contribute to the desired therapeutic outcome. 

However, in other cases such off-target interactions can be responsible for side effects, or 

have implications for new therapeutic applications. This is especially true for the most 

abundant metabolites of therapeutics and therapeutics that are taken over long periods 

of time such as the breast cancer therapeutic tamoxifen. 

 Altered protein stability may be due to altered protein-drug interactions, 

protein-protein interactions, post-translational modifications and mutations. The events 

may be directly or indirectly caused by a therapeutic. Therefore, protein stability 

profiling has the potential to contribute to a thorough characterization of protein-ligand 

interactions, both direct and indirect. The protein folding stability measurements 

described in Chapter 4 were indeed complementary to protein expression level analyses 

described in Chapter 4 and elsewhere (94). The aforementioned events are also 

characteristic of biological states. The work in this dissertation involved the evaluation 
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and application of SPROX to tamoxifen and metabolite binding analyses and 

characterizing proteins from allergenic sources.  

In Chapter 2 two new SPROX data analysis strategies (one involving a difference 

analysis and one involving a t-test analysis) were evaluated based on proteomic 

coverage, false positive rate and their ability to identify known protein-ligand binding 

interactions. This evaluation involved data generated in three previously reported 

SPROX ligand-binding studies including one aimed at assessing the false positive rate of 

ligand discovery (44), one aimed at identifying protein targets of ATP (18), a well 

understood promiscuous ligand, and one aimed at identifying protein targets of 

Manassantin A (17), for which protein targets are largely unknown.  

It was found the difference analysis averaged >50% more coverage of peptides 

and proteins compared to the t-test analysis. The false positive rates of all the data 

analysis strategies were reasonably low, and in the range of ~1-5%. The number of 

known ATP ligand-binding interactions that were identified were 12 and 25 for the t-test 

and difference analysis, respectively. The difference analysis resulted in the largest 

number of known ATP binding protein hit identifications.  The difference analysis also 

identified the largest fraction of assayed known ATP binding proteins as hits. The 

difference analysis strategy was deemed to be the strategy of choice, and it was applied 

to identify protein targets of tamoxifen (TAM), 4-hydroxytamoxifen (4OHT) and n-
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desmthyl tamoxifen (NDT) in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. The difference analysis strategy 

will be applied to future SPROX ligand-binding studies. 

In Chapter 3, two approaches, iTRAQ-SPROX and SILAC-SPROX, were utilized 

to identify protein targets of tamoxifen and its most active metabolite 4-

hydroxytamoxifen in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Yeast does not contain estrogen receptor 

protein, therefore protein targets identified may be tied to off-target effects. A total of 44 

and 45 proteins were found to have TAM and 4OHT-induced protein stability changes. 

Included in the protein hits were 4 high confidence protein hits with similar drug-

induced stability changes, 3 of which have human homologs. Further investigation is 

needed to determine if the protein hits identified are direct or indirect targets and if the 

protein hits may be linked to TAM-induced growth inhibition. Whether a protein hit is 

direct or indirect can be determined through obtaining stability measurements, through 

methods such as SPROX or PP, on purified protein in the presence and in the absence of 

drug. Indirect protein hits may be elucidated through pull down studies such as affinity-

based target profiling involving immobilized drug or protein onto a surface (89) or 

protein co-immunoprecipitation (116). 

TAM and NDT hits in MCF-7 were determined, as described in Chapter 4, with 

iTRAQ-SPROX and SILAC-PP in MCF-7 lysate and SILAC-SPROX in MCF-7 cell line. 

TAM and NDT protein expression changes in MCF-7 cell line were determined with 

SILAC quantitation. Over 1000 proteins were assayed for TAM- and NDT-induced 
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stability changes and ~700-800 proteins were assayed for TAM- and NDT-induced 

expression level changes. Most proteins determined as protein targets did not exhibit 

drug-induced expression level changes that were deemed significant. Therefore, protein 

folding stability measurements were complementary to the protein expression level 

analyses. In order to obtain a more complete picture of drug action, both of these types 

of strategies should be used in future ligand-binding studies. 

Approximately 40% of the high confidence protein hits have experimental links 

to the estrogen receptor. Y-box binding protein 1 was determined to be stabilized by 

MCF-7 cell line treatment with TAM. This interaction was further investigated with the 

drug-induced changes in protease susceptibility of purified recombinant Y-box binding 

protein 1. Drug-induced changes were observed supporting that YBX1 and TAM 

directly interact. Further investigation will include the utilization of a targeted SPROX 

approach (117) to determine if treatment of recombinant Y-box binding protein with 

TAM alters the protein stability in a direct manner.  Further investigation is required to 

characterize other protein targets as direct or indirect and to determine if these 

interactions contribute to off-target effects.  

Described in Chapter 5 is the stability characterization of three different allergen 

containing proteomes. The goal of this work was to determine if allergenic proteins are 

more or less stable than non-allergenic proteins in each of these proteomes. 

Fundamental characteristics that cause select proteins to be allergens is still not 
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understood. Through this work it was determined that mite and ragweed allergens are 

more stable than the mite and ragweed non-allergens. Tim grass allergens were not 

statistically more stable than tim grass non-allergens (p-value=0.17). The classified 

allergenic proteins from the European house dust mite, tim grass and ragweed were 

found to be statistically more stable and abundant than non-allergenic proteins from 

those proteomes. This work describes the first unbiased proteome-wide screening of 

allergenic proteomes. Further investigation is required to characterize other allergen 

containing proteomes to determine if this biophysical trend is universal. Despite the 

general trend of allergenic proteins being more abundant and more stable, some non-

allergenic proteins are abundant and stable and some allergenic proteins are not highly 

abundant and stable. Therefore, there may be other factors also contributing to 

allergenic outcomes such as exposure or protein folding kinetics. These findings may 

have implications for predicting allergen proteins based on the biophysical properties of 

proteins. 
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Appendix A: Supplementary Tables 

Supplemental Table 1: Peptide hits reported for the false positive rate (FPR) 

study (Chapter 2). These peptide hits were determined based on visual inspection. 

New data analyses parameters refer to the results from the difference analysis and t-

test analysis. 

Peptide Protein 

New Data Analyses 

∆C1/2 -log10(2*Diffprob) 
-log10(pt-

test) 

ELYGNIVMSGGTTMFPGIAER1 YFL039C - - - 

ETM(ox)YSVVQK1 YDL185W - - - 

GVLM(ox)YGPPGTGK1 YDL126C - - - 

ILMVGLDGAGK YDL137W - - - 

NAGMYGER1 YLR027C - - - 

SAIGEGMTR YBR127C -0.18 0.00 - 

SM(ox)VEEAEASGR1 YGR155W - - - 

YIAAPSGSVM(ox)DK1 YMR120C - - - 

‘-‘ indicates the peptide was not assayed 
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Supplemental Table 2: Peptide hits reported for the ATP ligand binding study 

(Chapter 2). These peptide hits were determined based on visual inspection. New data 

analyses parameters refer to the results from the difference analysis and t-test 

analysis. 

Peptide Protein 

New Data Analyses 

∆C1/2 
-

log10(2*Diffprob) 
-log10(pt-test) 

IMYVDYK P00549 - - - 

FDKPFVMDTSYPAR P04807 0.99 0.37 0.60 

LLQTPIDMSLKPNDAESEK P06169 - - - 

NATFPGVQM(OX)K P06169 - - - 

ELQDIANPIMSK P10591 - - - 

VVEIGPSPTLAGM(OX)AQR P19097 - - - 

TMELGILPR P39522 1.44 2.42 1.36 

LQQGMR P41805 - - - 

ELM(OX)GDELTR Q12377 - - - 

VM(OX)PAIVVR P0CX41 - - - 

IVQIM(OX)QNPTHYK P0CX55 - - - 

EIVNMAK P04046 -1.15 1.01 - 

TTLVANTSNMPVAAR P17255 -1.18 1.96 1.67 

MDSFSK P53090 - - - 

VSGLAGSMGIAHLR P04046 - - - 

SQLSAEDKLALLMTDPDAPSRTEHK Q06252 - - - 

RINMIEELEK P15180 - - - 

VGIVPGEVIAPGMR P25491 - - - 

TVM(OX)IAAHGNSLR P00950 - - - 

RTLAFMK P17709 1.71 2.49 0.95 

QINENDAEAMNK P16521 - - - 

RGEGFMVVTATGDNTFVGR P05030 0.22 0.00 - 

LIDLTQFPAFVTPMGK P06169 1.16 0.92 - 

MQQRPIAPLVDSLR P08566 0.30 0.00 - 

QGLDDIATLMK P07263 1.37 1.79 - 

‘-‘ indicates the peptide was not assayed 
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Supplemental Table 3: Peptide hits reported for the Manassantin A ligand 

binding study (Chapter 2). These peptide hits were determined based on visual 

inspection. New data analyses parameters refer to the results from the difference 

analysis and t-test analysis. 

Peptide Protein 

New Data Analyses 

∆C1/2 
-

log10(2*Diffprob) 
-log10(pt-test) 

VADGLPLAASM(OX)QEDEQSGR IPI00006865 - - - 

GDEEGVPAVVIDMSGLR IPI00010471 - - - 

ALPDMEVVGLNFSSATTPELLLK IPI00456969 0.50 2.26 - 

DLMPHDLAR IPI00893108 0.87 2.89 - 

EFEPLLNWMK IPI00027230 -0.35 1.35 - 

ESSETPDQFMTADETR IPI00982553 0.06 0.77 - 

FIMESGAK IPI00939811 -1.20 3.04 - 

GAGSYTIMVLFADQATPTSPIR IPI00644576 0.44 4.04 - 

ETGVDLTKDNMALQR IPI00007765 - - - 

MDSTEPPYSQK IPI00396485 0.05 0.00 - 

VMVELLGSYTEDNASQAR IPI00102069 - - - 

MGAGLGHGMDR IPI00383296 0.23 0.00 - 

IVKDLMSK IPI00169383 - - - 

MVEKDQDGGR IPI00215780 - - - 

SVETLKEMIK IPI00220644 0.09 0.00 - 

VDQYLYHMR IPI00102864 0.12 0.98 - 

YFVEAGAMAVR IPI01015459 -0.21 1.72 0.67 

GDMVTLPAGIYHR IPI00470791 - - - 

MTDFDRFK IPI00555744 - - - 

SVEFEEMDILDQGALQR IPI00641123 - - - 

YPMEHGIVK IPI00908883 - - - 

‘-‘ indicates the peptide was not assayed 
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Supplemental Table 4: TAM hits identified in yeast (Chapter 3). ‘No’ refers to 

the peptide sequence not being identified as a hit, ‘Yes’ refers to the peptide sequence 

being identified as a hit and ‘-‘ indicates the peptide was not assayed. Peptide 

sequences that are italicized indicate multiple sequences from the same protein share 

hit behavior. Peptide sequences that are bolded indicate peptide identified as hit 

more than one approach in SPROX methods or protein hit identified with SPROX 

identified as hit with PP. 

Sequence Protein SPROX A SPROX B PP 

VTQMTPAPK O14455 - Yes - 

VVITAPSSTAPMFVMGVNEEKYTSDLK P00358 - Yes No 

VVITAPSSTAPM(OX)FVM(OX)GVNEE

K 
P00359 Yes - No 

IALSRPNVEVVALNDPFITNDYAAYM

FK 
P00359 No Yes No 

VINDAFGIEEGLMTTVHSM(OX)TATQ

K 
P00360 Yes No No 

NGVHMVFASFIR P00549 - Yes Yes 

AEVSDVGNAILDGADCVMLSGETAK P00549 No Yes No 

WLTGVELADMYHSLM(OX)K P00925 Yes - No 

SIVPSGASTGVHEALEMRDEDKSK P00925 - Yes No 

EMELGHER P00958 Yes - - 

TVPFVPISGWNGDNM(OX)IEATTNAP

WYK 
P02994 - Yes No 

LFNIM(OX)HEK P03962 Yes - - 

AVNTGMEPGK P05317 No Yes No 

MIEIM(OX)LPVFDAPQNLVEQAK P06169 No Yes Yes 

NATFPGVQMK P06169 No Yes No 

LVEELNASLLAYGMPK P08524 Yes - - 

ELQEVANPIMSK P10592 No Yes - 

VSRMYSVLREETNKVQFLK P14747 - Yes - 

KMGLPIEK P16120 - Yes Yes 

MPELIPVLSETMWDTKK P16521 - Yes No 

SYNLMLTK P16550 Yes - - 

LYSDLMK P19097 Yes - Yes 

ILMVGLDGAGK P19146 Yes - - 

IVDM(OX)STSK P19211 Yes - - 

EFQIIDTLLPGLQDEVMNIKPVQK P25443 No Yes No 

NMSVIAHVDHGK P32324 No Yes Yes 
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IITTMR P38219 Yes - - 

LAPPAAASYSQAM(OX)K P40185 Yes - - 

LLEMSTEDFVK Q01855 No Yes - 

EISDTM(OX)WPGQAMTLK Q12074 Yes - - 

RRNEQETSILELGQLYVTM(OX)GAK Q12377 - Yes - 

DILSVDYTDIMK Q99337 Yes - - 
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Supplemental Table 5: 4OHT hits identified in yeast (Chapter 3). ‘No’ refers to 

the peptide sequence not being identified as a hit, ‘Yes’ refers to the peptide sequence 

being identified as a hit and ‘-‘ indicates the peptide was not assayed. Peptide 

sequences that are italicized indicate multiple sequences from the same protein share 

hit behavior. Peptide sequences that are bolded indicate peptide identified as hit 

more than one approach in SPROX methods or protein hit identified with SPROX 

identified as hit with PP. 

Sequence Protein 
SPROX 

A 

SPROX 

B 
PP 

VVITAPSSTAPM(OX)FVMGVNEEK P00358 No Yes - 

VVITAPSSTAPM(OX)FVM(OX)GVNEEK P00359 Yes - - 

AEVSDVGNAILDGADCVMLSGETAK P00549 No Yes Yes 

WLTGVELADMYHSLM(OX)K P00925 Yes - - 

LFNIM(OX)HEK P03962 Yes - - 

EGIEMLR P04802 Yes - - 

LALMDM(OX)YK P04807 Yes - - 

MIEIM(OX)LPVFDAPQNLVEQAK P06169 Yes No Yes 

M(OX)IEIMLPVFDAPQNLVEQAK P06169 - Yes Yes 

MNPGPSVQ P0CX34 Yes - - 

LPAASLGDM(OX)VMATVK P0CX42 Yes - - 

ELQEVANPIMSK P10592 No Yes - 

HLILSNNGMGPFAGER P11745 Yes - - 

WVPMM(OX)SVDNAWIPR P16521 - Yes No 

SYNLMLTK P16550 Yes - - 

HLQILQMPEK P16550 Yes - - 

MPLVESVK P16861 - Yes - 

MGVPYAIVK P17076 Yes - No 

LYSDLMK P19097 Yes - - 

VVEIGPSPTLAGMAQR P19097 Yes - - 

ILMVGLDGAGK P19146 Yes - - 

MIAPMIEK P22217 No Yes - 

LSMANR P23285 Yes - - 

EFQIIDTLLPGLQDEVMNIKPVQK P25443 No Yes No 

LAEQAERYEEMVENMK P29311 - Yes - 

GGGQIIPTM(OX)R P32324 Yes - No 

AIEMEGLTWGAHQFIPIGFGIK P32471 - Yes - 

TWETYEMR P38701 No Yes - 

AQDLIMQGIM(OX)K P39683 Yes - - 
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LAPPAAASYSQAM(OX)K P40185 Yes - - 

FVMFPIK P49723 Yes - - 

DLTDYLMK P60010 Yes - - 

VAPEEHPVLLTEAPMNPK P60010 No Yes - 

GM(OX)TSKPAGFMK Q01855 - Yes - 

VTIAMLLR Q02046 Yes - - 

EISDTM(OX)WPGQAMTLK Q12074 Yes - - 
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Supplemental Table 6: TAM hits identified in MCF-7 lysate (iTRAQ-SPROX; 

PP) and MCF-7 cell line (SILAC-SPROX) (Chapter 4). ‘No’ refers to the peptide 

sequence not being identified as a hit, ‘Yes’ refers to the peptide sequence being 

identified as a hit and ‘-‘ indicates the peptide was not assayed. Peptide sequences 

that are italicized indicate multiple sequences from the same protein share hit 

behavior. Peptide sequences that are bolded indicate peptide identified as hit more 

than one approach in SPROX methods or protein hit identified with SPROX 

identified as hit with PP. 

Sequence Protein 
iTRAQ-

SPROX 

SILAC-

SPROX 
PP 

VGAEDADGIDMAYR P49588 No Yes No 

MMTGGFFHK P80404 Yes - - 

M(ox)LDLYSQISSVPIGYSHPALLK H3BRN4 - Yes - 

IGNTGGM(ox)LDNILASK P53396 - Yes - 

DEPSVAAMVYPFTGDHK P53396 Yes - - 

MTFTSNK O00154 Yes - - 

NYITMDELR P12814 Yes - - 

LYAYEPADTALLLDNM(OX)K O95994 Yes No - 

LYAYEPADTALLLDNMK Q4JM47 No Yes - 

ALDIAENEMPGLM(OX)R P23526 Yes - - 

DEPDTNLVALMK O95433 Yes - - 

LIPDDVMTR Q9UIJ7 Yes - - 

TVM(ox)ENFVAFVDK 
CON__P0

2769 
- Yes - 

M(ox)IGGPILPSER P49419 - Yes - 

SYSPYDM(ox)LESIR P07355 - Yes - 

SIPAYLAETLYYAMK P08758 Yes - - 

WHIDTIMR O43747 Yes - - 

SVLEEMGLA P61966 Yes - - 

M(ox)ILLEVNNR O15144 - Yes - 

MSINAEEVVVGDLVEVK P05023 - Yes - 

DMTSEQLDDILK P05023 Yes - - 

IMNVIGEPIDER P06576 Yes No - 

YLM(ox)IEEYLTK O95817 - Yes - 

PQQPM(ox)THR O95817 - Yes - 

SVFLEQMK Q7L1Q6 Yes - - 

ELGTVMR H0Y7A7 No Yes - 

LFAQLAGDDM(ox)EVSATELM(ox)NILNK P04632 - Yes - 
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MLPTIIADNAGYDSADLVAQLR P78371 Yes - - 

AMTGVEQWPYR P49368 Yes - - 

VADMALHYANK P50990 Yes - - 

TAEELM(ox)NFSK P50990 - Yes - 

WREEQMER P09496 Yes - - 

RPISADSAIM(ox)NPASK Q00610 - Yes - 

TIQMGSFR Q9Y2B0 Yes - - 

NVLSDSRPAM(ox)APGSSHLGAPASTTTA

ADATPSGSLAR 
Q9BR76 - Yes No 

AMLSTGFK P31327 Yes - - 

TVVGQITVDM(OX)M(OX)YGGMR O75390 Yes - - 

YLLGDM(ox)EGR Q16531 - Yes - 

AAMEALVVEVTK Q08211 Yes - - 

AMDPAVPNMMIDAAK O60610 Yes - - 

LM(ox)DQNLK Q5VU59 - Yes - 

ARPAEVGGMQLR P33316 Yes - - 

GYM(ox)KINM(ox)LVIELK Q14204 - Yes - 

PGM(ox)VVTFAPVNITTEVK Q05639 - Yes No 

TILMMGR P13639 Yes - Yes 

AGDLSAGFFM(ox)EELNTYR P19525 - Yes - 

MDEEFTK Q99613 Yes - - 

VFDM(ox)LNR P60842 - Yes - 

VVIGMDVAASEFFR P06733 No Yes - 

LAQANGWGVM(ox)VSHR P06733 No Yes - 

MFEIVFEDPK P07814 Yes - - 

MYEEHLK P84090 Yes - - 

VVPEMTEILK P13804 No Yes - 

SAVLSEPVLFLKPSTAYAPEGSPILMPAYT

R 
Q6P587 Yes - - 

WTSQDSLLGMEFSGR P49327 Yes - - 

GWEEGVAQM(ox)SVGQR P62942 - Yes - 

VTYTPM(OX)APGSYLISIK P21333 Yes No Yes 

HTAM(ox)VSWGGVSIPNSPFR P21333 - Yes Yes 

GAGSYTIMVLFADQATPTSPIR P21333 Yes - Yes 

TFEM(ox)SDFIVDTR O75369 - Yes - 

GIEPTGNMVK O75369 Yes - - 

GPTEADELMK P11413 Yes No - 

AVQEIM(ox)QEK P22102 - Yes - 
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IMIPLK O75323 Yes - - 

QSVVVLMGSLAK Q92616 Yes - - 

EIMLGLK Q06210 Yes - - 

EPESILQVLSQMEK P17174 No Yes - 

VMENGLLFK Q8N335 Yes - - 

RMETEESR B7Z7A3 - Yes - 

LLVPYLMEAIR E9PF18 No Yes - 

MVIEYAR P07686 Yes - - 

MLPTFVR P19367 Yes - - 

LGEM(ox)WNNTAADDKQPYEK P09429 - Yes - 

M(ox)EVKPPPGRPQPDSGR P51991 - Yes - 

VTGEADVEFATHEEAVAAMSK P52597 No Yes - 

VTGEADVEFATHEDAVAAMAK P55795 Yes - - 

MMVAGFK Q00839 Yes - - 

DCEVVM(ox)M(ox)IGLPGAGK Q00839 - Yes - 

YNVLGAETVLNQMR Q1KMD3 Yes - - 

EM(ox)LQQSK P08238 No Yes - 

FGDPVVQSDMK P0DMV8 Yes - - 

SINPDEAVAYGAAVQAAILMGDK P08107 No Yes - 

QIQQYMK P34932 Yes - - 

NAVEEYVYEMR P34932 Yes - - 

TFAPEEISAM(OX)VLTK P11021 Yes No No 

FEELNMDLFR P11021 Yes No No 

NSLESYAFNMK P11142 No Yes No 

DDAMLLK P10809 Yes No - 

AEQPHQHAMYYLR P14735 Yes - - 

NIANPTAM(OX)LLSASNMLR O43837 Yes - - 

VLQDM(ox)GLPTGAEGR Q12906 - Yes - 

LLQMPSVVNYSGLR Q27J81 Yes - - 

LIFQMPQNK P46940 - Yes - 

LHDPEGMGIIPR P33176 Yes - - 

NMQDM(OX)VEDYR P04264 Yes - Yes 

ETMQSLNDR P05783 No Yes - 

EELLFMK P05783 Yes - No 

DVDEAYM(ox)NKVELESR P05787 No Yes - 

SNMDNM(OX)FESYINNLRR P05787 Yes - Yes 

SNM(OX)DNM(OX)FESYINNLR P05787 Yes No Yes 

LNLEAINYM(ox)AADGDFK P09382 - Yes - 
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SAYEFSETESMLK P09960 Yes - - 

AAAAAAGAGPEM(ox)VR A8CZ64 - Yes - 

TSGVVTSCTGVLPQLSM(ox)VK P49736 - Yes - 

GSSAVGLTAYVMKDPETR P33991 Yes - - 

NLNPEDIDQLITISGM(ox)VIR J3KPV4 - Yes - 

DLDVAILVGSMPR P40925 Yes - - 

LSDLDYMQFIR P82933 Yes - - 

MFGIPVVVAVNAFK P11586 Yes No - 

ALEQQVEEM(ox)K P35579 - Yes - 

ATSNVFAM(ox)FDQSQIQEFK O14950 - Yes - 

ELLTTMGDR P24844 Yes - - 

FAEFDQIM(ox)K E7EW20 - Yes - 

NVDLLSDM(ox)VQEHDEPILK H0YHC3 - Yes No 

MNYSDAIVWLK O43776 Yes - - 

FMQASEDLLK Q32Q12 No Yes - 

TQYSSAMLESLLPGIR P55786 Yes - - 

QMGFPLIYVEAEQVEDDR P55786 Yes - - 

QTLFASQVMR P49902 Yes - - 

VVVTM(ox)EHSAK P55809 - Yes - 

YFEYIM(ox)AK P13674 - Yes - 

MDSTANEVEAVK P07237 Yes No - 

NFGEDMDDER P11940 Yes - - 

VLSMAPGLTSVEIIPFR O95340 Yes - - 

QICLVM(ox)LETLSQSPQGR Q15365 - Yes - 

TM(OX)YVLPFSMGPVGSPLSR Q16822 Yes - - 

MYEVVYQIGTETR Q9UHG3 Yes - - 

TDKTLVLLMGK P07737 Yes - - 

SYDVPPPPM(ox)EPDHPFYSNISK P18669 - Yes - 

PGSGFTNTM(ox)R P14618 - Yes No 

ITLDNAYM(OX)EK P14618 Yes No - 

M(ox)QEEVVR Q15149 - Yes - 

MENGYTYEDYK P00491 Yes - - 

LGADAVGM(ox)STVPEVIVAR P00491 - Yes - 

VKEGM(ox)NIVEAMER P62937 No Yes No 

HTGPGILSM(OX)ANAGPNTNGSQFFICTA

K 
P62937 Yes No - 

NLPPEEQM(ox)ISALPDIK O15355 - Yes - 

ALDMSYDHKPEDEVELAR O15355 Yes - - 
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IVQMTEAEVR P62140 Yes - - 

M(ox)AGDPVANVR P30153 - Yes - 

SVVDSLDIESMTIEDEYSGPK P53041 Yes - - 

KQGGLGPMNIPLVSDPK Q06830 - Yes - 

KQGGLGPM(ox)NIPLVSDPK Q06830 - Yes - 

FSMVVQDGIVK P30044 Yes No - 

SLEDQVEM(OX)LR P14314 Yes No - 

ESLQQMAEVTR P14314 Yes - - 

TLNNDIMLIK P07477 Yes - - 

FVVDLSDQVAPTDIEEGM(OX)R P35998 Yes No - 

M(ox)EEIGILVEK P43686 - Yes - 

VDPLVSLMM(OX)VEK P62195 Yes - - 

M(ox)EVDYSATVDQR O00232 - Yes - 

ITVNEVELLVMK Q9UNM6 No Yes - 

SLMPYFLLTQAVR O43242 No Yes - 

MDGIVPDIAVGTK P26599 Yes - - 

IIASSPEMNLPTVSALR Q96C36 Yes - - 

YIIIGDMGVGK P61106 Yes - - 

TMYLEDR Q9NRW1 Yes - - 

GFGFITFTNPEHASVAM(ox)R P98179 - Yes - 

EDSMMEYLK P35241 Yes No - 

VHIGQVIMSIR P27635 Yes - - 

M(ox)INTDLSR P36578 - Yes - 

GLMPGLTFSNELISR Q7LG56 Yes - - 

TEFLSFM(ox)NTELAAFTK P31949 - Yes - 

IM(ox)VANIEEVLQR O75396 - Yes - 

MVVPVAALFTPLK Q15436 Yes - - 

AAGLATMISTMRPDIDNM(OX)DEYVR O75533 Yes - - 

IVEVNGVCMEGK O14745 - Yes - 

LMENMR Q7KZF4 Yes - - 

IDYGEYMDK Q04837 Yes - - 

GLNVDQLNMLGEK P42224 Yes - - 

AM(OX)ADPEVQQIM(OX)SDPAMR P31948 Yes - - 

AM(ox)DVYQK P31948 - Yes - 

M(ox)GHAGAIIAGGK P53597 - Yes - 

IQASTMAFK P37802 Yes - - 

TGDEEM(ox)LKDK Q96EI5 - Yes - 

GALEMVQMAVEAK O43617 Yes - - 
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GAVNM(OX)PFMDFLTEDGFEKGPEELR Q16762 Yes - - 

EVDEQM(ox)LAIQSK Q13509 - Yes - 

AELTALESLIEMGFPR E9PJ81 - Yes - 

MIVTDIYNHR Q9Y4E8 Yes - - 

MAKPEEVLVVENDQGEVVR O14980 Yes - - 

DIQQTLTQNMER Q9HAV4 Yes - - 

ANVEAIMLAVMK O43592 Yes - - 

RPQYSNPPVQGEVM(ox)EGADNQGAGEQ

GRPVR 
P67809 - Yes - 

RPQYSNPPVQGEVM(ox)EGADNQGAGEQ

GR 
P67809 - Yes - 

VSSIDLEIDSLSSLLDDM(ox)TK Q15942 - Yes - 
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Supplemental Table 7: NDT hits identified in MCF-7 lysate (iTRAQ-SPROX; 

PP) and MCF-7 cell line (SILAC-SPROX) (Chapter 4). ‘No’ refers to the peptide 

sequence not being identified as a hit, ‘Yes’ refers to the peptide sequence being 

identified as a hit and ‘-‘ indicates the peptide was not assayed. Peptide sequences 

that are italicized indicate multiple sequences from the same protein share hit 

behavior. Peptide sequences that are bolded indicate peptide identified as hit more 

than one approach in SPROX methods or protein hit identified with SPROX 

identified as hit with PP. 

Sequence Protein  
iTRAQ-

SPROX 

SILAC-

SPROX 
PP 

MALELLTQEFGIPIER P49588 Yes No - 

HQGVM(ox)VGMGQK P63261 No Yes - 

LDLAGRDLTDYLMK P63261 No Yes - 

SPLAGDFITM(ox)QCR O96019 - Yes - 

NYITMDELR P12814 No - Yes 

NWDDMK P61160 Yes - - 

AVGVPALGFSPMNR Q03154 Yes - - 

ISMPDIDLNLTGPK Q09666 Yes - - 

LYAYEPADTALLLDNM(OX)K O95994 No Yes Yes 

ISMPDIDLNLKGPK Q09666 Yes - - 

MVVLSLPR Q14204 Yes - - 

LNDGHFMPVLGFGTYAPAEVPK P52895 Yes - - 

TPLFDQIIDM(ox)LR P54886 - Yes - 

LAM(OX)QEFMILPVGAANFR P06733 Yes No Yes 

QDM(OX)PNAMPVSELTDK P84085 Yes - - 

LIGNM(ox)ALLPIR O15145 - Yes - 

LPGLLGNFPGPFEEEMK E7ERV9 - Yes - 

TSQENISFETMYDVLSTKPVLNK Q13510 Yes - - 

DGTTHQTSLELFMYLNEVAGK P00966 - Yes - 

YVAVMPPHIGDQPLTGAYTVTLDGRGPSR P30043 Yes - - 

PITEM(ox)LPGILSQLGADSLTSLR E9PL10 - Yes - 

LMIEMDGTENK P06733 Yes - Yes 

KIYEDGDDDM(ox)KR Q9HB71 - Yes - 

MKDTDSEEEIR H0Y7A7 No Yes - 

VGEVTYVELLMDAEGK P52272 Yes - - 

LFAQLAGDDM(ox)EVSATELM(ox)NILNK P04632 - Yes - 

MFLVNSFLK P04632 No Yes - 

SPWSNKYDPPLEDGAM(ox)PSAR P47756 - Yes - 
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VINPAVGSGLSPLLPLAMSAR O60826 Yes - - 

IMQSSSEVGYDAM(OX)AGDFVNM(OX)VE

K 
P10809 Yes - No 

MLLDPMGGIVMTNDGNAILR P49368 Yes - - 

QMQVLHPAAR P50991 Yes - - 

ASM(ox)GTLAFDEYGRPFLIIKDQDR P48643 - Yes - 

EKFEEM(ox)IQQIK P48643 - Yes - 

AM(ox)KEYEEEER Q16543 - Yes - 

QYMEGFNDELEAFK Q16543 Yes - - 

LIDDMVAQAM(OX)K O75874 Yes - - 

TLTTMAPYLSTEDVPLAR Q8TEX9 Yes - - 

ETMQSLNDR P05783 Yes - No 

TQYSSAMLESLLPGIR P55786 Yes No - 

ALTLPGSSENEYIMK P55060 Yes - - 

AIGAVPLIQGEYMIPCEK P07339 Yes No - 

GKIEEDSEVLMMIK O60888 Yes - - 

IM(ox)QDFESDTFFPEIDLEK P00374 - Yes - 

ARPAEVGGMQLR P33316 Yes - - 

EGM(OX)NIVEAMER P62937 Yes No No 

TM(ox)TLFSALR Q14204 - Yes - 

EGMTAFVEK P30084 Yes No - 

SGDAAIVEM(ox)VPGKPMCVESFSQYPPL

GR 
Q05639 - Yes - 

SGDAAIVEMVPGKPM(ox)CVESFSQYPPL

GR 
Q05639 - Yes - 

EGMNIVEAM(OX)ER P62937 Yes No No 

LVQLDSAISM(ox)ELWQEAFK Q14152 - Yes - 

NLTQDEMQR Q14152 Yes - - 

MTLDTLSIYETPSM(OX)GLLDK P55884 Yes - - 

TIGTGLVTNTLAMTEEEK P49411 Yes - - 

GLMPDGTSR P11766 Yes - - 

DITEEIM(ox)SGAR E7EUU4 - Yes - 

AM(ox)GPLVLTEVLFNEK P55010 - Yes - 

ILMVGLDAAGK P61204 Yes No - 

LAMQEFMILPVGAANFR P06733 No Yes Yes 

SVFLEQMK Q7L1Q6 Yes - - 

SMVNLM(OX)DR P07384 Yes - - 

M(ox)YSYVTEELPQLINANFPVDPQR P10768 - Yes - 

M(ox)SLFYAEATPM(ox)LK Q9NUQ9 - Yes - 
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VMGLVPAK P49327 No Yes - 

DISM(OX)EIDSPENM(OX)MR Q16204 Yes - - 

MEAVLNELVSVEDLLK Q9Y3D6 - Yes - 

AEASSGDHPTDTEMKEEQK Q02790 - Yes - 

AWDIAIATMK Q02790 No Yes - 

GAGSYTIMVLFADQATPTSPIR P21333 Yes No No 

LSPFMADIRDAPQDFHPDR P21333 Yes - No 

YAPSEAGLHEMDIR P21333 No Yes No 

SVM(OX)TEEYKVPDGMVGFIIGR Q96AE4 Yes - - 

FM(ox)QTFVLAPEGSVANK Q13283 - Yes - 

GPTEADELMKR P11413 Yes - - 

VIHDNFGIVEGLM(OX)TTVHAITATQK P04406 Yes No - 

VIHDNFGIVEGLMTTVHAITATQK P04406 No Yes - 

VVDLM(ox)AHM(ox)ASKE P04406 No Yes - 

VVDLM(OX)AHMASK P04406 Yes No - 

WREEQMER P09496 Yes - - 

VMENGLLFK Q8N335 Yes - - 

MDLINSTDYLINASTLVRNSTQFLAPASK Q49SQ1 Yes - - 

AHTMTDDVTFWK Q00610 Yes - - 

VSFLGAQLPPEVAAMAR Q9GZQ3 Yes - - 

MILELFSK P78417 Yes No - 

MISDLIAGGIQPLQNLSVLK G3V267 No Yes - 

AQVAM(ox)STLPVEDEESSESR Q86U51 - Yes - 

VGMIPVPYVEK P46109 Yes - - 

ADQIETQQLMR Q9NZN3 Yes - - 

EAENPEGEEKEAATLEVERPLPM(ox)EVEK P51858 - Yes - 

LYTTMPVAK Q9Y262 Yes - - 

LSDETLIDIMTR E7ENR4 No Yes - 

MISGM(OX)YLGEIVR P19367 Yes - - 

M(ox)IAGQVLDINLAAEPK G3V4W0 - Yes - 

VTGEADVEFATHEEAVAAMSK P52597 Yes - - 

VTGEADVEFATHEDAVAAM(OX)AK P55795 Yes - - 

MGLAM(OX)GGGGGASFDR P52272 Yes - - 

LLTFM(OX)GMAVENK Q7L2H7 Yes - - 

RPLEM(ox)EQQQAYRPEM(ox)K B7Z4B8 - Yes - 

GGIVGMTLPIAR Q99714 No Yes - 

LGLGIDEDEVAAEEPNAAVPDEIPPLEGDE

DASRM(ox)EEVD 
P08238 - Yes No 
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AYVDDTPAEQMK P07814 Yes - - 

FEELNMDLFR P11021 Yes - - 

M(ox)VNHFIAEFK P11142 - Yes - 

NQVAM(OX)NPTNTVFDAK P11142 Yes No - 

YMAQGK P49327 Yes - - 

RFDDAVVQSDMK P11142 No Yes - 

VVDLM(OX)AHMASKE P04406 Yes - - 

IMQSSSEVGYDAM(OX)AGDFVNMVEK P10809 Yes - No 

LMNDM(OX)TAVALNYGIYK Q92598 Yes - - 

SSDPLGDTASNLGSAVDELMR Q7Z6Z7 Yes - - 

ISGGSVVEMQGDEM(OX)TR O75874 Yes - - 

QFSMFLGK P21266 Yes - - 

MSDGLFLQK P50213 Yes - - 

VDIIENQVMDFR P21266 Yes No - 

WEQGQADYMGADSFDNIK P46976 Yes - - 

LVMAAANR P55084 Yes - - 

VLQDM(ox)GLPTGAEGR Q12906 - Yes - 

EVMPLLLAYLK Q8TEX9 Yes No - 

EAENPEGEEKEAATLEVERPLPMEVEK P51858 Yes - - 

M(ox)DPNTIIEALR O95373 - Yes - 

EVLLFPAM(ox)KPEDK Q15046 - Yes - 

LKTQMLDQEELLASTR P33176 Yes - - 

SSAYESLMEIVK Q14974 Yes Yes - 

NAVEEYVYEMR P34932 Yes - - 

NQVAMNPTNTVFDAKR P11142 Yes - - 

TVQSLEIDLDSMRNLK P05783 Yes - No 

TSQNSELNNMQDLVEDYKK P35908 Yes - Yes 

AKQDMAR O95678 Yes - No 

DVDEAYM(ox)NKVELESR P05787 No Yes - 

DVDEAYMNK P05787 Yes No No 

ELQSQISDTSVVLSMDNSR P05787 No Yes - 

LESGMQNM(ox)SIHTK P05787 No Yes - 

LKLEAELGNMQGLVEDFK P05787 Yes No No 

GMQLMHANAQR P13284 Yes - - 

MVGDVTGAQAYASTAK Q01629 Yes - - 

VSAMEDEMNEMKR Q9UN81 Yes - - 

M(ox)NPNCAR Q14847 - Yes - 

YLMGER P00338 Yes - No 
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LNLEAINYM(ox)AADGDFK P09382 - Yes - 

LNLEAINYMAADGDFK P09382 Yes - - 

MQQQLDEYQELLDIK P02545 Yes - - 

MQEVYNFNAINNSEIR P09960 Yes - - 

SIGTANRPMGAGEALR Q12906 Yes No - 

MSVEADINGLR P02533 Yes No - 

QPPSQFEPLDMK P33993 Yes - - 

MISDAIPELK P40926 No Yes - 

QLREYQELMNVK P05787 Yes - No 

EM(ox)VPEFVVPDLTGFK Q8IXM3 - Yes - 

MFGIPVVVAVNAFK P11586 Yes No - 

ALEQQVEEM(ox)K P35579 - Yes - 

SM(ox)AVAAR P35579 - Yes - 

NLEISIDTLMAK Q9UM54 Yes - - 

LTESVDVLMPNVGEIVGGSM(OX)R O43776 Yes - - 

TEISEMNR P05787 Yes No No 

M(ox)GQM(ox)AM(ox)GGAM(ox)GINNR Q15233 - Yes - 

PVTVEPM(ox)DQLDDEEGLPEK Q15233 - Yes - 

NPEQVDLYQFMAK P56192 Yes - - 

VALSNMNVIDR A6NEC2 Yes - - 

TSFNYAMK P15559 Yes - - 

IITVSM(ox)EDVK Q08J23 - Yes - 

VDPVVIMQVIHPDGTK Q9BQG2 Yes - - 

NLNPEDIDQLITISGMVIR P33991 Yes No - 

SVPLAATSMLITQGLISK Q9NX40 Yes - - 

VVVTM(ox)EHSAK P55809 - Yes - 

FTVLLM(OX)PNGPMR Q9UQ80 Yes - - 

ALDTMNFDVIK P11940 No Yes - 

GAEEM(ox)ETVIPVDVMR Q99497 No Yes - 

IADMGHLK P12004 No Yes - 

DMAAFNERPIIFALSNPTSK P48163 Yes - - 

VNVEHM(ox)TEK P17858 - Yes - 

YMHSGPVVAM(OX)VWEGLNVVK P22392 Yes - - 

TDKTLVLLMGK P07737 Yes - No 

QMTDVLLTPATDALK Q8N1F7 Yes - - 

M(ox)VEPQYQELK O00625 - Yes - 

M(ox)QHLIAR P14618 - Yes No 

EGVM(ox)VAK Q15149 - Yes - 
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YIMVSFVDP O60568 Yes - - 

LGADAVGM(ox)STVPEVIVAR P00491 - Yes - 

VIMDYESLEK P00491 Yes - - 

M(ox)EIATKDPLNPIK Q15181 - Yes - 

VSDYEMK P12004 Yes - - 

MGIYVGAK Q01813 Yes - - 

M(ox)VNPTVFFDIAVDGEPLGR P62937 - Yes No 

MVNPTVFFDIAVDGEPLGR P62937 No Yes No 

IVQM(ox)TEAEVR P62140 - Yes - 

VGGDVPETNYLFMGDFVDR P60510 Yes - - 

SAATDIFSYLVEYNPSMVR Q6IN85 Yes - - 

NLDLAVLELMQSSVDNTK P78527 - Yes No 

VVQMLGSLGGQINK P78527 Yes - No 

M(ox)VLVGDVK P60891 - Yes - 

TVDISM(ox)ILSEAIR B4E329 - Yes - 

VDFNVPMK P07205 Yes No - 

QVLGQM(ox)VIDEELLGDGHSYSPR P28070 - Yes - 

TQNPM(ox)VTGTSVLGVK P28070 - Yes - 

M(ox)STEEIIQR P17980 - Yes - 

ADHDFVVQEDFM(ox)K P62333 - Yes - 

ITVNEVELLVMK 
Q9UNM

6 
No Yes - 

TLNNDIMLIK P07477 Yes - - 

MTISQQEFGR P55036 Yes - - 

APLDIPIPDPPPKDDEM(ox)ETDKQEK Q9UL46 - Yes - 

KEIHTVPDM(ox)GK A6PVN5 - Yes - 

AVTPPM(ox)PLLTPATPGGLPPAAAVAAA

AATAK 
Q9UHX1 - Yes - 

MGPGATAGGAEK E7END7 No Yes - 

MTDYAK P48556 Yes - - 

YHSLAPM(ox)YYR P51148 - Yes - 

GHNGWVTQIATTPQFPDMILSASR P63244 Yes - - 

EDSMMEYLK P35241 Yes No - 

AVDIPHMDIEALKK P62906 No Yes - 

TAMNVNEIFM(OX)AIAK P51148 Yes - - 

AITGASLADIMAK C9JXB8 No Yes - 

LPAAGVGDMVM(OX)ATVK P62829 Yes - - 

EAPPMEKPEVVK P62841 Yes - - 
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VMLYPSRI P18077 Yes - - 

TEFLSFM(ox)NTELAAFTK P31949 - Yes No 

ALESDM(OX)APVLIMATNR Q9Y230 Yes - - 

M(ox)VVPVAALFTPLK F5H365 - Yes - 

ELNMIIMLPDETTDLR P35237 Yes - - 

LGFATSSDVIEMK P42285 Yes - - 

MQVDPQK Q00325 Yes - - 

GNSIIMLEALERV P62308 Yes - - 

AELM(ox)EISEDK E9PFH8 - Yes - 

LDEGWVPLEIMIK E9PFH8 - Yes - 

LEEDAEM(ox)K E9PFH8 - Yes - 

VADGLPLAASMQEDEQSGR O75396 Yes - - 

DFIDNQMLLLVAQR Q8TE77 Yes - - 

AM(OX)ADPEVQQIM(OX)SDPAMR P31948 Yes - - 

ELDPTNMTYITNQAAVYFEK P31948 No Yes - 

ETKPEPM(ox)EEDLPENK P31948 - Yes - 

IQASTMAFK P37802 Yes No - 

LEMYNILK P26639 Yes - - 

MFGIDRDAIAQAVR P29401 No Yes No 

CFIEEIPDETM(ox)VIGNYR Q9BVK6 - Yes - 

MDSAGQDINLNSPNK O43399 Yes - - 

LVSDGQALPEMEIHLQTNAEK Q12931 Yes - Yes 

GALEMVQMAVEAK O43617 Yes - - 

AFVHWYVGEGMEEGEFSEAR Q13748 Yes - - 

ALTVPELTQQM(OX)FDAK Q13509 Yes No - 

EVDEQM(ox)LAIQSK Q13509 - Yes - 

LATPTYGDLNHLVSATMSGVTTSLR Q13509 Yes Yes - 

ALTVPELTQQMFDAK P68371 No Yes - 

IDYGEYMDK Q04837 Yes - No 

TVVTGIEMFHK P49411 No Yes - 

FAM(ox)VAPDVQIEDGK Q9UBT2 - Yes - 

QLIMANPQMQQLIQR Q9UMX0 Yes - - 

AELTALESLIEMGFPR E9PJ81 - Yes - 

EQLDPDELETITMHK Q9NYU2 Yes - - 

KLDVSIEM(ox)PEELDISQLR P45974 - Yes - 

FGMTPSK P55072 Yes - No 

IYLDMLNVYK O14980 Yes - - 

QLYLPMLFK O14980 Yes - - 
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IMLFTNEDNPHGNDSAK P12956 Yes - - 

MKGDYYR P63104 Yes - - 

VSSIDLEIDSLSSLLDDM(ox)TK Q15942 - Yes - 
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